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PART I 
MULTIPLE EROSION CYCLES IN PRINCIPLE 

INTRODUCTORY SKETCH 

First steps in the interpretatio11 of the erosional histories 
of regions were taken when ( 1) the processes of land de
gradation by streams ,vere worked out, (2) the limits of 
change were recog·11ized, and (3) the stag·es of reductio11, 
expressed in the terms yoi lth, niaturity , and old age were 
described. 

Second steps were take11 by Dutto111 who co11ceived that 
the Arizo11a plateau had bee11 degraded to low levels and 
then had been uplifted in such a way as to start new cycles 
of erosion. Following· the lead of Dutton but bring·ing· to 
bear upon their studies critical a11d analytical metl1ods 
Willis2, Hayes a11d Campbell3, Davis4 and others wrote his
tories of parts of the Appalachia11 mou11tains, not 011ly pre
senting· and explaining evidences of more than one cycle 
of erosion, but working· out evidences of more than two 
cycles, describing· the deg·ree of completeness of reduction 
reached in each cycle, g·iving· the geologic dates of each 
eve11t in the erosional history of the reg·ion, i11terpreting· 
il1e nu1nber, character a11d dates of uplift, etc. But, by its 
very thoroughness and accuracy, this work has led un
fortunately to co11fusion. Later the principles so well used 
in the Appalachian region were applied, with little con
sideration, to regions where their application was doubt
ful. Complex series of events were thus assig·ned to regions 
,,,hose histories were simple, a11d there came to be more 
raised pe11eplains in literature than in the field. The care-

1. Dutton. C. E., "Tertiary History of the Grand Canyon District," U . S . Geol. 
S1tn• .. MonoA:r11.ph No. 2, 1882. 
2. \Villh;, Bailey, 1'1,c Northern , l ppa/achians, Physiography of United States, 1895, 
pp. 169-202 . 
3. Hayes, W illard C. , and Campbell, M. R. , "Geomorphology of the Southern Appa
lachians," N at'/ Gc·og . Mag., V ol. VI (1894) , pp. 63-126. 
4 . Davis, \V. ?,IL. "Rivers and Valleys of Pennsylvania ," N at'l Geog. Mau., V ol. I 
( 1889 l , pp. 183-253. 
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8 IOWA STUDIES IN NAT1JUAL HISTORY 

lessness of physiographic interpretation during· this time 
was followed by a period of reaction ushered i11 by the 
criticism of Tarr1 who seems to l1ave been the first to sound 
a note of warning· and present the idea that not all flattish 
surfaces above streams are old peneplains. 

But now Tarr's arg·ument in turn seems to have been 
carried beyond the point intended by its autl1or, for many 
geolog·ists having convinced themselves and others that 
some physiog·1·aphic features \Vhich have been described as 
raised peneplains are not old erosion surfaces, have pro
ceeded to the extreme conclusion that there are no such 
things as raised peneplains and consider no evidence either 
in favor of or ag·ainst the peneplain theory in working out 
the histories of regions in the field. The conclusion that 
because some upland flats are not old peneplains there is 
no such thing· as raised peneplains is as unwarranted and 
as g·reat a detriment i11 the search for truth as ,vas the con
clusion of the older physiog·raphers that because some up
land surfaces were old pe11eplains, all such surfaces could 
be identically interpreted. 

The extreme reaction against the peneplain theory see1ns 
to be g·iving· ,vay at present to a revival of interest in the 
subject, as shown in the spirited discussion among Umple
by=t, At,vood\ Black,velder4, and Rich\ all of whom assume 
the existence of a raised peneplain and differ a1nong then1-
selves only in reg·ard to the ag·e of the plain. R. T. Cham
berlin() also clearly believes in the peneplain theory, as evi
denced in one of his latest productions. Physiographers seem 
still to be about evenly divided into t\\·o groups, the men1-
bcrs of one of \Vhich disregard the peneplain theory en-

1. Tarr, Ralph S .. "The P(•nt>plain," .-1111. (;,.o/. Vol. XXI C18!lRJ. J>P, 351-:171. 
2. Umpleby .. Joseph H .. "An 0111 Eroi-;ion Surfa<•e in I,laho Jt,. A1,1e and Value a,o a. 
Datum Plane," Joto-. G,ol., Vol. XX, No. 2, pp. 1:J!l-1,17; "An 01<1 Erosion Surface in 
Ea_,-,tern Utah Its A,..e anti Value in Time D<:tl'rminntion," ,\b,.t1·act, 1i•a~h .. ·lrad. 
Sr,. Jo111·., \'ol. 2. l'P· J0!l-110, HH2; "The Old Ero~ion Su,·fnN• in Idaho." .Jo11r. 
G, ol., \'ol. XXL J>p. 22-1 et seq, 1!11 a. 
3 .. Atwood, \\'allat·c \\',. "Th1.: Physiogrnphic C'onclitions at Hutt<', Montann anrl 
Bin!l'ham Canyon, Utiih \\ hen the CopJ><'I' On•., in Th(•,-,c I>ist ,-ict,, werl' Enricht.,J." 
}~ro11. <ho/., Vol. XI. pp. 61<7-7.J0, 1911,; "Phy,iographic Conditions and Co1,ru•r En
nchment," Eron. G,ol., Vol. XII. r,p. 515-i,17, l!ll'i. 
1. Blackwelder, E.. "Physio~raphie C.onrlitwns and <'0111>c1· Enrichment." HroH. 
G,·o/ .. Yol. XII, pp. 511-51/\, 191 i. 
•5; Rich. .r ohn _ L.. "An Old E,·osinn Surface in J claho: l s it E<>cenc." Eron. G,-o/ ., 
\ ol. XIII, No . .!.., March. l!l!R. 
6: _ Chamh<'rlin, R. T., "The l$uildin•.r of thL• Colonulo Ror:kil':<," .Jo11r. G,o!., Vol. 
XXVJJ, pr,. 115-2[;1. 
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tirely in field work, while those of the other group believe 
that raised peneplains exist, but are doing· little construct
ive thinking or writing· i11 substantiation of the theory itself. 

It now seems appropriate to bring together all the 
n1ethods which have been used in the interpretation of ero
sional histories, to analyze each method, to discuss its uses 
and abuses, and to attempt to assign to each its proper 
value. These are the purposes of this paper. 

Both in the analysis of the principles and in the con
struction of the paper, the writer has been greatly assisted 
by Professors R. D. Salisbury, M. M. Leighton, and Leroy 
Patto11, of whom all were so kind as to read the first draft 
and to make helpful suggestions for incorporation in the 
final paper. 

MORE THAN ONE CYCLE OF EROSION 

Tlieoretic Considerations 

The rate of land degradation by streams has bee11 esti
n1ated at 1 foot in 9000 years, under conditions which ex
ist i11 the United States1

• If the average altitude of the 
la11d today be tal{en as 2300 feet it would take more than 
20,000,000 years for streams to reduce the land to sea level. 
But the process of deg·radation becomes slower as the lands 
a1·e reduced. This progressively decreasing· rate of re
duction carried throug·h from youth to the ideal base
levelled condition would involve an amount of time 
approaching· infinity. Indeed, it seems doubtful if g·eolog·ic 
ti1ne has been as long· as a cornplete cycle of erosion would 
be. But, thougi1 it be uncertain that lands were ever re
duced to base level, they have been reduced to low levels ; 
that is, 1Jerf ect bas elev el plains are probably not formed, 
but peneplains may be. There is no theoretic reason for 
believi11g that extensive areas have not been peneplained 

again a11d again. 
If the history of land surfaces were merely a matter of 

formatio11 and subsequent degradation, most lands should 
to-day be in the condition of pe11eplains. The fact tl1at 

~ Water Supply Paper N o. 234, U. S. Geological Survey, pp. 78-83 . .. 
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high lands exist demonstrates that there are forces which 
g·ive lands high altitudes and that these forces, on the 
averag·e, at least balance the processes of degradation. 
'These renewing· forces are . diastrophic. 

There is not perfect ag·ree1nent an1ong· g·eolog·ists con
cerning· some of the phases of diastrophis1n, but the prin
ciples involved in land forn1ation are fairly well ag·reed up
on. Lands are due to lithospheric contraction. As the 
lithosphere shrinks, the ocean basins settle 111ore than the 
continental platforms, the capacity of the ocean basins in
creases, the water "'rithdra\vs fron1 the continental plat
forms, and lands are increased in area or heig·ht or both. 
If lands have been reduced to lo\\' levels and the lithosphere 
shrinks, these lands are left l1ig·her by the \vithdra\val of 
the sea and a ne\v cycle of erosion is inaug·urated. 

If diastrophism were a continuous process, land "\\"ould 
be reduced slowly if general degradation exceeded uplift. 
it would remain at a g·enerally constant leYel if degradation 
and uplift were equal, and it "''ould become slo\vly hig·her if 
uplift took place more rapidly than degradation. The 
l1eig·ht of land would depend upon a balance betv.·een dias
trophic uplift a11d deg·radation by a ll ag·ents of v\'hich run
ning· "''ater is chief. 

Pronounced diastrophism manifests itself periodically 
rather than continuously. Deg·radation goes on uninter
ruptedly between periods of diastrophism, but sooner or 
later the uplift con1es, deg·radation is rene,ved and ne\\' 
cycles of erosion are inaugurated. 

The relative duratio11 of erosion cycles and diastrophic 
p~riods now becomes important. If the diastrophic period 
is longer than the erosional cycle, land is totall)' destroyed 
and then formed ag·ain. If the periodic uplifts co1ne so 
frequently and the land is uplifted each time so hig·h that 
the land added by each uplift is not entirel~· de~troyed be
fore the next uplift, the history is one Qf land increase, 
partial degradation, further increase, partial deg·radation, 
and so on. Neither the cycle of erosion nor the diastrophic 
period is of determinate duration, and therefore there can 
be no invariable rule in their relative Yalucs, but a study 
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of g·eolog·ic history leads to the conclusion that the co1nplete 
erosion cycle is in most cases at least long·er than tl1e dias
trophic period. This being the case most cycles of erosion 
are interrupted by uplift and few if any cycles of erosio11 
have bee11 complete. Doubtless there have been cases in 
,vhich lands have bee11 so reduced by all the agencies at 
work 011 their surfaces and by deposition i11 the sea that 
the sea spr ead over them, but probably there has never 
been a time whe11 whole continents have been so destroyed. 
In any case the present paper deals only with those surfaces 
,vhich have not been reduced to the condition of sub-
n1erg·e11ce. 

The question now arises as to what stag·e of degradation 
is rPached by the averag·e surface before the cycle is in
terrupted. Tarr1 has arg·ued that because there are few if 
any low level plains to-day which have been developed by 
streams, there never have been any and that pleneplains have 
never existed. This conclusion is hardly warranted, for the 
prese11t day may be one closely following a11 uplift. 

The writer would agree that probably no co11tinent-wide 
and perfectly flat erosional plains have been developed i11 
the past, but he cannot agree that smaller areas have not 
been brought to a11 earlier stag·e of reduction which might 
b~ defined by the term peneplain. 

It seen1s unavoidable to suppose that erosion cycles mig·ht 
be interrupted either in youth, maturity, or old ag·e. But 
interruption i11 old ag·e should theoretically be most common, 
for degradation takes place most rapidly in youth and 
n1aturity, a11d is much slower i11 old ag·e. Land is reduced 
rather quickly to the peneplain stag·e but further reduction 
to complete base level is almost infinitely slow. That is, in 
a complete cycle the stage of old age would be longer than 
youth a11d maturity. 

I f a region reacl1ed old age in the first cycle a11d has gone 
only to maturity of the second, some of the characteristics 
of the first cycle will have held over into the second, and 
the history should be ascertainable. If on the other hand, 
a reg-ion is in youth of the first cycle when the int erruption 
1-. Tarr. R. S., "The Pcncplain," Am. Gcol.. Vol. 21, pp. 361-370. 
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occurs, and it is in youth of the second cycle at the time of 
observatio11, it would be almost impossible to determine that 
it had entered upon a second cycle. It would be still more 
difficult to interpret the history of a reg·ion in which a cycle 
of erosion had gone so nearly to completeness that all evi
dences of a former cycle had been obliterated. Indeed, 
satj,5factory determination seems to be almost limited to 
cases where each cycle of erosio11 is less nearly complete 
than those which preceded. 

E vidences of More Tha n One Cycle of Erosion 
Several different physiog·raphic features have been used 

as criteria for more than one cycle of erosion in the history 
of land surfaces. If their relative values are to be fixed, 
it is necessary that each of these features be analyzed. 

Interrupted Profile 
Streams \Vhich have reached g·rade, normally have con

cave profiles with prog·ressively decreasing· g·radients from 
source to debouchure. (abc Fig·. 1). If such a profile be 

------- - ------ - -.fr.--------', ', 
' ' , 

Fig. 1. A diagram in explanation of inlen upted profile due to rejuvenation of a 
stream. abc is the profile of the stream in old age of the first cycle when sea level 
was ed. abe is the profile after sea level has token the POSition ef and the rejuve
nated stream has worked headward to be. 

developed in old age of a first cycle of erosion and if the 
reg·ion then be uplifted so that a steep bordering· slope is 
formed, rejuvenating· the stream, deg·radation -vvill be re
newed first near the moutl1 of the strean1, where a new 
valley and a new profile will be developed. As this new 
valley, with its profile, is extended headward, there will 
come a time when there is a double or interrupted profile 
(abe Fig·. 1) in which the upper portion was made in the 
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first cycle and the lower portion in the second cycle of 
. 

erosion. 
There are, however, distinct limitations to the use of in

terrupted profiles as criteria of rejuvenated streams. Any 
stream which flows across resistant to non-resistant rock, 
and which has not yet broug·ht the resistant rock to grade, 
may develop an interrupted profile in a sing·le cycle of 
erosion. (Fig·. 2). If a relatively flat surface emerg·ed 

soft Roel< 

b 

Hord flock 

o d ----
sol t Roel< 

Fig. 2. Diagrf\Ill showing how interrupted profile abc may be developed in a single 
cycle of erosion with reference to sea level cd, due to inequalities in the hardness 
of the rock forn1ations. 

from the sea and came to stana distinctly above its sur
roundings, as in the case of a plateau, water would run 
down the gently sloping· summit surface and down the steep 
bordering slope and would acquire an interrupted profile 
,vhich would last until the lower portion of the stream had 
\Vorked headward to the very source of drainag·e. Any 
reg·ion therefore having unequally resistant rock or any 
flattish surface bordered by a distinct descent, may have 
streams with interrupted profiles. 

In the abstract, interrupted profiles i11 the streams of a 
region merely sugg·est that the region may be in the second 
cycle; they do not furnish strong· evidence, much less proof, 
of a second cycle. They amount to strong· evidence, only 
after all other possible interpretati'ons have been eliminated 
by careful study in the field. 

Strearn Terraces 
The uplift of a surf ace in which a stream has previously 

reduced its bed to g·rade a11d developed a valley flat causes 
tl1e stream to intrencl1 itself in the flood plain and form 
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terraces. (Fig·. 3). Terraces so fo1·med i11volve more than 
one cycle of erosion. 

However, stream terraces are forn1ed in a single cycle 
of erosion (1) by unequal widening· at the levels of un
equally resistant horizontal strata, (2) by the partial re
mov.al of g·lacial or fluvio-glacial fills in valleys, (3) by the 

, 

A 

--------------· _____________ _e . 

Fig. 3. Diagram showing ho" stream terraces may be foi·med by uplift of the sur
face after a stream has developed a valley flat. The J)rofile abcdfgh is the cross sec
tion of the valley after grade level AA has been reached. By uplift a new level was 
established at BB, the r~juvenated stream cut the new valley cef. and terraces be 
and fg were formed. _ 

recession of falls throug·h temporarily g·raded valley bot
toms, ( 4) by the removal of dams, such as landslides, lava 
flows, sand dunes, etc., (5) by renewed erosion of a valley 
flat, due to increased volume in a pirate stream, (6) by the 
intrenchment of graded valley bottoms as a stream acquires 
greater length and more and longer tributaries and comes 
to drain a larger area, and increases in volume, ( 7) by a 
g·raded stream receiving· less load from its head as gradients 
are lowered, and intrenching· itself, (8) by a stream picking· 
up much fine material from its flood plain and dropping 
less coarse material in its place, ( 9) by the shifting of 
1neander belts down stream, etc. These are common pro
cesses and all the events in the history of many stream ter
races take place in a single erosion cycle. 

From the above, it is clear that terraces along the streams 
of a region can seldom be used as adequate evidence of more 
than one cycle of erosion. On the other hand, if stream 
terraces can be analyzed and all possibilities can be elimi
nated except the 011e involving more tha11 one cycle of ero
sion, tl1ey might be considered to be more than merely sug·
gestive of a second cycle, especially if there are other evi
dences which corroborate the conclusion. 
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Intrenched Meanders 
Meandering streams in young· valleys have long· been 

used as evidence of second cycles of erosion in regions. By 
some they have been used as proof, even in reg·ions which 
afford practically no other evidence of more than one cycle 
of erosion1 • As commonly interpreted, the history of in
tre11ched meanders is somewhat as follows: (1) in a first 
cycle of erosion a stream reaches g·rade, becomes slug·g·ish, 
a11d develops a broad valley flat and broad meanders; (2) 
the surface is uplifted relative to sea, the stream is re
juvenated, and intrenches itself without changing· its mean
dering course. 

The value of intrenched meanders as evidences of more 
than one cycle depends upon the definition of meanders, and 
the accuracy with which they may be disting·uished from 
other crooks in strean1s. During· all stages of their history 
all strea1ns are more or less crooked. The first water which 
flows over a newly formed land surface concentrates in 
crooke~ courses, ( 1) where there are original depressions 
irregularly distributed, (2) where unequally resistant 
111aterials are not arrang·ed in orderly fashion, or (3) where 
there are differences in the amount of water supply. If in 
this stag·e the streams are flowing over a low, almost flat 
surface, they are easily deflected and curves are developed 
,vhich are identical in principle with meanders developed 
011 valley flats by streams at g·rade. In this first stag·e of 
its hjstory such a stream is said to be consequent and its 
curves might be called consequent crooks. Continuing· their 
histories, such streams lengthen by headward erosion, their 
heads being· extended up the steepest slopes, through the 
least resistant material, and toward the greatest water 
supply. Inasmuch as these determining conditions are 
irreg·ularly distributed on most surfaces, this stage of 
stream adjustment involves the development of a second 
set of crooks which are also consequent. As the cycle of 
valley development and the cycle of land reduction continue, 
a third stag·e is reached in which stream piracy takes place, 
1. Gannett, Henry, "Physiographic Types," Folio No. 1, U. S. Geol. Surv. Fourth 
map and page 2. 
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streams are diverted and beheaded, drainage is reversed in 
direction, and still other crooks are developed. During any 
one of these first stag·es in stream adjustment, streams may 
reach temporary grade, on the upstream sides of resistant 
rock or upstream fron1 g·lacial dams, blocking· lava flows, 
landslides, or artificial dams, and develop meanders. Finally, 
when the stream has developed its valley to old age, has 
large tributaries and larg·e volume, and has reached a still 
later stag·e of adjustment, the stream is sluggish, is Jikely 
to be depositing, is easily turned from side to side, and 
stream meanders, as the term is commonly applied, are 
formed. The crooks developed in the first three stages as 
outlined above, may be formed and in trenched in a single 
cycle of erosion. It would r equire an uplift and a second 
cycle of erosion for the intrenchment of the meanders de
veloped in the fourth stag·e. If meanders be defined as the 
curves acquired by a stream in the late stages of valley de
velopment, intrenched meanders would be proof of a second 
cycle of erosion. But a difficulty lies in disting·uishing such 
meanders from crooks developed during· earlier stag·es. 

The writer does not see a11y means of disting·uishing 
crooks developed in youth on a flat surface (Fig. 4, AA and 
BB) nor meanders formed on temporary flood plains up
stream fro1n obstructions, from meanders developed in old 
ag·e (Fig. 4 DD and EE). It seems even difficult, and in 
many cases impossible to disting·uish the meanders of old 
ag·e from ordinary crooks due to topography, irreg·ularit ies 
of resistance, or stream piracy (Fig·. 4 CC) . 

It has been said that meanders differ from other crooks, 
(1) in being· more symmetrical, (2) in being· so arrang·ed 
that every portion of the strean1 course is a part of two 
1neanders, and (3) in having a ratio of distance across the 
necks of meanders to distance around the meanders of about 
1 to 7. A study of the courses of the Missouri and Sioux 
rivers on the Elk Point, S. D. topog·raphic sheet, the l\tlis
souri and Platte rivers on the Leavenworth, Kas. sheet, Mis
sissippi river on the Baton Rouge, La. sheet, Missouri river 
on the Marshall, Mo. sheet, the Wabash, White and Patoka 
rivers on the Princeton, Ind. shee~, the Wabash and Litt]e 
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A 

0 

Fig. 4. A seril's of plats of ~tream courses of different histories. 
AA is a part of the course of Maple river taken from the Casselton, No. Dak. topo
graphic sheet. It has a consequent course in youth of its first cycle. Curves devel
oped on low, flat land. 
BB Rock river, Waterloo, W is. sheet. A consequent stream on the surface of 
glacial d1·ift. 
CC Deerfield river, Wilming;ton, Vt. sheet. A stream in harmony with rock hardness 
and topography. 
DD Platte river, Leavenworth, Kas. sheet. Meanders developed in old age. 
EE Big Sioux river, Elkpoint, So. Dak. sheet. Meanders developed in old age. 
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Wabash rivers on the New Haven, Ills. sheet, and Nemaha 
river on the Falls City, Nebr. sheet, all of which are streams 
with meanders formed in old age, shows that these three 
characteristics of meanders are more i1naginary than real. 
Few if any disting·uishable diff ere11ces between the mean
ders of old age and crooks made in other ways are brought 
out by the comparison of the meandering· streams referred 
to with typical crooked streams not in old age, such as Red 
and Buffalo rivers on the Fargo, N. D. sheet, Otter creek 
on the Brandon, Vt. sheet, Deerfield river on the Wilming
ton, Vt. sheet, Des Moines river on the Boone, Iowa sheet, 
San J oaquin river on the Westley, Cal. sheet, Tuolumne 
river on the Westport, Cal. sheet, Canadian river on the 
Brilliant, N. M. sheet, Stanislaus river on the Ripon, Cal. 
sheet. There being no distinguishable differences between 
ihe meandering· streams ref erred to above a11d ordinary 
streams which have never reached old age, it follows that 
it is impossible to tell from the maps, after a study of the 
curves themselves, \vhether intrenched meanders of the 
second CJ'cle of erosion or ordinary crooks of the first cycle 
a1·e ilJustrated in the Brazos river on the Palo Pinto, Texas 
sheet, Monongahela river on the Bro~rnsville, Pa. sheet, 
Canondoquinet creek on the Harrisburg·, Pa. sheet, Grant 
and Platte rivers on the Lancaster, Wis. sheet, and Osag·e 
river on the Tuscumbia and Forsyth, Mo. (Fig. 5) sheets. 

Intrenched meanders mig·ht, l1owever, in some cases at 
least, be disting·uished from consequent crooks by the pres
ence of outer valley walls. If the meander belt is located 
,vithi11 outer valley walls and the stream is intrenched, the 
curves would seem to have been inherited from the n1ean
ders of a11 old ag·e stag·e of valley developn1ent in a pre
vious cycle. With this exception, whicl1 would rarely apply 
except in the early stag·es of a second cycle follo\ving· a 
cycle which was interrupted before the ,,alley walls became 
indistinct, intrenched meanders as evidence of more than 
one cycle in the erosional history of a surface would seem 
to have little if any value. Only in combination with other 
and more decisive evidences would they rise in other cases 
above the ranl{ of 1nere sugg·estion. 
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Associated Sets of Straight and Crooked Streams 
Althoug·h it seems impossible to disting·uish intrenched 

1neanders from other stream curves by a study of the curves 
themselves, comparison of a stream and its own tributaries 
will, in some cases at least, determine whether or not a 

Fig. 5. A plat of the c::>urse of White river taken from the Forsyth, Missouri top
agraphic map. The stream flows in a young valley, and its course has been inter
preted to be a series of inlrenched meanders. Reference to Figure 4 brings out the 
danger in such intel·pretations. So far as the curves themselves are concerned, 
they might not be intrenched meanders, as that term is commonly applied, and the 
surface might have suffered only one cycle of erosion. 

crooked stream is in its second cycle. When a stream is 
old it meanders and has only a few tributaries which also 
n1eander. After rejuvenation, many other tributaries are 
developed, which do not meander. The early stag·es of a 
second cycle then would exhibit two sets of streams, one of 
which includes only a few large, conspicuously crooked 
streams, and the other set a large number of small, relative
ly straig·ht streams. If all the streams of a region were 
formed in the same cycle under the same conditions, they 
should all show the same general character and deg·ree of 
crookedness. If one set is curved and the other set straig·ht, 
both cannot have been developed in the same cycle. (Fig·. 6) 

It seems, therefore, that this association of one set of 
streams which meander and a second set the members of 
which are conspicuously more nearly straig·ht affords 
strong· evidence that the surface on which the two sets are 
tl1us associated is not in its first cycle of erosion. 

, 
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Fig. 6. A plat of the drainage of the Pittsburg Quadrangle. There are two distinct 
sets of streams, one including the large and most crooked streams, and the other the 
smaller and straighter ones. The large streams have a sort of curve different from 
that of the small ones. I t seems that the large streams must have been developed to 
something like their present sizes and must have had their present courses before the 
small streams were s~rted. The interpretation seems warranterl that the courses of 
the large streams were established in old age of the first cycle of erosion and the 
small streams in the second cycle. 
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Antecedent Streanis 
The value of a11tecedent streams as evidences of more 

than 011e cycle of erosion in a region depe11ds upon the 
definitio11 of the term antecedent. The term was orig·inally 
applied by Powell1 to streams which hold previously estab
lished courses as tl1eir beds are warped, folded, or faulted 
The streams vvere supposed to deg·rade their beds as rapidly 
as the beds were warped up. Such a history does not 
11ccessarily involve n1ore than one cycle of erosion. except 
in the places where up-warping occurs. 

Later the definition of antecedent streams was g·reatly 
broadened by Davis, Willis, and Hayes and Campbell, who 
applied the ter1n to the Potomac, Susquehan11a and other 
rivers of the Appalachian 1nountains. This whole region 
,vas folded and then peneplai11ed, the rivers acquired their 
present courses on the peneplain, and then · uplift of the 
whole surface took place and the streams intrenched them
selves in their old courses. According to this definition 
antecedent streams are those which develop courses inde
pendent of rock structures in old ag·e of an erosion cycle 
a11d hold those courses after uplift. Such streams are im
portant evidences of more than one cycle. 

In a folded region, such as the Appalachian mountains 
at the end of the Paleozoic era, streams adjust their courses 
in several distinct stag·es during· the first cycle of erosion. 
In stag·e I, the main streams flow parallel with the strike 
of the strata in the axes of the synclines and the tributaries 
flow down the limbs of the anticlines parallel with the dip 
a11d at right ang·les to the main streams. In this first stage 
the slope of the land controls the courses of the streams. 
In stage II, those streams acquire an advantag·e, which first 
penetrate resistant layers and come to flow on non-resist
ant layers parallel with the strike. In this stag·e the main 
drainage lines shift to the limbs or axes of the anticlines. 
(Fig·. 7). Now it is the resistance of the rock and the rock 
structures which control the courses of the streams. Finally 
when old age has been reached a11d all or most of the rocks 

1. Powell. J. W .. "Explorations of the Colorado River of the West and Its Tribu
taries," p. 163. 1876. 

• 
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have been reduced to g·rade, those streams which flow the 
shortest distance to the sra "'rill have hig·her gradients than 
others and will therefore gradually absorb these other 
streams. The result is a drainage system in which the 
main streams flow the shortest distances to the sea irres-

• 

Fig. 7. Diagram to illustrate the change from Stage I to Stage II of stream ad
justment in regions of folded strata. (After Davis). 

pective of rock structure or hardness, and even the tribu
taries flow into the mains by the shortest routes (Stag·e III, 
Fig 8). Near the divides \Vhere the streams are not at 
g·rade, t1:'ibutaries may still be flowing· parallel with the 
strike, controlled by the structure. In this third and final 
stage of adjustment the courses of the streams are agai11 
controlled by the topog·raphy, but the topog·raphy is not the 
same as it was in the first stage. Roughly, Stag·e I would 
correspond ¥'ith youth of the cycle of erosion, Stage II with 
maturity, and Stage III with old ag·e. 

If a region in ,vhich the streams have gone through the 
three stages of adjustment, be uplifted relative to the sea 
and the streams hold their courses during and after uplift, 
the streams in the second cycle vrould be antecedent accord
ing· to the more recent use of the term. In a region of fold-

• 

• 
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ed. strata during niatilrity, streams which have courses 
parallel or oblique to the dip and flow the shortest distance 
to the sea, afford g·ood evidence that the region has suffered 
1nore than one cycle of erosio11. 

Fig. S. Diagram illustrating Stage III of 
stream adjustment. (Aftet· Davis). 

In case a region under investig·atio11 is 11ot one of folded 
structures, the same g·eneral methods as outlined above may 
be applied. The stages of adjustment can be worked out 
and the corresponding stage of reduction. If the stag·e of 
reduction and stage of adjustment do not harmonize, the 
stream courses furnish evidence of more than one cycle of 
erosion. 

It must be recog·nized that by extremes in slope streams 
might work headward throug·h hard rocks and that by ex
tremes in non-resistance, they mig·ht extend headward 
throug·h topographic elevations so as to flow throug·h water
gaps, all in the first cycle. It is not probable, however, that 
anything but the smaller streams of a region would in this 
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,vay develop courses ,vhich would appear to be out of har-
1nony with rock resistance and existing· topography in a 
single cycle of erosion. 

Another case of antecedent streams involves silperini
position. Streams which develop courses on newly formed 
surfaces, such as lava plains, emerg·ing sea bottoms, or sur
faces of g·lacial drift, may cut throug·h superficial deposits 
and become superimposed upon previously existing·, irreg·u
lar, buried surfaces. Such streams may have courses en
tirely out of harmony ,vith the resistance, structure and 
iopog·raphy of the old surfaces. Superimposed streams are 
antecedent but they do not indicate that the young·est sur
face degraded has been reduced in more than one cycle of 
erosion. 

:B'rom the foregoing, it is seen that certain antecedent 
streams· are sig·nificant of 1nore than one cycle of erosion. 
If the main streams of a region show evidence of having 
reached a late stage of stream adjustment but if they are 
not in a late stag·e of erosion in the present cycle, they offer 
valuable and almost indisputable evidence of more than one 
cycle. The Susquehar1na river shown in Fig·. 9 practically 
proves that the region in which it has its course is not in 
its first cycle of erosion, if local warping· under the stream 
and superimposition can be eliminated. 

Windgaps 
It has long· been the prevalent opinion that most, if 11ot 

all, windg·aps are the result of diversions by piracy of 
streams flowing in narrows or waterg·aps across hard 
ridges, leaving the watergaps without water. If this is the 
orig·in of windg·aps, they have some value as evidences of 
1nore than one cycle of erosion i11 the reg·ion in which they 
are found. Let a reg·ion of folded strata g·o to old ag·e of a 
cycle of erosion and let the streams attain a final stag·e of 
adjustment following· the shortest routes to the sea parallel 
or oblique with the dip of the strata. After uplift of the 
surface, new streams will be started which will adjust 
parallel with the strike on the less resistant formations. 
These streams under the new conditions will have the ad-
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va11tag·e of t l1e a11teccdent st reams oblique to tl1e. strike and 
,vill behead the antecede11t strean1s. This leaves windg·aps 
where the antecedent streams flowed across hard forma-
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Fig. 9. Part of the Harrisburg, P a. topographic 
n,ap, showing the antecedent course of the Susque
hanna river. Such a relation between stream 
course, topography, and rock structure proves that 
the surface has suffered more than one cyc!e of 
erosion. 

tions, provided these streams intrenched themselves in their 
old courses before piracy took place. 

In r egions of folded strata there is possibility of piracy 
and the formation of windg·aps in the first cycle of erosion. 
In passing· from Stage I to Stag·e II of adjustment the main 
streams are diverted from courses on the synclines to cours
es on the limbs or axes of the anticlines, giving rise to 
drainag·e systems some portions of which are parallel with 
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the strike and othe1· portions parallel ,,rith the dip. This 
stag·e is reached before the strcan1s have reached their depth 
limits, and piracy n1ay occur. Indeed, the change fro1n 
!Stag·e I to Stage II is not acco1nplished ,vithout piracy. In 
such cases strean1s parallel ,vith the strike have the ad
Yantag-e of strean1s fto,ving- across the strike and ,Yindg-aps 
are forn1ed ,,·hich n1ight be indistinguishable fron1 those 
due to piracy in the second cycle. 

V{indg·aps arc not conspicuous in reg-ions of horizontal 
strata nor in regions of 111assive rock. a fact ,vhich prac
lical1y lin1its the application of \\'indgaps to regions of fold
ed or tilled strata. 

Another lin1itation in the use of v.'indg·aps as criteria for 
n1ore than one cycle of erosion has recently been en1phasized 
by IV[iller1 ,,·ho explains that ,vindg·aps n1ay be formed by 
t ,vo strean1s "·or king head\\·ard frorn opposite sides of the 
san1e di\'ide, developing· a pern1anent di,·ide bet,Yeen their 
he-ads and f orn1ing· a col. Such a col could hardly be dis
ting·uished fro1n gaps ,,·hich had once been occupied by 
strean1s and then abandoned. A studv of the relative sizes • 

and gTadients of the strean1s on either side of the divide 
might aid in detcrn1ining the histories of such g·aps. 

So diflicult is it to distinguish ,vind g-aps resulting· fron1 
piracy in the second cycle fron1 those de,·eloped during· or
dinary adj ustn1cnt or in the establishn1ent of pern1anent 
divides in the first cvcle that it is doubtful if the,· ,,·ould 

• • 
c,·cr, even under the n1ost fa,·orablc circun1stances afford 
in1portant c,·idcnce of n1ore than one cycle, taken alone. 

El'en-rrrsf<'d S1unn1it ~4r<1as 

Perhaps the fact that the uppcrn1ost surfaces of son1e 
rcg·ion.s approxirnate plnncncss and that the sun1n1it divides 
alJ con1e up lo a nearly uniforn1 leYel, has been n1ore g·en
crally used as a rriterion of n1orc than one cvelc of erosion 

• 

than h as any other evidence. But the prineiple has been 
abused. ' 'arious tc1·n1s have been uspd in connection ,vith 
th is point, such as "evcn-crcslecl hog·bal.'ks," "even-crested 
1·idgrs," "upland plains," "accordnnt sun1111it leYels," "e,·en-
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crested divides," "even-crested upla11ds," a11d "even-crested 
skylines." The term "even-crested sum1nit areas" seen1s 
to include every phase of the subject a11d to exclude inte1·
tnedicite plciins, which might be included u11der son1e of the 
other terms and ,vhich co11stitutes a separate poi11t. 

Study of the principles involved in the formatio11 of 
topographies in which the highest elevatio11s are flat-topped 
and have about the same altitude, shows that such eve11-
crested sun1mit areas constitute better evide11ce of more 
tl1an one cycle if the rocks involved are folded or tilted or 
n1assive, tha11 if they are horizontal or nearly horizontal 
strata. 

In Regions of Folded Strata: A plain which bevels fold
ed strata might be interpreted as recording· the follo\ving· 
eve11ts: ( 1) the foldi11g· of the strata, forming· a topography 
of high relief with anticlinal ridges and syncli11al troug·hs; 
{2) erosion of the surface until a larg·e part is broug·ht to 
grade, leavi11g· the surface relatively flat; (3) uplift of the 
land relative to sea, renewed degradation by streams and 
the relatively rapid removal of the 11on-resistant materials, 
leavi11g the outcrops of the harder formations as ridges or 
l1ogbacks, the tops of \vhich are remnants of the pe11eplain 
developed in the first cycle. 

It seen1s difficult to the writer to assig11 any other history 
than that outlined above to topographies illustrating eve11-
crested sumn1it areas in regions of folded strata. Other 
possible inte1·pretations may be mentioned. Tarr1 has ob
jected to the idea that the more or less even-crested ridg·es 
of the Appalachian region represent an ancient peneplain 
and points out ( 1) that they are by 110 means of a com1no11 
le,·el and (2) that elevations made of about equally resist
ant rocl(, starting· \vith tl1eir sumn1its above timberline. 
\Yould be eroded rapidly and about equ~Jly to timberline, 
and then acquire n1ore or less uniform levels, all in a sing·le 
Pl osional cvcle. It should be noted that these eve11-crests • 
are not at ti1nberline. Other investig·ators'.! have proven, 
--1. Tni·r. R. S .. A111. G, ol. . Vol. 21, pp. 3f>l-:l70. 
'.!. I>nvis, \\'. M .. Jl111 . • four. Sri. 1R89, Vol. 3i. p. 130; \Villis, B ailey. J>hy.~io{lraphy 
o( t/a,• U11it,rl Stat,•><, pp. lGn-202; llayl!s and Can1pbell, ,Vat'/ &l'og. ,\tag., Vol. 6, pp. 
,,:;-1 :!6. 
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by the application of a combination of other evidences, that 
the Appalachian mountains have been eroded in more than 
one cycle and that at the accordant summits of the ridges 
there are remnants of a surface formed i11 a cycle previous 
to the present one. 

It has also been argued that n1ountain ridges can main
tain only a certain elevation because the surrounding area 
is not able to support the g·reater pressure which would 
operate if the ridges were hig·her. This is a part of the 
theory of isostasy. No discussion of this theory is in place 
l1ere. It need only be said that the structure of the rocks 
in n1ost areas where there are accordant summit levels is 
such as to prove that the elevations were once much hig·her 
than they now are and that they have been reduced by 
streams. 

It is also possible to assume, until proven otherwise, that 
accordant summit levels in a folded region are remnants of 
a plain of marine denudation. The criteria for distinguish
ing· remnants of such a plain and remnants of a true pene
plain are clear. If the sea cut its way on the land for any 
considerable disian<.;e, portions of the wave-cut terrace 
\vould become sites of marine deposition and \Vhen the sea
denuded plain became la11d, it would be covered with marine 
sediments, which of course might be removed later. Also 
the border of an old plain of marine denudation would be 
a shoreline and erosion ren1nants on its surface would have 
the contour of islands. It has never been proven that plains 
of wide extent are made by this method, especially if the 
plain be inland, and no even-crested sun1mit areas have 
ever been proven to be remnants of plai11s of marine de-
11udation. 

It should not be said that even-crested summit areas in 
reg·ions of folded strata considered alone, prove more than 
one cycle of erosion, but they afford strong corroborative 
evidence to that effect. 

In Regions of horizontal or nearly ho1·izontal strata: Ac
cordant summit levels, where strata are horizontal or near
ly so, afford possibilities of interpretation not applicable in 
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reg·ions of folded strata. In a prcYious article by the ,vriter 1 

an uplaud plain in north,vestern Illinois ,vas conceived to 
IJe ( 1) an original n1arinc plain of deposition; (2) a n1arine 
plain of erosion; ( ;3) a structural plai11; or ( 4) a true pene
plain. Only in case sucl1 upland plains can be pro\'en to 
be true pcneplains <lo they constitute proof of 111ore tl1a11 
011e cycle in the erosional history of a reg·ion. For the de
tailed discussion of the characterizing- features of plains 
forn1cd in the four ,vays outlined aboYe, readers are re
fprred to the a1-ticle cited. A plain of n1arinc depositio11 
should be parallel ,vith the roclc strata and sl1ou1d not l1ave 
011 its 8u1·facc d~posits of any sort younger than the n1ari11e 
fol'rnations ,,·hich underlie it. A plain of n1arine erosion 
should be bordered by higher land and separated fro1n lhis 
land by a ~horeline. lt should bevel the edges of rock for
n1ations; its ~urfacc should contain n1arine deposits young
e1· than the f orn1ations \vl1ich tJ1e plain bevels and any ren1-
11ants \vhi('h stancl above it should be isle-like. A structural 
plain ,vould be localed on a resistant f orn1ation and ,vould 
I.JP parallPI \vith the dip of tl1at forn1ation. If upland tlats 
arc >·• ~n11uults of a true penC'plain, tl1e surface represented 
liy thein ,vhnn l'C'eo11structed sl1ou ld not, except in unusual 
<·ast>s. bl' pn1·allcl ,vitl1 rock structure, sl1otlld be 1nore or 
ll•ss utH!\·en. have dcndritic erosion ren1nants above it, a11d 
ht1 ve !luvial deposits on its surface. There n1ight be cases 
in \Vhich it ,vould be in1possible to detern1i11e the correct 
one or the!--e four origins of upland plains, but if they be 
studic,d carefully enough and O\'Cl' sulllciently \Vide areas, 
<·11rrc'et i nterprctation should be possible. 

T!e<'ently, ~lartin~ hns expressed the opinion that features 
of tlH· tnpn~·raphy of the l)ri ftlcss Area of \:Visconsin, ,vl1ich 
have hC'en 1nos t µ:cnerally interpreted as even-crested sun1.-
111it areas 1·eprt'scnting an old pcneplain, can better he cx
plnincd h.r assun1ing- that the topography is due to tl1e un
equal t'rosion in a single cycle of series of unequally resist
an t J'lll'k for1nalions having: a slight n1onocli11al dip. Aftcl' 
(h:fining a c11c~tn as "an upland ,vitl1 a short .:;teep descent. 

1. Tro,\hrlcl~l•, ,\. c .. . /0111·. t':rol .. \'ol. ~1. pp. 'i:11-,:lS . 
.!. MnrtJn, l .. in,rcm'l', !lull. •""· zi;, II iH. 17,•ol. u,ul .\;at'/ !li8l. Surt· .. pp. fll'.-70. 
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or escarpment, on one side and a long, gentle slope on the 
other," and stating that "the g·entle slope usually corres
ponds to the inclination or dip of slig·htly inclined sediment
ary rocks1," he contends that the upland plains in the Drift
less Area are simply the g·ently sloping· surfaces of cuestas. 
If this is the correct interpretation of such upland surfaces, 
(1) the slope of any individual patch of summit area should 
correspond in direction and a1nount with the dip of the 
rock formations, (2) each upland area should be formed 
by resistant rocks, and (3) the altitude of the suminit of 
any g·iven cuesta should depend upon the resistance of the 
rocks forming· it and the length of time it had been exposed 
to erosion after the removal by streams of all overlying· rock 
formations. 

Any considerable areas of summit flats now poorly 
drained and forming· broad divides between present streams 
would hardly be formed in this way in a sing·le cycle of 
e1·os1on. If individual summit areas were found to bevel 
the edges of layers or formations, if these areas are large 
and far from present streams, if some of the rock f orma
tions bevelled by the surfaces are non-resistant, and es
pecially if a surface reconstructed by filling· the lowlands to 
the summit areas is found to have a uniforn1 slope in direc
tion and amount, if this slope be uniformly greater or less 
than the dip of the beds, and if irreg·ularities in rock struc
ture and rock resistance do not influence this surface, the 
even-crested summit areas conld hardly be considered to 
be merely a series of cuestas. 

In Regions of Igneous Rocks: If massive ig·neous rocks 
solidified belo\v the surface of the lithosphere be eroded in 
such a way as to leave flat-topped and accordant elevations, 
it seems that at least two cycles must have been involved 
in the history of the topography, except in cases where the 
massive rock had a flat surface to begin with. In the nor
mal case it would require a cycle of erosion to re1nove over
lying· rocks and flatten the surface of the ig·neous rocks, and 

1. Op. Cit ., p. 42. 

l 
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a second cycle to degrade so1ne of the land further and leave 
the previous surface represented by the flat summit a1·eas. 
It seen1s that accordant summit levels \vould be as strong 
evidence of more than one cycle in reg·ions of massive igne
ous rocks as i11 reg·ions of folded strata. 

Extrusive lava sheets and i11truded sills might form flat
topped hills, \vhen eroded, without offeri11g n1ore than a 
bare suggestion of more than one cycle of erosio11. 

In any case there is an una11s\verable questio11 as to how 
flat upland su1·faces n1ust be a11d ho\v 11early to a common 
level their remnants n1ust come before ,veight is given to 
tl1em as evidences of more than one cycle of erosio11. Even 
in the regions \Vhich have suffered more than one cycle 
tl1ere are se,·eral causes of irregularity in the topography 
of the upland plain. In the first place most peneplains at 
the close of the first cycles are not flat. A total relief of 
several hundred feet \\'OUld not be incompatible ,vith the 
tern1 peneplain, provided large portions of the surface had 
been brought to grade. Secondly, the surface n1ight be 
\Varped, folded, tilted, or faulted as it is uplifted. Finally, 
erosion 1night rougl1en the upland surface after rejuvena
tion of the streams, \\' ithout entirely destroying its forn1er 
characters. The larger and flatter sun1mit areas are, and 
the n1ore nearly accordant they are, the more definitely can 
the term "even-crested sun1mit areas" be applied to them, 
a11d the 1nore certainly ca11 the erosio11al histories of regions 
be read fron1 then1. The failure of accordance i11 the up
lands of a region could under 110 circun1sta11ces be taken as 
lJroof that the region had not been eroded in n1ore than one 

cycle. 
Even-crested sun1mit areas should be used as evidence of 

rnore than one cycle of erosion only after complete and care-

ful study. 
l ntern1ecliate Plains 

The tern1 intern1ediate plain has not been used before as 
an evidence of more tha11 one cycle, but the principle in
Yolvecl han been used extensively a11d to good advantage, 
,Yithout previously having been 11amed. In the present con-
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nection an intern1ecliate plain n1ay be defined as one having· 
a position 111tern1ediate bet,vecn the sun1mits of the high
est elevations and the botton1s of the deepest va11eys ( Fig. 
10). Or intcrn1ediate plains 1nig·ht be defined as plains 

Fig. 10. J>ia1•r11mmatic ~ccticn illustrating nn iclt-al intc!rmcdiate plain. 

above ,vhich stand erosion ren1nants and belo\\' \\·hich are 
valleys. The erosional history of such a region as is shov.n 
in Fig. 10, \Vould seem to involve t\vo cycles of erosion and 
to be son1e,vhat as follo\\'S: ( 1) the forn1ation of a land 
surface at levels at or auove ihe present sun1n1its, (2) the 
reduction of the region and the forn1ation of a peneplain, 
(3) the uplift of the region, rejuvenating· the streams, and 
( !) the developn1ent of the Yalleys. This sort of topog·raphy 
seen1s to be and is strong· evidence of n1ore tl1an one cycle 
of erosion, althoug·h it hardly a111ounts to proof. 

Plains having similar relations to erosion ren1nants and 
valleys miirht be structural. It is conceivable that strean1s 
mig·ht cut through soft surficial n1aterial, to a thick, hard 
formation of rock, then find further deg·radation retarded 
to such an extent that by processes of \Videning·, the soft 
n1aterial n1ight be ren1oved over "'·ide areas before the hard 
formation is cut through, leavi:1g onl:v a fevv re111nants 
abo,·e the level of the top of the resistant forn1ation. The 
surface in this stag·e n1ig:ht resemble a peneplain. Finally, 
the strean1s mig·ht sink then1sclYes belo\v the hard forn1a
iion and develop valleys at levels belo,v the structural plain. 
However, it scen1s difficult io conceive that, even under the 
most favorable circun1stances, intcrn10diatc plains o.i'.' ,vide 
extent could be for1ned in this \\'ay. flock terraces n1ig·ht 
bE· so forn1ed, but hardly plains ,vhich spr0ad across divides 
from valley to valley. Such structural plains, also, should 
be parallel with rock structure and evcry,,•here located on 
rocks more resistant than their sur1·ounding·s . 
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Intermediate plains 111ig·ht be remnants of a plain of 
111arine erosion, but tl1e erosion remnants above it should 
be isle-lilce a11d its surface should contain marine deposits. 
Obviously no intermediate plain of g·reat extent could be 
a11 orig·inal marine plain of deposition. Neither is it clear 
that the rem11ants of an intermediate plain could be the sur
face of a series of cuestas formed in a sing·le cycle. If a 
roug·h topog·raphy were developed by streams and the11 the 
lowlands were filled, but not to the level of the summit 
areas, by g·lacial material or lava flows having a flat sur
face, streams might so dissect the glacial or volcanic fill as 
to leave rem11ants of an intermediate plain which would 
not record more than one cycle of erosion, in the usual sense 
at least. 

Fluvial Deposits on Uplands 
Where stream deposits are found occupying topog·rapl1ic 

positions distinctly above present stream beds, whether 
they lie on summit areas or areas of intermediate plain, on 
divides or on slopes above drainage, there is evidence that 
streams which once deposited, ceased depositing· and beg·an 
to degrade. As old streams most commonly agg·rade and 
young streams deg·rade their beds, there is sug·gestion in 
such relatio11s of deposits to stream beds, that the streams 
were once old and deposited and became young· ag·ain, carv
ing· out the valleys below tl1e levels of the deposits. That 
is, such a relationship suggests that the land was uplifted 
after some portions at least had been broug·ht to g·rade and 
that more than one erosion cycle was involved in the history 
of the topog·raphy in which such relationship exists. 

In case of upland or intermediate plains due to structure, 
streams flowing from soft material to the hard rock which 
forms the plain may be held at temporary grade on the soft 
n1aterial while degradation of the hard rock is in progress, 
and might deposit on the upstream side of the hard rock. 
Later in the same erosion cycle, when the hard formation 
has been cut throug·h, the streams might cut down, leaving· 
the deposits on the structural plain. It is l1ardly conceiv
able, however, that deposits which have had such histories 
would be found widely spread over upland surfaces . 

• 
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It is possible for a stream not at grade to deposit, to 
shift its course slightly, and to sink its channel deeper, 
leaving its deposits in small areas as pockets or patches on 
upper slopes. Small patches of fluvial gravel or sand found 
on slopes above present drainag·e mig·ht be explained in this 
way, but thick fluvial deposits spread widely over upland 
flats could not be so explained. 

The application of this point is also limited by the diffi
culty in distinguishing fluvial deposits from marine or 
eolian or g·lacial or lacustrine deposits, especially after long 
exposure. 

Undoubted fluvial deposits spread \\7idely over upland sur
faces would disprove that those surfaces represent plains of 
marine deposition or of marine erosion or are merely the 
tops of cuestas. They would almost or quite disprove the 
structural hypothesis for the origi11 of the upland plain on 
which they lie. Therefore, they constitute strong· evidence 
of more than one cycle of erosion. 

Con1 binations 
If the analysis of each of the evidences of more tha11 one 

cycle of erosion has been followed up to this point, it is 
clear that no one of these evidences, in the abstract and 
take11 alone, can be said to prove more than one cycle in 
the erosional history of a region. However, the study of 
concrete cases of individual points may yield such proof. 
Some of the evidences usually assigned merely sugg·est n1ore 
than one cycle of erosion if taken abstractly, but become 
strong· evidence whe11 properly restricted by the elimination 
of other possible interpretations. Others are strong· evi
dence in the abstract, and amou11t to proof if properly ap
plied a11d limited. The relative values of these evidences 
are summed up i11 the accompanyi11g· table. 

Interrupted profile and stream terraces could hardly 
an1ount to more tha11 a sugg·estion of more than one cycle 
of erosion unless all other possible interpretations had been 
eliminated by careful study in the field. 

So nearly impossible is it to distinguish the meanders of 
old ag·e from other crooks in streams that intrenched mean-

• 
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ders afford 110 more than a sug·g·estion of more tha11 one 
cycle. Associated sets of straight and crooked streams, on 
the other hand, are strong· evide11ce of more than one cycle. 

TABLE SHOWING TIIE RELATIVE VALUES OF THF: VARIOUS EVIDENCES OF 
MORE THAN ONE CYCLE OF EROSION IN REGIONS 

N o. Name I P1:;:iof I Strong- E~idcnce ,-McreSuggestion 
- - -----

1 Interrupted Profile 
- - - -----------

2 Strea1n Terraces 
X? X 
X? X 

3 Intrenched Meanders X ----
4 Associated Sets of Straight 

and Crooked Strean1s X 
5- Antecedent Streams ____ 1-X ?-

--X X? --
6- \Vindgaps ______ ! ___ _ 
7 - Even-crested Sun1n1it Areas I 

X 't X 
X X 
X 
X 

8 Interrnediate Plains - - 1- X? 
9 Flu vial Deposits on l Tplands I X? '------!-----'--------'--- ---

Those antecede11t streams ,vhich can be proven to have g·one 
to the final stage of stream adjustment and are not now in 
adjustment prove more than one cycle of erosion; any ante
cedent stream, except one i11 which warping· has followed 
establishment of the stream course or one which is due to 
superimposition, is strong evidence of more than one cycle. 
Windg·aps made by the abandonment of waterg·aps in the 
changing of streams from antecedent to adjusted courses 
form strong evidence and other windgaps merely sug·g·est 
n1ore than one cycle. Especially even-crested summit areas 
in regions of folded strata, are g·ood evidences of more than 
one cycle of erosion, but from these ideal conditions the 
value deteriorates almost to zero in regions of horizontal 
strata or where accordance of summit areas is more im
aginary than real. It is believed that carefully investig·ated 
intermediate plains may prove more than one cycle and 
that a11y intermediate plain of wide extent is strong· evi
de11ce. Fluvial deposits either on intermediate plains or on 
sun1n1it areas might prove more than one cycle under cer
tain conditions and would be valuable evidence in any case. 
It is to be noted that most of the abstract evidences have 
more ,veig·ht in regions of folded strata than where strata 
are P.orizontal. 
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But the investigator 111ust depend upon certain con1lJina
tions of the various evidences, rather than upon single 
points, if he is to prove 01· disprove that given reg·ions have 
suffered 1nore than one cycle of erosion. It is unlikely that 
a surface \Vhich has been peneplained and then uplifted 
relati\·e to the sea \\'ould sho,,· only one of tl1e evidences of 
having· had such a history. The sequence of events ,,·hich 
invol\·e3 t\vo erosion cycles, and ,vhich gives rise to one of 
these lines of evidence, n1ay give rise to all. If a region 
sho\vs only one of these evidences the value of that one 
should be discou11ted because no11e of the others is sho\vn. 
On the other hand a con1bination of several of these evi
dences in a ;·eg·ion furnishes a prog·1·ession to\vard definitE' 
conclusions ,vhich is geon1etrical rather than arithn1etical. 

Referring ag·ain to the table above, Nos. 5, 8 and 9, all 
found together in a region, even \vithout special analysis, 
\Vould come near to proving n1ore than one erosion cycle in 
the history of the surface, and if properly analyzed the con1-
bination n1i~·ht prove such a histor)r beyond the possibility 
of a doubt. Similarly, proof n1ight be obtained throug·h the 
con1binations of Nos. J. 7 and 9; or Nos. 5. 6 and 8; ol· 
Nos. 1, 5 and 7; or perhaps by a con1bination of 8 and 9, 
or 5 and 7. Con1binations of •l and 8, 7 and 9, 1 and 6, or 
1, 1 and 7 n1ig-ht under certain topog·raphic conditions af
ford strong evidence or even proof. Even Nos. 1 and 2 
co1nbined n1ight under certain circun1stances be strong· 
evidence of more than one cycle. 

It the ref ore secn1s clear that by distinguishing- these 
various features in the topo~:raphies of reg·ions, by the 
proper analysis of their possibilities and lin1itations under 
existing conditions, and by CPrtain con1binations, it is pos
sible to determine that ( 1) reg·ions have Cl ,·ta inly suffered 
1norc than one cycle of erosion, or tl1at (2) they have p,·ob
ubl y suffered n1ore tha11 on<.> cycle. or that (:3) they have 
1,ossibl y suffered more than one cycle. If careful study of 
a topography reveals no one of these evidences, or if it re
veals only one or t\VO ,vhose orig-in after analysis is found 
not to involve n1ore than one eyclc, it could be concluded 
that ( J) the surface has probably not been eroded in n1ore 

' 
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tl1a11 one cycle. There would be cases where it would be 
entirely impossible to demonstrate that ( 5) the surface had 
certainly not been eroded in more than one cycle. 

If the deposits laid in a near-by sea during the erosional 
history of a land surface are available for study, evidence 
of more than one cycle of erosion on the land mig·ht be 
found in them. If a series of formations g·raded upward 
from cong·lomerate at the base through sandstone, shale, 
and limestone to another cong·lomerate, it would seen1 that 
the lower series including· coarse, medium, and fine materi
als would correspond respectively with youth, maturity and 
old ag·e of an erosion cycle on the land and that the upper 
conglomerate would record an uplift of the land and the 
inauguration of a youthful stag·e of a second cycle. 

However, such g·radations in marine sediments might be 
due to g·radually chang·ing climates, chang·ing· depth of 
water witl1out affecting land and sea relations, or slig·htly 
roig·rating· shorelines which do not materially effect the 
l1cight of land relative to sea. 

Alter11ation of sediments mig·ht be used to good advantaio 
in son1e cases to check the topographic evidences of erosio11 
cycles. .F'or instance, the Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits 
of the Atlantic Coastal Plain should and do, at least roug·l1-
}~r. check i11 this way the erosional history of the Appala
chian 1nou11tains as stated by Willis, Hayes and Can1pbell, 
and Davis. Similarly it is believed that the Tertiary and 
Quaternary deposits of the Gulf Coastal Plain of Texas will 
help in interpreting the erosional history of the Cordillera. 

MORE THAN TWO CYCLES 

Whe11 it has been demonstrated that the erosional history 
of a given surface has involved more than one cycle, the 
question of the number of cycles arises. Theoretically the 
number of erosion cycles i11 a reg·ion is limited only by the 
length of tin1e during \Vhich the surface has bee11 subjected 
to fluvial processes and the frequency of positive diastrophic 
n10Yen1ents during that time. So far as g·eolog·ic time and 
the frequency of land-forming diastrophic movements n1ay 
l>e conjectured, tl1erc is no known limit to the number of 

• 
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cycles which might have effected a topography. Such 
reg·ions as the Piedmont Plateau or portio11s of the Lauren
tian Shield, which are thought to have been land since the 
beg·inning· of the Cambrain period, have probably been 
peneplained and uplifted many times, although the detec
tion of so larg·e a number of cycles would be extremely 
difficult, if not impossible. 011 the other extreme, surfaces 
fashioned by the Wisconsin ice sheet have probably 11owhere 
been eroded in more than one cycle, so short has been the 
ti111e si11ce the retreat of the ice. 

The number of cycles of erosion which has affected a 
given region is to be determined by the number of sets of 
evidences of more than one cycle. For instance, in the 
Appalachian mountains, even-crested summit areas, ;.:i,nte
cedent streams, windgaps, intrenched meanders, associated 
sets of straight and crooked streams, intermediate plains 
and fluvial deposits on uplands, all are in evidence, c:1.nd the 
combination proves more than one cycle of erosion in the 
history of the region. Obviously, even-crested summit areas 
which are the remnants of an old peneplain, and an inter-
1nediate plain representing an old peneplain, cannot belong 
to the same set of evidences if they both occur in the same 
region. Most of the antecedent streams and some of the 
vvindg·aps of the Appalachian region belong· with the set of 
evidences represented by the even-crested summit areas, 
and most of the intrenched meanders and associated sets of 
straight and crooked streams, and all of the fluvial deposits 
are clearly correlated with the intermediate plain. rrhere 
seem to be two sets of intrenched meanders and two sets of 
antecedent streams, one set of each related to the upper 
plain and the other set to the intermediate plain. Thus, the 
older set of evidences includes even-crested summit areas, 
antecede11t streams, windgaps and intrenched meanders, 
and the younger set consists of intermediate plain, fluvial 
deposits 011 divides, intre11ched meanders, associated sets of 
straight and crooked streams, antecedent streams and ~,ind
gaps. Each of these sets includes the proper combination 
of evidences to prove more than one cycle, hence it is con
cluded that the region is now in its third cycle, the first set 

' 
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of evidences being· proof of the first cycle, the second set 
proving that there was a second cycle carried to a late 
stag·e. The evidence of the beg·inning of the third and 
present cycle is found in the fact that the second set of 
evidences is related to a surface distinctly above the present 
streams. There are certain terrace-like features between 
the summit areas and the intermediate plain which sug·g·est 
an additional cycle between the first and second, but as 
these benches have been proven to be structural and as 
there are no other evidences in the set, it is concluded that 
the mountains are in the third, rather than the fourth cycle. 

The method of procedure then, in determining the number 
of disting·uishable cycles which have been involved in the 
erosional history of a reg·ion is as follows: (1) Determine 
how many of the evidences of more than one cycle of ero
sion the topography exhibits; (2) sort these evidences into 
the proper number of sets; (3) conclude that the total nu11i
ber of distinguishable cycles is the nu11iber of sets of evi
dences pltlS one. The degree of certainty with which the 
number of cycles is determined depends upon the certainty 
with which the various sets of evidences record the in
dividual cycles. 

THE DETERMINATION OF DIASTROPHIC EVENTS 

Because diastrophism is involved i11 the formation and 
renewal of lands, the interpretation of the history of land 
surfaces includes also the diastrophic history. 

TJie Number of Movements 
In regions in which the land surfaces were orig·inaJly 

formed by diastrophism the number of positive diastrophic 
movements is the same as the number of cycles of erosion. 
For instance, the Appalachia11 mountains were fo1·med first 
by folding; this is movement No. 1. Movement No. 2 in
terrupted the first erosion cycle and inaugurated the second 
cycle; n1ovement No. 3 started the third cycle. The r cg·ion 
has suffered parts of three erosion cycles and there have 
been three upward diastrophic movements. 

Some surfaces, such as those formed by g·laciation, by 
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lava flows, or by the draining of lakes, have no g·enetic rela
tion ~,ith diastrophism. On such surfaces the number of 
diastrophic movements is one less than the total number of 
cycles. 

The Natilre of Movernents 
Not only the number but the nature of diastrophic move

ments should be determinable in an interpretation of the 
erosional history of a reg·ion. 'fhere are several possible 
cases: (1) uniform uplift of the whole surface; (2) uplift 
with tilting; (3) uplift with ,varping·; ( 4) uplift with fault
ing·; ( 5) subsidence of the surface, with the four possible 
pl1ases as outlined for uplift. 

Unifo1-ni Uplift: If a peneplain were formed and then 
uplifted uniformly, there would be a chang·e in altitude but 
not in attitude. If the general slope of an old erosion sur
face, be its remnants on the summits or at intermediate 
levels in a topog·raphy, is approximately the same in direc
tion and amount as the slopes of other g·raded erosional sur
faces in the region, the infere11ce would be that the uplift 
had been uniform. The difficulty with this point lies in 
the fact that no old erosion surface is perfectly flat, and it 
is difficult to determi11e whether consecutive graded surfaces 
are parallel. Also a graded plain mig·ht be uplifted uniform
ly and yet not be parallel with a young·er peneplain if the 
streams had higher or lower g·radients at the close of the 
seco11d cycle tha11 at the close of the first. 

However, if a peneplain represented by even-crested sum
mit areas is practically parallel with an intermediate plain, 
and with present valley flats on which streams are at grade, 
the conclusion would be warranted that both the uplift 
which inaug·urated the second cycle and the uplift starting 
the third cycle were practically uniform. 

Uplift ivith Tilting: If a raised and partly dissected 
surface ~rhich was once a peneplain has a generally uni
forn1 slope throughout a g·iven region, but is not parallel 
" ' ith an intermediate peneplain or with graded streams be
low it, either because its angle or direction of slope is dif
ferent, the conditions suggest that the upiift \Vl1icl1 in-
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aug·urated ihe dissection of tl1e upper plain was accom
panied by tilting·. If an upland peneplain and an inter-
1nediate peneplain are essentially parallel, but are 11ot 
parallel with a11 existing· and undissected peneplain, the up
lift which started the second cycle was probably uniform 
and the movement starting· the third cycle was a tilting 
111ovement. The best evidence of tilting· in the renewal of 
lands by diastrophism is a lack of parallelism between uni
formly-sloping·, consecutive, graded, erosion surfaces. 

As in most rules, there are limitations in the application 
of this one. Lack of parallelism between consecutive ero
sion surfaces, provided it is a matter of amount rather than 
direction of slope, may be due to difference i11 the gradients 
of final grades of the drainage system under different con
ditio11s at different times. At the close of a first cycle the 
streams may have been small and carrying heavy loads, 
,vith resulting hig·h gradients and a relatively steeply slop
ing· pe11eplain. The uplift may have been uniform, but in 
ihe second cycle larger streams carrying lig·hter loads may 
have developed g1·adients lower than those of the first cycle, 
a11d the two erosion surfaces would diverg·e upstream. By 
the reversal of the sequence, two peneplains might be 
caused to co11verge upstream, without tilting. 

Even differences in the direction of slope of two pene
plains in a region might be obtai11ed without tilti11g, if con•• 
ditions of structure, proximity to the sea or climate were 
so chang·ed, during· uplift, as to cause reversal or diversion 
of drainag·e in the seco11d cycle. 

It is probable that these exceptions might lead to con
clusions tl1at tilting has taken place where it has not in 
some cases, and that tilting· has not taken place where it 
has in others. Perhaps only the more pronounced cases of 
tilti11g can be distinguished by this method. 

Uplift lvith Warping: Warping during uplift of a plane 
erosio11 surface would result in an irregular obliquity be
t,,,een this surface and lower peneplains. The two erosion 
surfaces ,vould converge and diverge in many directions 
and at many ang·les. In a region where such obliquity ex
ists betvveen a summit plain and an· intermediate plain, but 
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with the intermediate plain parallel with an undissected 
peneplain or with graded stre~ms, the first recorded 1nove
ment seems to have involved warping and the second up
lift was uniform. If the upper plain and the intermediate 
plain are parallel, but with irregular obliquit:r related to 
present g·raded streams, the first movement was uniform 
and the second one was accompanied by warping·. 

This method of interpretation lacks much of being de
cisive. I11 the first place the warping· or folding· of an ero
sion surface destroys accordance of levels and makes it ex
tremely difficult to decide whether the surface was once 
smooth and has been warped, or whether it was never 
smooth. In the latter case there would be little evidence 
that there has ever been more than one erosion cycle. The 
,varping· of a surface is likely to destroy evidence that there 
has been any moveemnt at all. There would have to be some 
evidence beyond the accordance of levels to prove that the 
surface actually was a peneplain. However, such evidence 
1night consist in flnvial deposits on remnants of the warped 
surface, or in antecedent streams cutting across the folds 
of the surface. 

Another difficulty with the interpretation of \Varping 
moveme11ts grows out of the fact that no erosion surfaces 
are altog·ether flat and that there is therefore an irregular 
obliquity between two consecutive surfaces whether warp
ing has taken place or not. However, departures from 
parallelism due to erosional irreg·ularities in the su1·face 
,vould show themselves in topog·raphic details and those 
due to warping· would be more g·eneral; that is, they would 
be differences between averag·es rather than between speci
fic points. Careful study of the valleys cut in the old ero
sion surface during the next C)7cle should also aid in de
termining whether the irreg·ular lack of parallelism is due 
to warping· or to erosional irreg·ularities. If the valleys 
vary in depth or width or stag·e of development from 
point to point warping· could be called in to explain such 
variations. 

After all probably the best evidence of warping· of pene
plains is found when it is determined that the individual 

' 
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peneplain reconstructed varies in altitude above sea, that 
it has on its surface stream deposits distributed without 
reference to the variations in altitude, that the variations 
are due to flexures rather than to erosional irregularities, 
and that streams have antecedent courses at rig·ht ang·les 
or oblique to the flexures. 

Warping may have occurred in reg·ions where there is 
110 evidence of movement of any ki11d. There may also be 
suggestions of warping· where uplift was uniform. There 
are doubtless regions, however, such as the Appalachia11 
mountains, where warping movements have taken place and 
where, by applicatio11 of the principles outlined above, "nch 
moven1ents can be proven to have taken place. These pri11-
ciples, therefore, are usable, but their use is attended with 
difficulty and may result in uncertainty. 

Uplift ivith Faulting: O11e of the best known illustra
tions of a cycle of erosion having been interrupted by 
faulting is fou11d in the mountains and valleys of eastern 
California. Here an ancient erosion surf ace which is 
characterized by mid-Tertiary stream gravels which lie on 
the remna11ts of the old surface in many places, slopes up 
fron1 low levels on the west flanks of the Sierras and reaches 
altitudes of more than 14,000 feet at the crest of the range 
,vhere it is broke11 by the great fault whose scarp forms the 
C>ast slope of the mountains. East of this line the surface 
seems to be buried under the late Tertiary and Pleistocene 
sediments of Owens Valley below altitudes of 2,000 feet. 
Tl1e surface and its gravel deposits appear agai11 in the 
Inyo mountains east of Owens Valley, reaching· altitudes 
close to 10,000 feet, where the surface is broken by another 
fault on the east side of these mountai11s. The evidence of 
faulting in this case is a series of tilted blocks, each one of 
tl1e series being sharply set off fron1 the adjacent 011e by a 
fa ult scarp. 

It seems that cases of uplift with faulting could be cer-
tainly interpreted only where the old erosio11 surface is dis
tinguishable i11 spite of great relief within short distances, 
,,·l1ere the separate blocks are distinct and where differe11ces 
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i11 altitude of the surface are too abrupt to be accounted for 
on the basis of warping·. 

Subsidence: It is a quibble whether or not the sub
sidence of a surface starts a new cycle of erosion. How
ever, the study of the erosion cycles in a region may yield 
evidence of subsidence. If it can be proven that all tl1e 
graded streams of a region have their beds at levels far 
above beds which they previously occupied, it seems most 
likely that the surf ace of the region has subsided. If the 
establishment of g·rades below previous g·rades indicates up
lift, the establishment of new flood plains above previous 
erosional surfaces is an equally strong indication of sub
sidence. If uplift raises a previously graded surface above 
g·rade, subsidence lowers valley bottoms below the level of 
g·rade. 

This principle seems to be illustrated in the upper Mis
sissippi valley reg·ion, where the Mississippi r iver and its 
main tributaries are at g·rade 100 feet or more above the 
bedrock beneath. The fills in this region consist of g·lacial 
and fluvio-g·lacial drift. It seems likely that the surface 
subsided after the deep valleys were cut. 

Another possible interpretation is that the streams were 
uot so heavily loaded before the filling· as now, or were 
larger then than now, and consequently were able to reduce 
their valleys to a lower depth limit in relation to the Gulf 
of Mexico tha11 is possible now. 

By the application of the principles outlined above for 
uplift, it mig·l1t be determined whether subsidence was uni
form or was accompanied by tilting·, warping· or faulting·. 

The A11iou,nt of Move11ient 
The interpretation of erosional histories furnishes some 

basis for determination of the amount of each diastrophic 
movement. Streams which have reached their depth li1nits 
jn a first cycle of erosion n1ay deg·rade their beds belo,v 
these old graded levels in the second cycle by approximate
ly the amount of the uplift whicl1 rejuve11ated them. The 
difference in altitude betwee11 two consecutive g·raded sur
f aces, therefore, is roug·hly the n1easure of the amount of 
tl1e uplift which interrupted the one cycle and started the 
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other. In a 1·eg-ion in ,,·hich there is a su111111it peneplai11 
at ~.000 feet, an inter1ne<liate peneplai11 at 1,000 feet a11d 
graded flats at 500 feet, it could be inferred that there had 
been an uplift of approxin1atcly 1,000 feet, and a seco11d 
one of about ;500 feet. 

This n1ethod of interpretatio11 seems simple enough but 
its application to field conditions involves possibilities of 
t:rror. Differences in altitude bct,vee11 ren1na11ts of co11-
secutive graded plains vary from poii1t io point i11 any 
rcg·ion, ( 1) if uplift was accompa11ied by tilting·, \,Varping·, 
or faulting, (2) if either surface was irregular, (3) if final 
grades differed because of chang·es i11 ,~01u1ne or load of the 
strean1s. These being common conditions, it seems pos
sible to get accurate fig·ures on the amount of uplift for 
indiYidual districts only, and eve11 this is subject to error. 
For ,vhole regio11s, only approximate averages are possible. 

THE DETERMINATION OF DATES 
The complete history of a surface involves dates as well 

a~ events and sequences. Various criteria have been used 
for the deter1nination of the g·eolog·ic dates of the various 
events in the histories of land surfaces. Some of these 
criteria are readily applicable and accurate if J)roperly ap
plied. Others are not so Yaluable. The problem involves 
the ages of old erosion surfaces, tl1e dates of diastrophic 
n1ovements, the duration of time involved in erosion cycles, 
etc. 

The .•1uc of Old Erosion Su1'faces 
It has been custon1ary i11 designating the ag·es of raised 

})l'neplains to refer to the <late at \\·hich the plain ,vas con1-
pletccl and still intact rather than the ,vhole tin1e during 
,,·hicJ1 it ,,·a~ in l)rocess of forn1ation. For instance, tl1e 
lZittatinney peneplain i1\ the nortl1ern Appalachians is re
f l'rred to as the Cretaceous plain, not because its forn1atio11 
,vas accon1plisl1ed during the Cretaceous period only, but 
because it ,vas believed to lta\'e been cornpleted during that 
period. The cycle during \Yhich it ,,·as forn1ed ,vas prob
ahly inauµ:urated long· before the Cretaceous. Althoug:h 
this departs in a ,,·ay frorn the usage of tin1e tern1s in rela-

• 
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tion to rock formations, with this statement, the writer con
siders it best to co11tinue the custom. 

Various methods may be used in determining the periods 
or epochs to which certain raised peneplains belong, the 
method used depending upon the conditions existing in the 
reg·ion under investig·ation. Some of these methods are 
here mentioned: ( 1) Any g·raded erosion surface is 
young·er than the young·est forn1ation \Yhich it cuts, and 
(2) younger tha11 any structure it bevels. The youngest 
system forming· the oldest peneplain surface in the Appa
lachian mountains is the Pennsylvanian, and the folds and 
faults across which the surface is developed took place in 
the Permian. The peneplain is therefore not only post
Pennsylvanian, but is post-Permian. ( 3) A11 old erosion 
surface is young·er than any formation of which there are 
disting·uishable frag·n1ents or fossils in fluvial deposits on 
the surface. Tl1is is illustrated i11 the Driftless Area where 
stream g·ravels containing chert pebbles and fossils of 
Niagaran age lie on divides \Vhere the uppermost rock is 
pre-Niag·aran; the divides 1nust be remnants of a surface 
,vhich is at least younger than mid-Silurian. ( 4) Pene
plains are contempora11eous with fluvial deposits which lie 
on them, ( 5) contemporaneous ,vith or older than other 
terrestrial deposits lying on them, and ( 6) older than 
marine formations lying on them. Peneplains are (7) old
er than valleys ~rhich have been cut below them. A11 old 
peneplain is (8) younger than rocks forn1ing· erosion ren1-
11ants above the plain and (9) older than deposits in valleys 
below it. A peneplain is (10) younger tha11 any adjacent 
peneplain which stands at a higher level and (11) older 
than any lower adjacent graded plain. In the case where 
subsidence has taken place and streams have been caused 
to develop g·rades at levels hig·her than ~ras possible before 
subsidence occurred, points (10) and (11) \vould be re
versed. The higher of t,vo g·raded surf aces in this case 
would be the younger. The lower one ,vould be buried and 
would only in the rarest case be disting·uishable. (12) If 
a11 erosion surface has been uplifted by tilting·, warping·, 
folding or faulting·, and there are deposits which have not 
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been disturbed, the surface is older than those deposits. 
( 13) A less accurate method has bee11 used in determi11ing 
ihe ages of old erosio11 surfaces. It has bee11 concluded 
that a g·iven peneplain is Cretaceous because it is known to 
be post-Triassic, and because its formatio11 is assumed to 
have required all the Jurassic, Coma11chea11, a11d Cretaceous 
periods. Or it mig·ht be stated that a peneplain is of Eocene 
age because Pliocene deposits lie in valleys below it and it 
,vould have taken the Olig·oce11e and Miocene periods to cut 
the valleys. The inaccuracy in such criteria is due to the 
varying rates of degradation by streams under varying 
conditio11s and to a general lack of knowledge of the dura
tion of the various g·eologic periods. 

Not all of the above-me11tioned means of determi11ing the 
ag·es of raised peneplains are likely to be applicable in any 
one region, but it seems that among· so large a number of 
possible criteria, enough would be usable to lead to con
clusions giving at least the approximate ag·e of an old ero
sio11 surface. 

Once the age of an upland plain is established it may be-
come a valuable horizon marker by which the ages of 
associated topographies and deposits and structures may 
be determined. If a pe11eplain known to be of mid-Eocene 
age is uplifted uniformly and partly dissected, all topog·ra
phies and deposits which lie above it are early Eocene or 
pre-Eocene and all topographies and deposits lying· strati
g·raphically below it are late Eocene or post-Eocene. Simi
larly, structures which the plain bevels are pre-Eocene and 
structures in which the surface of the plain itself is in
volved are late Eocene or post-Eocene. 

The extreme care with which all these points should be 
used and the difficulties in the way of accurate interpreta
tion are emphasized in the discussion among Umpleby, At
,,,ood, Blackwelder and Rich, references to which were g·iv-
en on page 8. 

The Dates of Mov e1nent 
The dates of diastrophic movements in the erosional his

tories of surf aces ·ca11 be determined in a g·eneral way at 
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least fron1 the ag·es of the different erosional surfaces. For 
instance, if it l1as been proven that an upland peneplain in 
a g·iven district is Cretaceous in ag·e and there is an inter
n1ediate plain below it which is Eocene, it is a short and 
simple step to the conclusion that the uplift of the upper 
plain took place at or near the close of the Cretaceous 
period. But if two consecutive erosion surfaces are more 
,videly different in age, as late Cretaceous and early Pleis
tocene, the uplift of the Cretaceous plain may have taken 
place at any time between the two periods; that is at the 
end of the Cretaceous, or during· or at the end of the 
Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene or Pliocene. 

In such cases as the last the student is likely to fall back 
on an estimate of the amount of time it must have taken 
to produce the second plain after the uplift of the first. If 
it seems that it would have required the Miocene and Pli
ocene periods to produce the lower plain, it might be as
sumed that the uplift took place at the end of the Olig·ocenc. 
but this assumption would not be without possibility of 
serious error. If the conclusion was reached that the up
lift of the older plain did take place at the close of the 
Olig·ocene, this plain would probably thereafter be called 
the Oligocene rather than the Cretaceous plain, for the 
period name g·iven it would be that desig·nating· the latest 
period at which the plain is believed to have been intact. 

The conclusion arrived at is that the dates of diastrophic 
1novement ca11 be told in a g·eneral way from the ages of 
consecutive erosion surfaces, but that the closer tog·ether 
the surfaces are in age the more accurately can the date of 
the diastrophism be determined. 

Duration of Geologic Tinze 
A rough estimate of the duration of certain geolog·ic 

periods might be made if the ag·es of consecutive erosion 
surfaces and the dates of uplift are known. For instance, 
if an upland plain with remnants at an average altitude of 
2,000 feet is of Miocene ag·e a11d is kno,vn to have been up
lifted at the end of tl1e Miocene period, and if in the same 
district tl1ere is an intermediate plain of early Pleistocene 
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ag·e at a11 average altitude of 1,000 feet, t l1e conclusion is 
\\·arranted that the la11d was degraded 1,000 feet during the 
Pliocene period. If it be assumed that all this degradation 
took place at a rate \Vhich is aver ag·e for all lands throug·h 
all times and that this average rate is 1 foot in 9,000 years, 
the duration of the Pliocene period would be estimated at 
~,000,000 years. The estimate, of course, would be subject 
to large error in each of the two points of tl1e assumption. 
However, t his method of estimating· the duratio11 of geologic 
tin1e, duly considered a11d qualified, might be as accurate 
as esti1nates based on the rate of accumulation of sediments. 
the rate of increase of salinity in the sea, the rate of life 
evolution, or the rate of radio-active changes. 

CONCLUSION 
Fron1 the foregoing: discussio11s it seems clear that there 

are many rules for determination of the various events in 
tl1e erosional histories of regions, that all of them are open 
to excl:!ption and some of them to serious a11d frequent ex
ception:-;, that the full interpretation of erosional history is 
attended ,vith great difficulty, that such interpretatio11 is 
safe 01dy after ,vide areas have been studied closely, and 
,Yitl1 all criteria and limitations in mind, but that on the 
,vhole fairly accurate conclusions n1ay be drawn by the :~tu
dc11t. of dilig·ence, persiste11ce and analytic rnind. 
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PART II 
MESOZOIC AND CENOZOIC HISTORY 

OF THE DRIFTLESS AREA 
In Part I the various principles involved in the P.rosio11al 

l1istories of r egions were outlined and each principle was 
analyzed, without special refere11ce to any g·iven region. 
In Part I I it see1ns possible to summarize and emphasize 
the principles discussed in Part I and at the same time to 
contribute something to the history of a region in which 
much \vorl{ has been do11e, on which much has been written, 
but concerning· which there has bee11 some difference of 
op1n1on. 

All \Vho have \Vorked in the Driftless Area within recent 
years have 11oticed that many of the divides within small 
districts are roughly accordant in level. Most students of 
the region have concluded that the even-topped divides are 
remnants of raised pe11eplains and that more t han one cycle 
was involved in the erosional history of the surface1

• There 
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has, however, been disagreement concerning· the number of 
cycles, and the dates of historical events. Recently, doubt 
has been expressed that these upland surfaces represent old 
peneplains, and the belief advanced that all the features 
of the topography have been formea in a single erosional 
cycle1 • Most of the papers so far published on this sub
ject are the results of work done in small and isolated dis
tricts within the g·eneral reg·ion. Therefore it is not strang·e 
that ag·reement has 11ot bee11 reached, and that some of the 
conclusions are incorrect. The w1·iter has seen all of the 
Driftless Area which lies in Iowa and Illinois and much of 
that which lies in Wisconsin and Minnesota, and it now 
seems possible to bring· together material from which ac
curate conclusions may be dra\l\rn. 
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ROCK FORMATIONS 
The rock f orn1ations of the Driftless Area range from 

liuronia11 to Silurian in ag·e. Hard pre-Cambrian quartzite 
and igneous rocks outcrop in various places in Wisconsin, 
as at Baraboo, Wausau, Necedah, and Black River Falls 
and appear to underlie Paleozoic sediments throughout the 
area. The Paleozoic group consists of Cambrian, Ordovi
ciPn, a11d Silurian formations, the names, thicknesses a11d 
relative resistance of ,vhich ar e shown in the accompany
ing table. The Decorah shale is variable in thickness but 

T.\~LE SIIO\VING THE ROCK FORl\.lATION OF THE DRIFTLESS AREA 

Systein For1nation 

Niagaran 
Silurian 

Alexandrian 

l'vlaquokcta 
- -

Galena 
J)ccorah 

Ordovician Platteville 
St. Peter 
Prairie du 

Chien -
Can1hrian 

St. Croix 
( Potsdan1) 

I(ind of Rock • 

Cherty dolomite 
Thin-bedded 

lilnestone 
Shale 
Cherty dolo111itc 
Shale 
Lilncstone 
Sandstone 
Cherty dolon1ite 

Sandstone, lin1e
stonc, shale and 
dolo1nite 

Thickness Resistance 
in feet to erosion 
200 Resistant -0-80 Nonresistant 

100-200 Nonresistant 
240 Resistant 
0-30 Nonresistant 
80 Resistant 

20-300 Nonresistant 
0-300 Resistant 

1000 Nonresistant 

Quartzite, dolon1ite, 
Pre- slate, various 5000+ Resistant 
Cambria--=n===--====i:":-gn=e=o':s_ro_c_k_s-----:========== 

• 
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thin in all places, and, lying as it does bct\,·ccn t\vo resist
ant formations, docs not affect topography greatly. So far 
as their cff cct on topog·raphy is concerned the Platteville 
and (ialena formations arc a unit. Tht? Alexandrian for
n1ation Yarics in thickness and resistance and affects topo
graphy in sucl1 a ,:ray as to be inseparable from the Niaga
ran formation in some places, and f1·on1 the ~1aquoketa in 
others. There is an unconforn1ity bet,veen the St. Peter • 

and Prairie du Chien formations. ,,·hich causes both 1o ,?ary 
in thickness, but the sun1 of their thicknesses is no,vl1ere 
far from 800 feet•. The Ca1nbrian for1nations are all ,vcak 
but ,·ary slightly in resistance. Devonian and Pennsylva
nian forn1ations ,vere perhaps deposited over part or all of 
the region, but, if so, they have been eroded a,,·ay. The 
erosional history of the prese11t surface started "'·ith the 
final ,vithdra,val of the Paleozoic seas and continu~d 
throug·h the Mesozoic and Cenozoic eras. 

STillJCTURE 
Although in most of the Driftlcss Area the strata <lip in 

a general south\vesterly direction, there is a northeast
south\vest axis crossing- the T\1ississippi river bet,veen La 
Crosse, Wisconsin, and \\rinona, 1'Iinncsota, and passing 
11orth of Sparta, north of ,vhich the beds dip north,,·esterly. 
In other ,,·ords, the structure is that of a lo,v anticline ,vith 
its axis near the north edge of the region, plunging to the 
southwest, ,vith a Jong lin1b to the south and a rclatiYely 
shorter limb, so far as the Driftless Area is concer110d, to 
the north. Most of the work on ,Yhich this paper is based 
has been done south of the crest of the a1:·ch and the relation
ships between topographic f orn1s and structure are con
sequently best kno,,•n there. J-Io,,rever, l\'lr. Patton and the 
writer worked in the axial area and to son1e extent north 
of the axis in Minnesota and ,,·isconsin in 1917. 

The average direction of dip of the forn1ations south of 
Winona and Sparta, as dctcrn1incd b~· t ,venty-eight con1pu
tations is S. 26 v-.r., and the avC'rap:c arnount 1 J.6 feet per 

1. Trowbri,lge, A. C .. Ju. l<uci. Sri .• \ ul. X \.I\. 1111. 177-18:?. 
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mile. Four computations in the area north of the arch 
show an average dip there of N. 35° W. in direction and 6.9 
feet per mile in amount. 
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Fig. 11. Sketch map of the Driftless Area and its environs showing sti·ucture con
tours on the contact between P rairie du Chien and J ordan formations. Structural 
contour in terval equals 100 feet. H orizontal scale 1/500,000. Con tours are broken 
where courses are conjectural. 
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Both the soutl1-dipping and the north-dipping· monoclines 
a11d to an extent also the nearly l1orizontal structures of 
the axial area are interrupted in many places by low anti
~lines and shallow synclines. The whole composite struc
ture of the Driftless Area mig·ht be said to be a low anti
clinorium, plung·i11g· southwestward. For additional details 
see Fig·. 11. 

THE STAGE OF EROSION 
In the present cycle of erosio11 the g·eneral surface of the 

Driftless Area is in late youth or early maturity, although 
small portions exhibit a later stag·e of development. The 
valley of the Mississippi and the valleys of its larg·er tribu
taries, such as the Wisconsin, La Crosse, and Upper Iowa 
rivers, appear to be mature, but if the thick deposits in 
then1 were removed the valleys '\-vould have a much more 
youthful appearance. Most of the valleys i11 the area are 
young·. There are considerable areas of unreduced flattish 
land on the hig·hest divides and still g1~eater areas at lo~rer 
altitudes well above the valley bottoms. It is these unre
duced upland surfaces which form the chief physiographic 
problems of the region and which at the same time give the 
investig·ator his best clue to the history of the surface. 
Along the main drainage lines there are narrow graded 
valley flats which are valuable for comparison with the up
la11d flats. The topog·raphy has a relief of over 600 feet 
within short distances, and before the valleys were partially 
filled the relief was over 800 feet. 

EVIDENCES OF MORE THAN ONE CYCLE OF 
EROSION 

Of the several lines of evidence for more than 011e cycle 
of erosion which have bee11 used in determining· the erosion
al histories of various surfaces and which were discussed 
in Part I, the Driftless Area shows seven, in different de
g·rees of perfection a11d sig·nificance. 

Even-Crested Surnniit Areas (the Dodgeville Plain) 
In most portions of the Driftless Area the hig·hest divides 

are noticeably flat on their summits. These flat surfaces 
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forming the summit areas are the sites of cities, towns, 
villages, farn1s, wag·on roads and railroads. In the Baraboo 
district of Wisconsin there is an area ~ore than two sqt,1are 
n1iles in extent so nearly flat that the drainage on its ~ur
face is poor, and no spot is 10 feet hig·her 01· lower tlt.an the 
g·eneral elevation of 1400 feet. In the southern porti_on of 
the Sparta Quadrangle, Wisconsin, there is much flat land 
at about 1335 feet A. T., more than 500 feet above main 
drainag·e lines, on whicl1 are located the villages of New
berg· Cor11ers, Middle Ridge and Portland (Fig·. 12). Here, 

Fig . 12. View of the summit plain in the south port ion of the Sparta Quadrang le. 

in a11 area of 5 miles square there are approximately 7,000 
acres of land under cultivation, supporting a prosperous 
population of 4,500, all on flat-topped divides. From the 
south edge of the Sparta Quadrangle a "ridge road" fol
lows a continuous divide for more than 50 miles, passing 
through the towns of Cashton, Rewey, Westby, Viroqua, 
Seneca and Eastman, and leaves the crest of the ridge only 
about a mile from the bluff of the Mississippi and two miles 
fron1 Prairie du Chien. In this distance the crest of the 
divide has a relief of less than 100 feet, and the width of 
the nearly even crest varies from a few feet to a half 1nile 
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or more. From the main ridge tongues of flat land project 
out between tributary strean1s on both sides. 

In the southern portion of the Richland Center quad
rang·le in Wisconsin the sumn1its of many of the divides 
are nearly flat and noticeably accordant in their levrls. 
These divides are spurs and outliers of a \,Tide. continuous 
area of gently rolling land kno,vn as Military Ridge, ex
tendjng· east and west in the northern part of the Lancaster 
and Mineral Point quadrang·les. Military Ridge is unhroken 
from Bradtville to Blue Mounds, a distance of over 60 mile~. 
On or near its summit, Bradtville, Patch Grove, Mount 
I-lope, 1\1:ount Ida, Fennimore, Preston, Montfort, Cobb, Ed
n1und, Dodgeville and Mount Horeb are located. Connect
ing the(,f' towns are g·ood hig·h roads, \Yhose grades are lo\v 
a11d on "\\'hich brid~·es are noticeably fe,v in number. Fron1 
Fennimore to Blue Mounds, the ridg·e is utilized for the 
road bed of a branch of the Chicago and North,,·estern 
Railvvay. 

In the north half of the Galena and Elizabeth quad
rangles in Ill inois, the hig·hest su1·faces are the tops of 
isolated mounds or short dendritic rid~es ,vhich include 
only very sn1all patches of flat land, but ,vhich have accord
ant levels at about 1150 feet A. T. In the south part of 
these t,vo quadrang·les there are many long, continuous, 
dendritic, flat-topped ridg0s ,vhose sun1n1it areas are the 
sites of l1omcs, farms and ridgeroads. These ridg·es have 
an ave1·ag·e altitude around 1,000 feet. At about this alti
tude there are thousands of acres of excellent farm land. 
In the north part of these quadrangles tl1e s um1nit levels 
are 450 feet above the beds of the main strPams, and in the 
south part they are 850 feet abo,·e drainag·e. 

There are no extensive sumn1it levels in Io,va, althoug·h 
upland plains exist. Bet,veen \\7aukon and Church and ex
t;nding: ,vest from Waukon to,\·arcl Decorah, east through 
E}o~1, and southeast to Rossville, there arc dendritic strean1 
d1v1des "~hose sun11nits are much n1ore nearly flat than the 
surrounding· surface, and are the sites of villag·es, 1nain 
i·oads and fa1·ms. The maxi1nun1 relief of this surface is 
less than 100 feet (1200-1300). Upland flats arc also kno,Yn 
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at Monona, Luana and Watson in the southeastern part of 
the Wauko11 quadrang·le, at National, Garnovillo, Upde
Graff, Colesburg·, an area east of Graham, Luxemburg· and 
other poi11ts in the Elkader quadrangle, and at or near 
I-Ioly Cross, Sherrill, Rickardsville, Bankston, Balltown, 
and Tivoli in the Iowa portion of the Lancaster quadrangle. 
In the extreme southern part of the Driftless Area in the 
Iowa portion of the Galena quadrangle there are consider
able areas of flat land on hig·h divides, which are used for 
upland farms and roads. 

Flat summit areas with accordant levels are not extensive 
in Minnesota. They are best developed in the western parts 
of Winona and Houston counties. In Winona county a 
~triking·ly flat plain of about 15 square miles in area lies 
between Utica and St. Charles and to the south from there. 
Ii is approximately 1300 feet above sea level. Near Spring 
Grove, Houston county, at an elevation of approxin1ately 
1:325 feet, the sun1n1it plain is represented by extensive 
prairie-like uplands, spurs of which ramify from the main 
area. Similar conditions occur also in the neig·hborhood of 
Caledonia. 

From the foreg·oing descriptions, the significant facts 
concerning· the topog·raphy of the summit surfaces in the 
Driftless Area may be sun1marized as follows: ( 1) There 
are many divides whose summits are noticeably even. (2) 
Son1c of tl1ese areas of upland flat are long· and broad. (3) 
Tl1e various areas of upland flat have such slig·ht irreg·ular
ity in con1parison with the rest of the topog·raphy that they 
arc favorable sites for farming·. ( 4) If the elevations of 
isolated sumn1it areas in a g·iven district be compared, they 
arc found to be strikingly accordant, thoug·h not identical. 
( 5) Accordant sun1mit levels are known in practically all 
portions of the Driftless Area. ( 6) The districts where 
the sun1mit plains occur are close e11oug·h tog·ether to \var
rant correlatio11 from one district to another; from Bara
boo, through the Richland Center a11d Mineral Point quad
ranp.:les to Jo Daviess County, Illinois; from Baraboo to 
Sparta; fron1 Sparta through Viroqua a11d Prairie du Chien 
to Io,va; fron1 Dodg·evillc via Bradtville to National, Iowa; 

• 
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from Iowa into Winona and Houston counties in Minnesota; 
from the Min11esota line i11 Iowa to Dubuque; from the Ga
lena quadrangle in Illinois to the area south of Dubuque i11 
Iowa. (7) If the several summit areas of a district be pro
jected until they meet, a surf ace is constructed which has 
a ' relief of sometl1ing less than 200 feet. (8) If the con
structed summit plains of the several districts of the Drift
less Area, as explained in (7) be projected across inter
vening· areas where summit flats are wanting until they 
1neet, an almost reliefless, g·ently south-sloping· plain results 
which covers practically the whole Driftless Area. Because 
the surf ace so reconstructed is well represented at Dodge
ville, because there is at Dodg·eville a large area of upland 
fiat, and because, from Dodg·eville the flat may be traced 
with certainty in all directions, this uppermost plain, re-

Fig. 13. An idealized north-south !:ecticn in tre Driftless Area, showing tre gen
eral 1 elation of the Dodgeville p 1a"n t) the r0ck fnrmations. The upland surfaces 
are found in large areas on the 1·esistant Pra;rie du Chien, Platteville, Galena, and 
Niagara formations , but arc wanting on the re'ative'y nonresistant Cambrian 
sandstones, St. P eter sandstone and Maquckela sha'.e. 

constructed by projecting· the upland flats until they meet, 
is hereafter called the Dodgev?°lle plain. 

'fopography and rock structures are so intimately and 
fundamentally related tl1at it is always unsafe to draw im
portant conclusions from analysis of topog·raphy before 
these relations are understood. It is therefore necessary 
that a careful study be made of the rock formations on 
which the Dodgeville plai11 lies, the structure of these for
n1ations, and the relative attitudes of plain and formations, 
before interpretatio11 of the Dodg·eville plain is attempted. 
Failure to g·ive due weig·ht to these relationships seems to 
be r esponsible for certain errors of the past. 

The Dodg·eville plain is underlain by different rock for
mations at different places. In the Baraboo district of Wis-
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consi11 it lies on Huronian quart
zite and i11 the Sparta district on 
the Prairie du Chien and St. Peter 
formations. Military Ridg·e a11d 
its spurs are capped by Galena 
dolomite, as are also the upland 
divides around Waukon in Iowa. 
South of Turkey river in Iowa, and 
south of Lancaster in Wisconsin 
and Illinois, the plain lies on Nia
g·ara dolomite. In southeastern 
Minnesota it lies for the most part 
on the Platteville formation but it 
places cuts across to St. Peter. In 
a g·eneral way the Dodg·eville plain 
bevels the south-dipping forma
tions, lying· 011 prog·ressively young
er beds from north to south. Either 
because of a decrease in the slope 
of the plain north of tl1e Iowa line, 
because of a chang·e in the direc
tion of slope, or because the plain 
has been very slig·htly warped since 
its formation, its remnants are not 
greatly l1igher in Minnesota than 
in Iowa, and its stratigraphic posi
tion is some,vhat but not much 
lower in Mi11nesota than farther 
south. It also bevels the crest of 
the arch. No remnants of the plain 
have been observed north of the 
axis and therefore it cannot be 
definitely stated that the north
dipping beds are also bevelled by 
it, althoug·h such is probably the 
case. It is noticeable, however, 
that only the more resistant f orma
tions are found capping the high
est divides where these divides are 
flat-topped and accordant in their 
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levels. Wide areas of the plain lie on the Prairie du Chien. 
Galena, Platteville and Niagara formations respectively. 
The St. Peter sandstone underlies patches of the plain in 
very small areas only, and the Maquoketa formation is not 
kno\vn to form summit flats at all. In traveling from north 
to south three distinct belts are crossed, in each of which 
there are larg·e upland remnants of the Dodg·eville plai11 and 
betwee11 which there is none. (Figs. 13 and 14) 

Assuming that the Dodgeville plain is a g·eometrical 
plane, it is possible to ascertain its dip and strike if the 
relative positions and altitudes of three points on the plane 
forming· a triang·le are known. If the elevations of a cer
tain stratig·raphic horizon u11der the three points on the 
plain can be ascertained it is a lso a simple matter to com
pute the dip a11d ,strike of the strata and g·et the relativa 
directions and amounts of dip of plain and strata (Fig. 15). 
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Fig. 15. Diagram showing how the dip and strike of a plain and of a stratum can 
be determined if t.he positions and altitudes of three points are kno,vn. A. B. and C 
are t!1ree points Ol_l the surface plain at 1300, l:!00, and 1250 feet respectively. On 
~he hne ~B there _is a point D at which the altit,1de is the :;ame as at C, 1250'. The 
l!ne CD 1s the stnke of the plain. The direction of dip is obt.ained by constructing 
line EB at right angles to CD through B. Reading the direction of EB the dip is 
foun!1 to be S 14 ° ~- From E to B the surface falls 60'. Scaling EB the amount 
of d10 of the plane 1s found to be 4..1' per mile. 

Knowing the elevations of a stratigraphic horizon under points A, B, and C to 
be 12-10, 1100, ~nd 1000 feet respectively, locating the 1100' point on AC at F, BF 
becomes the stnke of the strata, the clip CG is S 37 ° \V and the amount of dip is 
7' per m ile. ' 

The results of 13 such computations, based 011 points south 
of the axis of the arch are given in the following table. 
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These computations bring· out certain facts. The plain 
constructed by connecting areas of summit plains across 
intervening areas is by no mea11s a g·eometrical plane, for 
it dips in different directions and by different amounts i11 
different places. In small districts, widely differing· re
sults can be obtained by taking· different sets of points as 
bases for computation. Local irreg·ularities obscure the 
general slope. If the results of all the available computa
tions are considered, the averag·e slope of the plain is in 
the direction S 75° E to an amount of 4.7 feet per mile. If 
the local estimates be eliminated and only those wl1ich in
volve long· distances be included, the effect of local irreg·ular
ities is minimized and the g·eneral slope of the plain is 
found to be S 23° E, 3.3 feet to the mile. The direction and 
amount of dip of the strata are much more nearly constant 
and average S 28° W and 14.2 feet per mile recpectively . 
Now here are the plain and the strata parallel. The ang·le 
between their respective average directions of dip is 51 • 
and the strata dip more than three times as steeply as the 
plain slopes . Even in small districts where upland plains 
are broad and cover a considerable distance in directions 
at right ang·les to the strike of the strata, the slope of the 
plain and the beds are not parallel. The lack of parallelism 
between the Dodg·eville plain a11d the strata which under
lie it is expressed in the fact that prog·ressively young·er 
beds are bevelled by the plain fro1n north to south on the 
south limb of the arch. 

As outlined in Part I such a plain as the Dodgeville plain 
is open to several possible interpretations: It mig·ht be the 
original n1arine plai11 of deposition, a plain of marine ero
sion, or a structural plai11 on a single hard stratum. The 
apparent accordance of levels mig·ht be due to the erosion 
in a single cycle of a surface underlain by g·ently south
dipping· and unequally resistant formations, developing· a 
series of somewhat even-topped cuestas whose summits 
were never parts of a plain now dissected. Or, the Dodg·e
ville plain mig·ht be a true peneplain. 

The Dodg·eville plain cannot be the sea bottom uncovered 
by the withdrawal of the Paleozoic sea, for it is known that 
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Niagara dolomite was deposited in this sea over the whole 
reg·ion, and the plain is directly underlain by Huronian 
rocks at Baraboo, the Prairie du Chien formation at Sparta, 
the Galena formation at Church and Waukon and 011 Mili
tary Ridg·e. From these portions of the surface young·er 
rocks must have been eroded. Also there are n1onadnocks 
standing above the level of this surface at several places, 
for instance, Sauk Point in the Baraboo district, Blue 
Mounds at the east end of Military Ridge, and Sherrill and 
Sinsinawa Mounds farther south. 

Neither is the Dodgeville plain the result of n1arine de
nudation. The erosion remnants above it are not isle-like, 
nor is it bordered any,vhere by shore features. A still more 
sig·nificant fact is that marine deposits, young·er than the 
rock formations across the edges of which the plain is de
veloped, are wholly wa11ti11g on the summit surfaces of the 
reg·ion, althoug·h other deposits have been preserved there. 
It is also extremely doubtful if such broad wave-cut terraces 
have ever been developed anywhere, especially far i11 the 
interiors of continents. 

The theory that the Dodg·eville plain was formed on the 
surface of a sing·le especially hard f ormatio11 is untenable 
for the reasons that the plain lies on different formations 
at different places, that not all the formations are resist
ant, and that the plain slopes southward at a considerably 
lo,ver angle than the ang·le of dip of the rock formations. 

The idea that the Dodg·eville plain consists of a series of 
unrelated structural plains is incoroprated in the theory 
that the plain is a series of cuesta tops, a11d this theory is 
next to be considered. 

The Cuesta-Single Cycle Tlieo1·y 
Of the first four possible i11terpretations outlined ·above, 

the idea which has been advanced that the Dodgeville plain, 
as described on previous pag·es, does not exist and never did 
exist, but consists merely of a series of unrelated cuestas, 
is n1ore probable than any of those thus far considered, and 
is to be accepted or rejected only after the most careful 
study cf the field conditions. A possible source of confusio11 
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should be elin1inated at once by the statement that \vhat
ever has been the history of the upland surfaces they do 
constitute cuestas. Martin 1 has defined a cuesta as "an up
la11d with a short, steep descent, or escarpment, on one 
side, and a long·, g·e11tle slope on the other." The three 
belts containing areas of su1nmit flats answer the defi11itio11 
perfectly, and they are cuestas. The problem remains, 
however, as to whether their 1no1·e or less even crests, re
lated as they are to rocl<: structures, could have been de
veloped in a single cycle of erosion. As Martin points out 
in describing cuestas, "the g·entle slope usually corresponds 
to the inclination or dip of slig·htly-inclined sedimentary 
rocks and one resistant layer, as of limestone, may deter
mine the whole dip slope." 

Follo\ving this definition and description the character
istics of cuestas ,vhich have had a history involving only 
one erosion cycle are illustrated in Fig·. 16. 

Fig. 16. Diagl'nm illustrntinl" the to1 og-ra1 hy of tl·e Drift1css Area 1'.s it shru'd be 
if tJ,e summit areas are the back slo1 es of normal cucstns cleve'ored in a sing·e eye e 
of erosion. 

There are several points which seem to favor the theory 
that the upland su1·faces included in the Dodg·eville plain 
are merely the tops of cuestas, developed, tog·ether ,vitl1 the 
rest of the topography, in a sing·le cycle of erosion. (1) 
The belts in which the upland surfaces are considerable are 
cuestas. (2) The upland surfaces are practically confined 
in their distribution to the areas of outcrop of resistant 
rock formations. ( 3) There are three resistant f orn1ations 
and there are three conspicuous belts contai11ing· upland 
surfaces south of the anticlinal axis. ( ~1) In individual dis
tricts, and in the reg·io11 as a whole, tl1e upland surfaces 
have a general southerly slope and the strata dip g·enerally 
south. However, these arguments are superficial, for their 

1. Martin, Lawrence, !Vin. Geo/. a11d Nat'I llist. S11n•q1, Bull. 36. J). 42. 
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features can be explained as well 011 the basis of more tha11 
one cycle as on the basis of a si11g·le cycle. There are also 
several poi11ts no\v to be brought out by a more careful 
study of topography, especially in its relations \Viih struc
ture, ,vhich ca11not be explained 011 the cuesta-single cycle 
tl1eory a11d are in keeping· with the n1ultiple cycle theory. 

(1) The south slopes of the upland surfaces are 11ot 
parallel \Vith the strata as is 1101·n1al for cuestas. Compare 
fig·ures 1 and 4. The south slopes of the Dodg·eville plain 
correspo11d ,vitl1 the dip of the strata neither i11 direction 
nor in amount, as sho\vn in the preceding· table (p. ) . 

(2) Those J)ortions of the Dodgeville plai11 ,vhich lie 
on a sing·le rock formniion bevel the layers of that forn1a
tion. \Vithin the bounds of the Sparta quadrang-Ie, the 
sun1mit of the Prairie du Chie11 cuesta lies on 35 feet of 
Prairie du Cl1ien dolon1ite at Castle Rock, and on co11sta11t
ly increasing· thicknesses to the south, until 229 feet of the 
forn1ation appear belo,v the cuesta top i11 the southwest 
cornel' of the quadrang·Ie. 111 the Galena and Elizabeth 
quadl'ang·les in Illinois the surface of the Niag·ara cuesta 
cuts fron1 a st1·atig·rapl1ic positio11 60 feet above the base 
of the Niag·ara forn1atio11 at the 11orth border of the quad
rangles to a position 170 feet above the base at the south 
edg·c. Likewise the summit of the Galena-Platteville cuesta 
lies 80 feet above the base of the Platteville limestone near 
its northern edge in the Richla11d Center quadrang·le and 
~100 feet above this horizon on one of the south spurs of 
l\lilitary Ridg·e. This bevelling· of different beds in forma
tions by individual cuesta tops is also illustrated between 
Church and Rossville, and betwee11 Updegraff a11d Monona 
in Io,,·a, and at rnany other localities within the Driftless 
Area. 

( ;~) In son1e places at least, t,vo belts of cues ta tops 
" ·hich are roug·hly parallel ,vith the strike of the strata, are 
connected by long·, continuous, n1ore or less broad su1nn1it 
divides "·hich are roug·l1l}T parallel ,vith the dip. Such a 
di Yide is that connecting· the Prairie du Chien cuesta in tl1e 
south portion of the Sparta quadrangle ,vith the Galena 
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cuesta east of Prairie du Chien. 
This divide includes much flat 
land on its summit. Its sum
mit area has a relief of less 
than 100 feet, and yet it bevels 
the edges of the Prairie du 
Chien, St. Peter, Platteville, 
Decorah, and Galena forma
tions. 111 its extent of over 50 
miles its surface falls from 
1300 feet at its north end, to 
1200 feet near Prairie du 
Chien, althoug·h a stratigraphic 
horizon whicl1 has an altitude 
of 1200 feet in the Sparta 
quadrangle is found at 620 feet 
at the south terminus of the 
divide. So independent are the 
surface and the strata that the 
chang·e from one formation to 
another is not expressed in the 
surface. (Fig·. 17) It would 
be impossible to explain t he de
tails of such a ridg·e on the 
basis of a sing·le cycle of 
erosion. 

( 4) In areas where the sum
mit plains are broad a11d flat, 
and such conditions exist in 
1nany places in the Driftless 
Area, it is difficult to conceive 
a way by which the 1naterial 
f 1·om above ,vas removed to 
make the flats, under the 
theory that there has been but 
one cycle of erosion. In the 
Sparta quadrangle, 200 feet 
of Niag·ara dolon1ite, 100 feet 
of Maquoketa shale, 320 feet of 
Galena dolon1ite and Platte-
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ville limestone, 100 feet of St. Peter sandstone, and 
many feet of Prairie du Chie11 dolomite have been removed 
in such a way as to leave thousands of acres of flat land 
on the divides, 500 feet above present drainage. The three 
dolon1ites are cherty and resistant to mechanical wear, al
though much of the rock is soluble in water. The sandstone 
and shale are non-resistant physically, but resistant 
chemically. These same rock formations, in varying 
a1nounts, have bee11 removed in mal{ing· all of the many 
upland flats of the Driftless Area. 011 few of these flat 
surfaces is there any conce11tration of residual materials 
such as chert fragments, save those which have been round
ed by stream actio11, although such residual materials are 
not e11tirely lacking everywhere. It seems that the removal 
of the rocks from positio11s above the flat upland surfaces 
must have been accomplished by some ag·ent which was 
capable of removing products of disinteg·ration and of de
composition, eve11 the coarse material. If these surfaces 
have always bee11 divides, and this must have been the case 
if there has been 110 rejuvenation of streams, all of the 
originally overlyi11g· material could not have been removed 
by strea1ns, for on many of the flats there are now no 
streams nor stream channels. It is not conceivable that 
¥li11d degraded the tops of the divides to make flat summits; 
the region has 11ot been g·laciated; waves and currents have 
bee11 elimi11ated. It cannot be that solution by g·round 
"''ater has bee11 the method of deg·radation of these sur
f aces, for much of the material such as shale, the sand
stone, and the chert in the dolomite are practically in
soluble. Eve11 if it be conceived that the shale and sand
sto11e constituents "''ere removed by the wind a11d the 
soluble portions of all the rocks were dissolved and carried 
a\i\~ay by ground water, there would be left many feet of 
residual chert. 

( 5) It has been made clear that the Dodg·eville plain, 
constructed by joining the various patches of summit plain 
i11 each of the three cuestas and the summits of the cuestas 
across intervening· areas, is by no means perfectly flat. 
But, it is difficult to explain eve11 the rough accordance of 
sumn1it levels in individual districts and the general slope 
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of the plain southward, on the assun1ption that the upland 
surf aces are merely parts of unrelated cuestas. Estimat
ing· that erosion started when the whole reg·ion was covered 
by 1000 feet of strata now g·one, and knowing· the amount 
and direction of dip of the strata and the elevation of the 
various portions of the summit plain, it is possible to es
timate what was the orig·inal altitude of the surface and to 
what altitude the upland surface was reduced at any g·iven 
locality. The dip of the strata is so slig·ht that the altitude 
of the original surface may be obtai11ed by adding·· the 
thickness of the strata removed to the present altitude of 
the surface, without appreciable error. The results of a 
series of such computations for a series of localities from 
north to south and including· each of the three cuestas south 
of the structural axis are tabulated as follows : 
TABLE SHOWING THE RELATION OF THE ORIGINAL SURFACE OF 'fHE DRIFT

LESS AREA TO THE SURFACE OF THE DODGEVILLE PLAIN 
Locality Original 

altitude 
of surface. 

'fhickness of 
various form

ations re
moved in feet. 

ToWthi:=-:ck:-----=A--:-lt~itu=dc:-e~ 
ness of rocks of present 

removed in upland 
feet. surface. ---- -----------------------

Fii·st Series-Sparta-Lancaster Quadrangle 
200-Niagara Castle Rock 

north part 
Sparta 
Quadrangle 

Near P•:>rtland 
south part 
Sparta 
Quadrangle 

2220 

2130 

100-Maquoketa 
~40-Galena 
80-Pla tteville 

100-St. Peter 
165-Prairie du Chien 
200-N iagara 
100-Maquoketa 
240-Galena 
80-Platteville 

100-St. Peter 
40-Prairie du Chien 

885 1335 

760 1370 

Near Mt. Hope, 
north part 
Lancaster 
Quarangle_ 

200-Niagara --------
100-Maquoketa 

90-Galena 

Near Richard,--s--
ville, Iowa, 
south part 
Lancaster 
Quad rang-le 

1600 

1260 

390 

130-Niag·ara 130 

Second Serie.<>-Richland Center 
. llline1·al Point, Elizabeth Q1tadrangles 

Near Highland, 200-N iagara 
i-.outh part 100-Maquoketa 
Richland Center 1693 163-Galena 463 
Quadrangle 

1210 

1130 

1230 
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Near Montford, 200-N iagara 
north part 100-Maquoketa 
Mineral Point 1610 110-Galena 410 1200 
Quadrangle 
Near Platte Mds. 
west central 200-Niagara 
part Mineral 1440 50-Maquoketa 250 1190 
Point Quadrangle 
Four miles south 
of Shullsburg, 
south part 1375 170-Niagara 170 1205 
Mineral Point 
Quadrangle 
Near Erie School, 
north part Eliza- 1260 130-Niagara 130 1130 
beth Quadrangle 
Terrapin Ridge, 
south part Eliza-
beth Quadrangle 

1135 05-N iagara 95 1040 

Third Series-Waukon 
Elkcider Quadrangle in l oiva 

Near Church, 200-Niagara 
north part 100-Maquoketa 
vVaukon 1766 216-Galena 616 1250 
Quadrangle - --
Near Monona, 200-N iagara 
south par t 100-Maquoketa 
Waukon 1555 45-Galena 345 1210 
Quadrangle 
Near Updegraff, 
central part 
Elkader 1200 10-Niagara 10 1190 
Quadrangle 

Fourth Se?·ies-Ba1·aboo, 
Richland Center, Lancaster Quadrangle 

Gibraltar Rock, 200-Niagara 
central part 100-Maquoketa 
Baraboo 1870 240-Galena 620 1250 
Quadrangle 80-Platteville 
Six n1iles south 200-N iagara 
of H illsdale, 100-Maquoketa 
southern part 1815 240-Galena 545 1270 
Richland Center 5-Pla tteville 
Quadrang·le I 

Near Preston, 200-Niagara 
northeast part 100-Maquoketa 
Lancaster 1610 140-Galena 440 1170 
Quadrangle 
Three n1iles east 
of Bankston, 
Iowa, southeast 1290 140-Niagara 140 1150 
part Lancaster 
Quadrangle 
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These tables show 
that the orig·inal 
surface was much 
steeper than the 
present Dodgeville 
plain ; that the am
ounts of material 
removed fr om the 
divides decr ease by 
a regular progres
sion to the south ; 
that different pro
portions of resist
ant and non-resist
ant rocks have 
bee11 removed 1n 
different p l aces; 
and that there is a 
certain definite or
der 1n the rela
t ions of original 
altitudes, amount 
of rock removed, 
and pr esent alti
tudes, irrespective 
of the r e 1 a t i v e 
thickness of resist
ant and non-resist
ant formations re
moved (Fig·. 18) . 
It seems improb
able that deg·rada
tion of the tops of 
divides would· take 
place in so orderly 
a fashion unless 
the s t r e a m s re
duced the general 
surface to g·rade . 

' 
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(6) In a reg·ion ,vhere so 1nuch erosion l1as taken place 
it would seem that the relative hardness of the resistant 
formations ,vould express itself i11 topog·raphy if there had 
been but one cycle. The most resistant of the three should 
stand the hig·hest, and the least resista11t the lo,vest. But 
the general southvvard slope of the Dodg·eville plain is un
interrupted by diff erenccs in rock hard11ess, althoug·h it is 
doubtless true that local resista11t rocks have influenced 
local irregularities in its surface. ( Compare Fig·. 16 with 
Figs. 13 and 11) 

(7) If the upland surfaces in the Driftless Area are e11-
tirely structural it would see1n likely that the local anti
clines and synclines which interrupt the ge11eral monoclinal 
clip would cause undulations in the surface of the Dodge
,·ille plain. In the Galena and Elizabeth quadrang·les, where 
a portion of this plain is well known and where the anti
clines and synclines l1ave been carefully mapped, there is 
no apparent r elation between the altitude of the upland 
surfaces and the folds. The plain bevels the local folds 
"·ithout any expression of the structure in the topog·raphy. 
It is true that there are a few high parts of the upland 
plain \:rhich correspond roug·hly ,vith anticlines, such as at 
\Vaukon, but there are also 1nany hig·h places ,vhere there 
are no anticlines, many high places over sy11clines, and 
n1any lo,v places on anticlines. No g·eneral effect of local 
1-,tructure can be obserYed in the topography of the plain. 
rI'hc higher portions of the upland plain are to be inter
preted as resistant portions of the rocks or as original 
inter-strean1 areas, not as arched structures. 

(8) It i1' abnor1nal for the divides of a surface to be 
lo,Ycred greatly before e,·idences of old ag·e in adjacent 
, alleys appear. During- youth of the norn1al c}·cle of ero
sion the n1ain ,vork of the strean1s is in the deYelopn1ent of 
Y,dleys and the dissection of the orig·inal surface. Maturit}r 
is ushered in \Yhcn the upper flat approaches thoroug·h dis
section and lasts until lo,ver flats are forn1ed and con1e to 
constitute an appreciable portio11 of the surface. Most of 
the ,,·ork of lo,vering· the orig·inal diYides is accon1plished 
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after the old age of the valleys has been reached. Another 
principle in the 11ormal erosional cycle is that divides are 
not degraded much, before permanent divides have been 
established, that is, before valleys have reached their "·idth 
and length limits, that is, before the valleys have ap
proached or reached old age. No\v the summit divides in 
the Driftless Area are kno"'n to have bee11 degraded by 
amou11ts varying fron1 10 feet to 885 feet (see the fourth 
colum11 from the left i11 the above tables), and yet the val
leys sho\v few sig·ns of old age, and few of the divides are 
permanent. If the present surface "'as formed in a single 
cycle of erosion, this cycle \Vas not normal. 

(9) Assuming that but one cycle has been involved in 
the erosion of the surface of the Driftless Area, recon
structing the original surface by projecting· the Niag·ara 
and older formations over portions \vhere the)• do not now 
exist, and g·etting the altitudes of the lo"''est points reached 
by streams beneath the present valley fills ; it is found that 
the streams at La Crosse n1ust have reduced their beds 
from about 2200 feet A. T. to 600 feet in order to reach 
g·rade; and the streams in the south portion of the Drift
less Area in the vicinity of Dubuque, could have become 
g·raded by cutting from approximately 1300 feet to 300 feet. 
The Mississippi and its tributaries should have reached 
grade at Dubuque after cutting· through 1000 feet of rock 
of varying· hardness long before they brought their beds to 
grade at La Crosse, where they had to cut throug·h 1600 
feet of the same rock, and the topog·raphy around Dubuque 
sl1ould no"'' be in a distinctly later stage of development 
than that i11 the neig·l1borhood of La Crosse. But the op
posite is true. Due to the relative non-resistance of the 
Can1brian sandstone on "'hich the streams have their 
courses at JJresent in the nortl1 part of the area, there is a 
g·reater area of lo"'·land there than farther south, and the 
topog·raphy around La Crosse has an appearance of greater 
age than the surface near Dubuque. 

(10) In advance of con1plete dcscriptio11 and interpreta
tion it should be made clear here that there are in many • 

places 011 the Dodgeville plain considerable areas of g·ravel 
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\Vl1ich have undoubtedly been deposited there by streams 
\vhich could not carry their loads all the way to the sea. 
These deposits are knovvn 11ear Devil's Lake, Cashto11 and 
Seneca i11 Wisconsin, a11d near Church, Elo11 and Waukon 
in Iowa, as well as at numerous other places within a11d 
south of the Driftless Area. This fact is not me11tioned 
by Martin. It seems to the writer to be a fatal objectio11 
to the single cycle theory. 

The conclusion 110w has bee11 reached that the Dodgeville 
})lain is not an original plain of marine depositio11, nor a 
plain of marine erosion, nor a simple structural plain. The 
theory that the plain consists merely of three cuestas whose 
sun1mits ~'ere developed in the prese11t cycle of erosion is 
untenable. 

The Peneplciin Theory 

It remains to test the fifth possible interpretation. Some 
of the points in favor of the theory that the plain is an 
ancient peneplain dissected by erosion in subsequent cycles 
have been touched upon indirectl)r in tl1e a11alysis of the 
cuesta theory. However, for the sake of definiteness and 
con1pleteness they are listed below. 

(1) The plain includes many upland surfaces so large 
and so nearly flat that some effective agent of transporta
tion, such as strean1s, n1ust have operated there in order to 
remove the larg·e a1nount of n1aterial which orig·inally ex
isted at higher levels. (2) The plain has a slope of about 
i) to 5 feet per mile in a g·eneral southeasterly direction. 
Its slope is notably different both in direction and amount 
fro1n tl1e dip of the strata. ( B) Tl1e general southerly slope 
of the plain is obscu1·ed locally b}~ irregularities such as old 
erosional surfaces sl10,v. Even locally the slopes of the 
plain are not parallel ,,·ith rock structures. ( 1) The plain 
bevels the e<lges of rock for1nations irrespective of their 
har<lncss. ( 5) 111 the f orn1ation of the plain, thicknesses 
of rock have been ren10,·ed 1 ,vl1icl1 decrease regularly fron1 
north to south, bearing evidence that some sort of a grade 
\\'as established ,vhere the tops of tl1e cuestas nO\V are. 
( 6) The existence of c€rtai11 continuous north-south ridges 

• 
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connecting the cucstas, sucl1 as the divide from Casl1ton to 
Prairie du Chien, described above (Fig. 17), seem to sug
g·est that there was once a plain on non-resistant, as ,vell 
as resistant material. These connecting· ridg·es are ap
parently remnants of an upland surface once continuous 
across inter-cuesta areas. (7) If the Dodg·eville plain is 
an old peneplai11 there is 110 11ecessity for conceiving· that 
the divides have been reduced by hundreds of feet in a 
cycle of erosion in which the streams have scarcely reached 
grade. (8) There are distinct erosion remnants standing 
on the plain, far from present drainag·e lines. In some cases 
these remnants consist of material which is more resistant 
than that outcropping on the adjacent plain. In other cases 
the rock of the remnant and the rock of the plain are the 
same. There seems to be 110 reason why these divides 
should have been reduced in such a way as to leave rem
nants above their general flat surfaces, unless the streams 
reached grade at or near the levels of these surfaces. (9) 
'fhe presence of stream deposits at many places on the plain 
11ot only appears as a fatal objection to the single cycle 
theory, but it seems practically to demonstrate that the 
Dodg·eville plain is a raised peneplain. (10) Both Creta
ceous sediments west of the Driftless Area and Tertiary 
deposits to the south must have been derived at least partly 
from erosion in the Driftless Area and both bear evidence 
that the land of their sources was low and approaching the 
peneplain stage. (11) The fact that Tertiary deposits of 
the great Mississippi embayment, extending· north toward 
the Driftless Area, lie in a g·ently sloping· plain which, if 
l)rojected, would coincide with the Dodg·eville plain, is dis
tinctly in favor of the peneplain theory. (12) As will be 
explained more fully within the next few pages, there are 
lense-shaped bodies of the softer formations underlying the 
Dodgeville plain in two or three places, which show that the 
surface over them was brougl1t to g·rade. (13) In addition 
there are within the Driftless Area other strong evidences 
of more than one cycle of erosion, yet to be described, which 
in combination with the even-crested sun1n1it areas increase 
the value of these upland flats as evidences and the com-
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bination demonstrates that the surface has been eroded in 
n1ore than one cycle. 

Objections wl1ich migl1t be adva11ced to the peneplai11 
theory have been expressed by Martin1

• Each objection is 
now to be considered. 

( 1) Doubt is expressed if the various areas of upland 
surface maki11g up the plain are larg·e enoug·h, flat enoug·h, 
close enoug·h tog·ether, a11d sufficiently accordant in their 
levels to warrant the conclusion that they are the remnants 
of a once continuous peneplai11. As was broug·ht out in 
Part I, there is no definite deg·ree of flat11ess which a sur
face must assu1ne before it ca11 be called a peneplain. Also 
there are various ways i11 which such a surface may be 
n1ade irregular i11 the second cycle. It is not believed that 
the Dodgeville plai11 was degraded to such extren1es. that 
the surf ace was altogether flat. There were doubtless many 
gently slopjng valley walls as well as valley flats. Not all 
the tributary streams far from the main drainage li11es had 
lo,v g·radients. And the facts remain that there are some 
upla11d surfaces which are esse11tially flat; that the upland 
areas are larg·e enough and 11umerous enoug·h to furnish 
thousands of acres of farm land which is notably flat; that 
the highest recorded slope on the plain is less than 11 feet 
per 1nile and the averag·e slope less than 4 feet per mile; 
a11d that the Dodg·eville plain i11cludes more a11d larger 
areas of flat land and is represented by more nearly accord
a11t levels than the Kittatinny peneplain of the Appalacl1iarl 
n1ountains, the Tertiary peneplain of Idaho or the Miocene 
peneplain of the Sierra N evadas. 

(2) Martin gives some consideration to the time in
volved in the erosion of the area and concludes that, al
though there has been sufficient time since the late Paleozoic 
for the formation of a peneplai11, there has also been time 
for the destructio11 of such a plain. The writer does 11ot 
see that the tin1e involved furnishes points either in favor 
of or against the peneplain or cuesta theory. So far as the 
duration of time is concerned, several peneplains could have 
bee11 formed a11d destroyed during· the Mesozoic and Ceno-
1. Mnrtin , Lawrence, Ilull. N o. :!6, Tl'i,;. Geo/. a11d N at'l !list. Surv. , pp. 6•1-68. 
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zoic eras. There is, however, no indication in this that some 
relatively recent peneplai11, such an one completed in late 
'l"'ertiary, could not to-day be represented by remnants. 

(3) Believing that sediments must have been derived 
from the surf ace of the Driftless Area in the formation of 
tl1e Dodgeville plain, and not certainly finding such sedi
ments in the Devonian and Carboniferous rock adjacent to 
the Area, Martin objects to the peneplain theory. Clearly 
he is laboring under a misconception as to the ag·e of the 
plain. Whether or not it is a11 old peneplain, its surface is 
much younger than the Paleozoic. All of the Paleozoic for
mations, including· the Devonian and Carboniferous are 

• known to be bevelled by the Dodgeville plain south and ,vest 
of the Driftless Area. Most of those who have previously 
interpreted it as a peneplain have assigned it to the Creta
ceous and the writer will later in the paper present evidence 
for the late Tertiary age of the plain. Most likely then the 
sand, silt, and clay derived in the formation of the Dodg·e
ville plain were carried westward into tl1e Cretaceous sea, 
or most likely southward into the Tertiary embayment. 
Indeed, both the Cretaceous and Tertiary systems contain 
materials which must have been derived from erosion in 
the Driftless and adjacent areas during· these periods, and 
there is evidence that penepla11ation was in prog·ress. Tl1us 
by reference of the Dodgeville plain to its proper g·eolog·ical 
period Martin's point of objection to the peneplain theory 
is converted into an additional a1·g·ument in favor of that 
theory. 

( 4) It is true, as pointed out by Martin, that the Devo
nian and Carboniferous rocks lie on surfacPs of less relief 
than that of the Driftless Area, and that this does not show 
that the peneplain of the Driftless Area is projected to lie 
beneath these sediments. However, it is not to be con
sidered in any way as an objection to the peneplain theory. 
The plain is clearly much young·er than any Paleozoic sys
tem. If the Cretaceous or Tertiary sediments could be 
proven to lie on a projection of the Dodg·eville plain, strong· 
evidence would be offered that it is a peneplain. The Creta
ceous rocks of Minnesota are bevelled by the plain and 
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il1erefore do noi lie 011 iis projection. Salisbury1 l1as pre
sented evidence that tl1e plain does slope do\v11 be11eath the 
1.'ertiary deposits of tl1c lo\ver Mississippi valley and that 
those deposits lie on a plain sin1ilar to and continuous with 
the Dodg·eville plain in the Driftless Area. This point af
fords strong· evidence in favor of the peneplain theory. 

( 5) Martin concludes his objections to tl1e peneplain 
theory by stating that there are no wedg·e-shaped bodies of 
non-resistant rock overlying the south-dippi11g· resistant 
layers, as there should have been when the Dodgeville pene
plai11 was undissected. He ag·rees, however, that these 
vvedges could have been removed by the rejuvenated 
streams. Their absence, therefore, is no objection to tl1e 
peneplain theory, but is i11 harn1ony with the cuesta, as 
\Vell as wiih the peneplain theory. 

As a matter of fact, but apparently unknow11 to Martin, 
tl1ere are just such wedges of St. Peter sandstone nortl1 of 
tl1e Platteville-Galena cuesta in Wisconsin, and Maquoketa 
shale north of the Niag·ara cuesta in Iowa. Fig. 5 affords 
an illustratio11 of the St. Peter wedg·es. Other illustrations 
are found i11 the south part of the Richland Center quad
rang·le, where ever-increasing thicknesses of St. Peter cap 
the 11orth-south divides to the foot of the Platteville cuesta, 
\vhere the full thickness of the St. Peter is represented. In 
Iowa tl1e south rin1 of the valley of Turl{ey river, south of 
Osterdock, is u11derlai11 by a few feet of Maquoketa shale 
\Vhich dips soutl1 with the Galena dolo1nite below. Along 
a road V\'hicl1 follows a flat-topped divide southward, the 
Maquoketa g·radually tl1ickens until its full thickness is 
found at the foot of the Niag·ara escarpment. Martin says: 
''They (the wedge-shaped bodies) \vould furnish excellent 
evidence of. previous baselevelling·, but no such ren111ants 
are l~no\vn to exist." Now that such lenses of non-resistant 
1naterial have been discovered, this point is transferred 
fron1 tl1e unfavorable to the favorable colun1n for the pene
plain tl1eory. 

In conclusion it 1nay be said that the sumn1it areas in 

1. S1tlts.>1.:ry, n. D .. B ull. Ceo /. So<: . . I 111., Vol. 3 , ))J>. 18:~-1 86, Jou r . Gcol., V ol. III, pp, 
6;;5-667. 
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the Driftless Area, after analysis, seem almost certainly to 
be remnants of a peneplain uplifted since its formation and 
110w aln1ost entirely destroyed by the rejuvenated streams. 
And yet demonstration of the multiple cycle tl1eory does not 
r est on this evidence alone. It remains to be seen whether 
there are other indications of more than one cycle and 
whether there is a conzbination of evidence which actually 
proves the case. 

Internzediate Plain (the Lancaster plain) 

At many places in the Driftless Area there are isolated 
areas and more or less continuous surfaces, sharply set off 
from the remnants of the Dodg·eville plain, but forming 
divides several hundred feet above drainage. Though 
siJnilar in most respects to the summit surfaces, these flat
topped but lo,ver divides occupy a position intermediate 
between the remnants of the Dodgeville plain and the val
ley bottoms. If the tops of these intermediate divides were 
projected across the valleys and across the areas where 
remnants of the Dodg·eville plain exist, a plain similar to 
the Dodgeville plain would be formed, having· a g·eneral 
altitude approximately 200 feet lower than the Dodg·eville 
plain. This is the more conspicuous of the two upland 
plains, and is the one about which most has been written. 

Various names have been applied to this plain by differ
ent ,vriters. It is Hershey's1 plain No. 1. Grant and Bur
chard2 named it the Lancaster Plain. The writer3 called 
it the Galena Plai11 in Jo Daviess County, Illinois. In Iowa 
it has been called the Lower Plain or Plain No. IIi. Ship
ton5 called it the Sparta Plain and Hug-hes6 assig11ed to it 
the name Limeridge Plain. The surf ace is as well developed 
in the neighborhood of Lancaster, Wisconsin, as anywhere, 
and therefore the name assig·ned by Grant and Burchard 
is retained for this plain. 

l. H ershey, 0. H ... \111. Geo/ .. Vnl. 20, J)p. 2•16-268. 
2. Grant, U. S. nntl l:hu-chard, E. F., La11ra11fl-r-,llin1 ra/ l'oint Folio, U. S. Geo/. 
Sun• .• p. 2. 
3. Trowbl'idge, A. C., ,/our. Geo/., Vol. 21, pp. 7:Hl-7Jl. 
4. H owell, .J. V., 1 011•<1 G,·ol. SurP., Vol. 26, PJJ. 5!l-60. 
5. Shi11ton, W. D., G£·oloou of the Sparta Quadra11q/,·, unpublished thesis in library 
of Univer!!ily of l ow11,, p. Ii?. 
6. Iiul!'hcs, lJ. B .. G,•olo1111 of th1 Uichlan<l Ct 111, ,. (!11adra11y/1, manuscript in Pl'CJ>
a1·alion. 
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Portions of the Lancaster Plain are knO\Yn in the north
ern part of the Sparta quadrangle at an a\'erage altitude 
of 1100 feet; in the Iiaraboo district at 1200 feet: in the 
northern and central portions of the Ricl1land Center quad
rangle on divides slopiI1g· soutl1\vard fron1 1200 to 1100 feet; 
in the central and souther11 J)Ortions of the Lancaster and 
l\Iineral Point quadrangles at levels varying fron1 1100 to 
1000 feet; in the nortl1ern and central portions of the Gale
na and Elizabeth quadrangles, Illinois, slopi11g· south\vard 
fron1 1000 feet to 900 feet; in southeaster11 Minnesota at al
titudes of about 1200 feet; and i11 northeastern lo\va fron1 
the ~Iinncsota line at an altitude of 1100 feet to Dubuque, 
'-''here it lies at and arotn1d 900 feet altitude. The best 
g·cneral \'ie\\' of th0 surface n1ay be obtained fron1 the 
l\Iississippi river bct,veen Bellevue, Io,va, and La Crosse. 
Along this ,vhole extent of river the in1n1ediate rim of the 
l\ilississippi \'alley appears to be alrnost a horizontal line ex
cept '-''here broken by tributary valleys. Nowhere does the 
Dodg·evillc plain con1c to the edge of the bluff, althoug·h, 
near Turkey river and Prairie du Chien, ren1nants of the 
hig·her plain are close enough to be visible from the river 
,1nd appear as 1nonaduocks standing above the plain ,vhich 
forn1s the rim of the valley. 

On the \\·hole, the Lancaster plain is represe11ted by up
land .surf aces \'vhich are n1ore numerous, larger, closer to
gether, and n1ore nearly continuous than tl1e sun1n1it areas 
\\·hich constitute the ren111ants of the Dodg·eville plain. 111 
the Sparta quadrangle, the Lancaster plain is represented 
by a series of narro\v divides above \Vhich stand con
spicuous rcn1nanis of the Dodg·eville plain such as Castle 
Rock and Balls Bluff. In the Baraboo district por
tions of the lo,Yer plain include the general flat crest of 
the.• Korth quartzite rang·e at Ablen1a11 and at the Lo,,·er 
N arro,,s, broad, poorly drained divides bet"-·een north flo\v
ing aucl south flo\,·ing. strean1s on the south range, and flat 
benches on the south range, such as the one at 1200 feet 2 
n1iles northeast of Denzer. Just north of the \\Tisconsin 
rive1· the plain is best sl10,v11 on the crests of north-south 
di\'ides, such as tl1e di\'ides bet,veen Pine, Bear, Narro,vs, 

.. 
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a11d Honey Creeks, on which are located tl1e main roads of 
the district, hundreds of prosperous farms, and the villag·es 
of Limeridge, Sandusky, and Loreto. Wide areas of the 
plain are found at or near Blake Prairie, Diamond Grove, 
Rockville, Hurricane, Lancaster, (Fig. 19), Liberty Ridg·e, 

Fiir. 19. A portion of the Lancasle1· topographic map showing the ex
tent and distribution of the Lancaster plain in its ty1;e loca.ity. 

Jamestown, and Cornelia in the Lancaster quadrang·le, and 
near Livingston, Rewey, Beln1ont, Cuba, and Fayette in the 
IVIineral Point quadrangle. In these tvl'o quadrangles the 
surfaces representing· the Lancaster plain are long and 
l.>1·oad, and are utilized extensively for various sorts of 
hun1an activity. Most of the surfaces are north-south 
divides or east-vvest p1·ojections of north-south divides. 
In the Elizabetl1 quadrangle in Illinois there are larg·e 
areas of this intern1ediate plail1, the 111ost conspicuous 
of vvhich are south of Apple River and northwest of Stock
ton, ( Fig·s. 20 and 21), where there are surfaces lxl 1:? miles 

I 
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Fig. 20. A l)Ortion of the E lizabeth topograpl: ic map where tl:e Lancaster plain is 
e.."\:ceptional y well represented. 

Fig. 21. View of the Lancaster plain in Jo Daviess County, north of Stockton, Illi
nois. The elevations in the distance are the "mounds"' which are monadnocks on the 
p lain. Belo,v the general surface, there are val E>YS more than 200 feet deep. 
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in extent. Tl1ese surfaces have maximum relief of less than 
10 feet and are poorly drained. Above them stand co11-
spicuous monadnocks, and below them are abrupt valleys 
more than 100 feet in depth. The Lancaster plain is rep
resented in the Galena quadrangle by the divides between 
Sinsinawa and Galena rivers, used as the site of the Hazel 
Green Pike road, and the divide between Galena River and 
Smallpox Creek. The tops of these divides consist of flat 
surfaces or g·entle slopes. They averag·e 900 feet above sea, 
300 feet above present drainage, and 150 feet below the 
tops of the mounds which stand conspicuously upon them. 
111 Iowa most of the tops of the divides within eight or ten 
n1iles of the Mississippi River are to be correlated with the 
Lancaster plain; for instance, the divides between Upper 
Iowa River and the Minnesota line, between Clear Creek 
and Villag·e Creek, Village Creek and Paint Creek, Paint 
Creek and Yellow River, Yellow River and Bloody Run. 
Bloody Ru11 and Sny Magill Creek, the divides north and 
south of Yellow River, etc. (Figs. 22 and 26). The plain 

Fig. 22. View of the Lancaster plain and the gorges below it, as seen near Waukon 
Junction, Iowa. 

is also represented in tl1e vicinity of Dubuque. The Lan
caster plain in the Minnesota portio11 of the Driftless Area 

' 
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forms gently rolling intermediate surfaces, so exte11sive and 
so 11early flat as to be known locally as "prairies." Areas 
representing· tl1e plain here are l{nO\Vn south of Preston and 
in other portions of Fillmore county, in Houston county 
south of Root river near Caledonia, in 11early all parts of 
Winona county and i11 the southeastern portion of Wabasha 
county. Thoug·h the a1·eas are n1ost extensive a\vay fron1 
ihe Mississippi river, representatives of it are know11 rig·ht 
to the edge of the river g·org·e. 

As in the case of the Dodg·eville plain, tl1e Lancaster 
plain lies on differe11t rock formations at different places. 
North of the Prairie du Chien cuesta in Wisconsin jt lies 
on the Cambrian sa11dstone, i11 Minnesota on Platteville, St. 
Peter and Prairie du Chien, south of the Prairie du Chien 
cuesta 011 the Prairie du Chie11 and St. Peter formations, 
south of the Platteville-Galena cuesta 011 the Galena a11d 
Maquoketa formations. In ge11eral, the farther 11orth a 
portion of the plain is the older the formation, and the low
er the part of the formation on which it lies. Progressively 
younger rocks are bevelled by the plain toward the south. 

The Lancaster plain slopes in a general southerly direc
tion at an ang·le less tha11 the ang·le of dip of the strata. 
The details in the relations of the plain and the structure 
s0ntl1 of the a11ticlinal axis are sho\vn in the table on page 
90. 

The computations, the results of which appear in the 
table, sho\v that there is a 1narked parallelism of plain and 
strata in several of the individual districts, such as the 
Richland Center, Sparta and Mineral Point quadrang·les, 
Lut that in other districts and where greater distances are 
involved, this parallelisn1 fails. It is notable that all the 
local estimates sho,v the intern1ediate surface sloping in 
directions \Yest of south, which is the direction of dip of 
the strata and tl1at those esti1nates including· n1ore ,videly 
separated points on the plain sho\v a general slope east of 
south. Considering only the local districts the plain appears 
to haYe an aYerag·e slope of 10.9 feet per mile in the direc
tio11 S 17 W and the strata dip S 2s·w at an ang·le of 16.6 
feet per n1ile. Over the larger areas tl1e average direction 
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TABLE OF RESULTS OF COMPUTATION OF DIP AND STRIKE OF LANCASTER 
PLAIN AND ROCK STRATA 

.. 

General Location 
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Location of Points 

Nort.11 part 
Richland Center 
Quadrangle 

.:: c. l: a. . :... o. E c. . 
------:-:---~---_.c._A ~-=-----'~....::;;:_.:: ______ __:_o....::;;:..___...-_:.:--=.-..:.;~ 

A-Limeridge 
B-3 1~ n1iles 

North part 
Sparta 
Quadrangle 

south Loreta 
C-2½ miles N.E. 
Richland Center 
A-1 mile south 
of Castle Rock 
B-Center Sec. 3 

Burns T"\vp. 
C-W. C. Sec. 23 

s 25°w 7.6 Sl5°W 7.6 

s 80°w 12.s s 59°W 14. 

Burns Twp. -------- -:-----------------Lancaster A-Blake Prairie 
Quadrangle B-Lancaster 

C-N ear J an1esto"\vn 
S 26°W 8.9 S 29°W 34. 

--- - - --- ----------------Minera l Point A-Rewey 
Quadrangle B-Cuba 

C-Fayette 
-=,---::-------

Galena A-S. Sec. 24 

s 9°W 7.3 s 9°W 9.1 

Quadrangle Vinegar Hill T wp. 
B-Galena 

S 46°W 27.2 S 13°W 13.9 

C-N. E. Sec. 23 
Galena Twp. 

Elizabeth 
Quadrang·le 

A-Foot of ---------------
Hudson l\llound 
B-Warren 

s 8°,v 8. s 20°w 9.8 

C-C Sec. 9 Rush Twp. ---- -------------
vVaukon A-4½ mi. W. of 
Quadrangle New Albin 
in Iowa B-3 1ni. S. E. 

of Lansinp.
C-3 1ni. S. E;. 
of Watson 

I~o_w_a _______ A-=.Near Nev.· Albin 
Wisconsin B-Near Watson 

S 77°E 5.1 S 51 °W 27.6 

S 42°E 2.1 s 22°w 15. 

C-N ear Bloomington 
--- -------------Wisconsin - A-Near Sparta 

Iowa- B-N ear N e,v Albin 
Illin0is C-Near Stockton 
Wisconsin- A-Near Sparta 
Iow .. '- B-Near Bloo1nington 

Wisconsin
Iowa 

C-Near }rev., Albin 
A-Near Denzer 
B-Near Bloomington 
C-Near Ne,v Albin 

N 89°E 

S 82°E 

S 16°W 

--- ---
Wisconsin- A-Near Loreta 
J,'>wa- "'R-Near Watson 
Illinois C-Near Stockton S l 0 E 

3.1 s 1°w 9.4 

4. S 9.4 

2.8 S 11 °W 11. 

3. s 19°w 11.6 
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of slope of the plain is S 40°E and the average an1ou11t of 
slope :3 feet per mile, \,·hile the correspo11ding fig·ures for 
the strata are S 12 W and 11.8 feet. Including the results 
of aJl the estimates, both local and g·eneral, the plain slopes 
S 11 "E to a11 amount of 7.6 feet to the n1ile and the strata 
dip S. 20 vV, 11.·1 feet per 1ni1e. The plain a11d the strata 
fail of paralle]isn1 by :31 in direction and 6.8 feet per mile 
in dip. 

In the literature of the subject the Lancaster plain a11d 
the Dodg·eville plain have in son1e cases been confused; in
deed the1·e has been some doubt expressed that they are 
really distinct. In his c1·iticisn1s of the peneplain theory to 
explain the accordant diYides of the Driftless Area, Mar
tin 1 assumes t\VO cases: ( 1) that tl1ere are four upland 
plains, one for each cuesta, and (2) that tl1ere is but 011e 
upland plain. Ile does not consider the problem of two up
land plains and appears to believe that all the upland sur
f aces f or1n a sing·Ic plain, if indeed they n1ay be said to 
forn1 plains at all. This confusion doubtless g-rovvs out of 
the fact that there are places where the su1nmit plain only 
is found and places ,vhere only the inte1·n1ediate plain oc
curs. In sucl1 latter places the Lancaster plain could easily 
be 1nistaken for a sun1n1it plain. There are also son1e local
ities ,vithin the Driftless Area in \Vhich botl1 plai11s occur 
an<l ,vhere tl1ey appear to g·rade into each other. 

And yet the sun1n1it plain and the intermediate plains 
arc distinct. Tl1e evidences are as follows: ( 1) In 1nost 
portions of the Driftless Area, as bet,veen Waukon and the 
l\•Iississippi river (Fig. 2:3), and i11 the district south of 
'l'u1·kc~· riYer in Io"·a, i11 the Gale11a and Elizabeth quad
rang·les in IJlinois, in the northern and central portions of 
the l,anc.:aster and l\Iincral Point quadrangles, i11 the Rich
land Center quad1·angle. in the Baraboo district and in tl1e 
Sparta <\iUtdranglc in \Visconsin, and in l\[innesota both 
plains are found and in rnost of these places the lo,ver 
plain is so sharply set on' fro1n the upper one that the t,vo 
ean l>c distinctly seen in any general Yie,,·. (2) Even in 
districts ,vherc intern1cdiate levels seen1 to g-rade into sun1-
l. l\lnrtin. Lnwrcn<'e, Hull. No. :l6, TJ'i11. G,ol. a11d :'\'at'l 111st. Sun·., t>l>, 66-67. 

• 
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mit levels, careful inspection bring·s out distinct differences 
in altitude between the two plains. For instance, the Lan
caster plain around Lancaster, seems, on casual observa
tion, to grade into the Dodgeville plain on the summit of 

Fig. 23. View east of Waukon, Io·wa. showing both the Dodgeville and Lancaster 
plains. The picture was taken from the Dodgeville plain which shows in the fore
ground and forms the skyline. The general topography which forms the rims of the 
valleys in the middle distance is the Lancaster plain. 

Military Ridg·e. Grant and Burchard1 included Military 
Ridg·e and the area around Dodg·eville with the Lancaster 
plain. However, there are many views obtainable in which 
Military Ridg·e stands distinctly above the intermediate 
levels and carefully drawn profiles show the two plains to 
be distinct2 (Fig·. 24). (3) Where both plains are repre
sented in the same locality, they lie at different strati
g·raphic horizons, either withi11 the same formation or in 
different formations, althoug·h in practically all cases both 
lie on resistant rock. ( 4) If the Lancaster plain b~ project
ed from districts where the Dodg·eville plain is missing· into 
areas where the Dodgeville plain occurs it is found to lie 
distinctly below the Dodg·eville plain. Similarly the Dodg·e-
1. Grant, U. S. and Burchard, E. F., Lancaster-/11ineral Point Folio, U. S. Geol. 
Surv., p . 2. 
2. Hughes, U. B., Proc. la. Acad. Sci., Vol. 23, p. 131. 
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ville plain projected from cuesta to cuesta, lies on the 
average 200 feet hig·her than the La11caster plain i11 the 
inter-cuesta areas. (See Fig·s. 14 and 23.). (5) Where 
both plains are found tog·ether the chang·e from one to the 
other takes place either along lines parallel with or oblique 
to the strike. ( 6) There are many places along· the main 
south-flowing streams, for instance, along· the Mississippi 

-----...,-- .. - - - - - ------ .. - - .. ---
--.----------~ -------------- -

Fig. 24. A profile from Mt. Ida on the Dodgeville Prairie south across a POl'tion of 
the Lancaster plain. The profile makes it clear that two plains a1·e rep1·esenled. 
(After U. B. Hughes}. 

river, where upland surfaces representing· the Lancaster 
plain can be traced continuously from a11 inter-cuesta area 
across a cuesta, on the summits of which the Dodgeville 
plain is represented, to connect definitely with the Lancas
te1· plai11 in another inter-cuesta area (Fig·. 25). There are 
lines along which the Lancaster plain is unbroken by rem
nants of the Dodgeville plain for the whole north-south ex
tent of the Driftless Area. (7) If it be assumed that the 
Lancaster plain in an area south of a Dodgeville cuesta is 
merely the projection of the Dodg·eville plain down the dip 
of the strata, so that the two plains tog·ether form the 
gentle southerly slopes of normal cuestas (Fig·. 16), t hree 
poi11ts located so as to include both plains, should show a 
surficial slope parallel with stratigraphic dips. That this 
assumption is not true is shown by the table on page 95, 
in wl1ich both plains are represented in each computation. 
Nowhere do the slopes of the surface and the dips of the 
strata coincide. 
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Obviously the Lancaster plain 
is not an orig·inal marine plain of 
deposition, neither was it formed 
by marine denudation. Lyi11g as 
it does here at one stratig·raphic 
horizon and there at another, it 
cannot be a simple structural 
plain. Because the Lancaster 
plain is represented by r:1any 
broad, flattish, intermediate sur
faces close enough tog·ether to 
warrant correlation; because it is 
distinct from the Dodg·Jvillc 
plain; because it has a genera] 
southerly slope; because its slope 
is not parallel with the under
lying strata; because the plain 
bevels the edg·es of the strata; be
cause its surface has about the 
deg·ree of irregularity and slope 
which a peneplain should have; 
because it is not confined to cuesta 
belts but has a wide distribution 
in the inter-cuesta areas the Lan
caster plain seems even more 
surely to be a true peneplain than 
is the Dodg·eville plain. It cannot 
be held to be a series of unrelated 
cuestas. The Lancaster plain, 
therefore, is belie,, ed to be a true 
peneplain, y o u n g· e r than tl1e 
Dodg·eville plain, uplifted since 
its formation, and now approach
ing· thorongh dissection in the 
present cycle of erosion. For an 
additibnal illustration of the feat
ures on which this belief is based. 
see Fig·. 26. It should not be 
understood that this surface was 

... 
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COMPUTATIONS SHOWING THE RELATION BE'rVVEEN THE SLOPE OF A PLAIN 
MADE BY THE COMBINATION OF THE DODGEVILLE AND LANCASTER 

PLAINS AND THE DIP OF THE STRATA 

General Location 

Lancaster 
Quadrangle 

Location of Points 

_A..-J?ennimore (Dodge
ville plain) 

B-Blake Prairie S 1G0 W 15. S 27°W 22.8 
(Lancaster plain) 

C-Rockville (Lan-
caster plain) ------- -- - ---------------

Denzer
Sparta-Rich
land Center 
Quadrangles 

Waukon 
Quadrangle 
in Iowa 

Iowa
\Visconsin
Illinois 

it-Denzer ( Dodge-
ville plain) 

B-Sparta (Dodge- S 41 °W 40. S 28°W 14. 
ville plain) 

C-Loreta (Lan-
caster plain) '--------------------A -Church (Dodge- .. 
ville plain) 

B-3 ½ n1i.S. E. of Lan- S 76°E 20.6 S 27°W 20. 
sing ( Lancaster plain) 

C-3 mi. S. E. of Wat-
son ( Lancaster plain) ---------------

A-Near Graha1n, Io,va 
(Dodgevil1e plain) 

B-Lancaster, Wisconsin 
(Lancaster plain) N 78°E 5.2 S 6°W 8. 

C-Stockton, Illinois 
(Lancaster plain) 

flat before its uplift and dissection. lVIany remnants of the 
higher surfaces stood above it, and even its g·eneral lowland 
topography lacked much of being· perfectly flat, as is true 
of all peneplains. 

The Lancaster plain even considered alone, bears strong 
evidence in favor of the plural cycle theory. And there is 
corroborative evidence of other sorts which adds still fur
ther to the strength of the case thus far developed. 

Antecedent Streams 
The antecedency of streams and the nature and value of 

the evidence it bears on the erosional history of a reg·ion 
were discussed in Part I, pp. 21-24. Streams may become 
antecedent (1) by local warping· of the strata and surface 
of a reg·ion after the course of the streams have been estab-
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lished, if the diastro
pl1ic warping takes 
place so slowly that 
the streams can de
grade the up-warped 
areas as fast as they 
are uplifted, and thus 
hold their courses as 
conditions chang·e, or 
(2) by the un1iorm 
uplift of a surface 
which has been re
cl uced to grade and on 
,vhich the s t r e a m s 
have reached a final 
stage of adjustment, 
flowing· by the most 
direct routes to the 
sea, provided again 
tl1e streams hold their 
co u rs es during and 
after uplift. 

By study of tl1c 
Driftless Area it be
comes reasonably cer
tain that the tilting 
and s I i g· h t warping 
which the strata have 
underg·one antedated 
the est~blishment of 
the courses of the 
present streams, for 
all the structu1·es are 
bevelled by the Dodg·e
ville and Lancaster 
plains. E i t h e r the 
streams of the Drift
less Arca arc in har-
1nony 1vvith conditions 

I 
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of slope, rcsisLance, and structure and ,vitl1 the stage of early 
1naturity, or they are antecedent and have courses 110,v 
,Yhich they acquired in son1e late stage of a previous cycle. 
If the strean1s are 1nerely consequent it would seen1 that the 
surface of the Driftless Area is in its first erosional CJTcle. 
If they are antecedent they furnish valuable evidences of 
1nore than one cycle in the erosio11al history of the regio11. 
In case there has been but one cycle of erosion all the 
streams should be consequent; if there has been more than 
one cycle the larg·er streams are likely to be antecedent, 
having developed their courses in the first cycle a11d held 
them into the second, and the many tributary streams 
should have bee11 developed in the prese11t cycle and be con
sequent. The problem then involves especially the 111ajor 
streams. 

'!JI issi::;sippi Ri i•er 
Study of the present course of the Mississippi river shows 

certain anon1olics in its relations to original topography and 
structure, Vi1l1ich are significant. These anomolies can be 
1nade 1nost clear by a study of the various stag·es of adjust
rncnt ,vhich n1ajor strean1s should have in the nor1nal ero
sional cycle under conditions existing in the Driftless Area, 
and by con1parison of tl1e course of the Mississippi river 
"·ith these various stages, considering· the present mature 
condition of the region. 

As has bee11 stated i11 previous pages, the strata south 
fron1 La Crosse and Sparta dip in an a\·erag·e dircctio11 
S 26 \\7 to an averag·e amount of 11.6 feet to the n1ile. But 
north of \\'inona along the l\'.Iississippi a dip in the opposite 
direction is recorded by confo1·n1able stratig·raphic contacts 
\Yhicl1 decline appreciably fron1 \i\'inona to Minneapolis. 
The aYcrng·e dip of the strata nortl1 of the arch, \Vhich 
scen1s to ru11 throug·h Galesburgh, Winona, and St. Charles, 
detern1incd by tal{ing· the averag·es of four computations by 
n1eans of the three point n1ethod is found to be N 35° 
\V 9.:3 feet per n1ile. The highest portion of the 
original surface, therefore, n1ust have been near \Vinona 
and the surface n1ust have :.1lopccl clo,vn to the north and 

l 
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to the south from the divide. In the knowledge that the 
formation of this arch antedated the establishment of the 
present course of the Mississippi river and that the various 
rock formations do 11ot thin out appreciably in approach
ing the crest of the arch, it is possible to reconstruct the 
orig·inal surface for a line following the present course of 
the Mississippi river. This surface is found to lie at 960 
feet at Bellevue, 1030 feet at Dubuque, 1520 feet at Prairie 
du Chien, 1850 feet at Lansing·, 2000 feet at La Crosse, 1870 
feet at Winona, and 1410 feet at Minneapolis. A section 
showing· this orig·inal surface and the attitude of the strata 
beneath it for the whole length of the Mississippi river 
from Minneapolis to Bellevue is shown in Fig·. 27. 
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Fig. 27. A section showing the original su1·face of the Driftless Area and the struc
ture of the strata along a line now followed by the Mississippi river. The t-0tal 
horizontal distance is approximately 250 miles. Vertical scale: 1 inch equals 360 feet. 

Such a surface would be eroded by streams which would 
exhibit differe11t stages of adjustment in different stages 
of the erosion cycle. 

In the first stag·e of adjustment streams would form, 
flowing· south and north from the crest of the arch. From 
the main streams, tributaries would develop which \vould 
curve headward up the slope of the plain toward the divide 
from either side. As all the streams i11 this first stag·e were 
flowing on the Niagara dolomite there were only slight 
differences in resistance, a11d the courses of the streams 
would be determined primarily by the topographic slopes 
which were in turn determined by the structure. The g·en-

• 
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eral northerly a11d southerly slopes from the axis of the 
arcl1 were not steep, but are believed to have been steep 
enough to contr-01 the g·eneral courses of the streams. The 
details of the courses mig·ht be influenced by the mi11or 
structures such as anticlines, synclines, accentuations of 
the monocline, faults, joints, etc., by local irreg·ularities in 
the surface, or by slight differences in resista11ce. The con
ditions during· this first stag·e of adjustment are illustrated 
in Fig. 28. 

N1ACAR" 
A T ---

GALENA 

AT V 
ST 'PETER 

1R1t v HIEN 

, ?o-r>oAM (ST Coouc) 

Fig. 28. Block diagram illustrating the drainage conditions in the D1·iftless Area, 
as they should have been in the initial stage of stream adjustment. 

As the main streams on the two limbs of the arch cut 
downward they would, somewhere in their courses, pene
trate the resistant Niag·ara dolomite and reach the relative
l)r non-resistant Maquoketa shale. On this soft formation 
the main streams would develop broad valleys and would 
send out tributaries (Fig·. 29). 

When maturity of the erosion cycle was reached and the 
inter-valley divides had bee11 made narrow, the south-flow
ing main stream, having· g·reater volume, or a higher gradi
ent, or flowing on less resistant material than the stream 
on the opposite side of the arch, mig·ht work headward 
throug·h the main divide and steal water by reversion of 
the main stream flowing in the opposite direction. (Fig·. 
30). In this case it seems that the pirate stream ,vould 
work headward down the course already established by the 
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reversed strea1n, that is, in a line roug·hly parallP.l with the 
dip of the strata and with the orig·inal slope of the surface. 

Finally when old ag·e l1as been reached and the main 

Fig. 29. Block diagram showing the drainage conditions in Stage II of stream ad
justment. 

Fig. 30. Block diagram illusb·ating Stage III of stream adjustment, in case the 
south-flowing stream has the advantage of the north-flowing on<-. 

streams have been reduced to g·rade throug·hout their 
courses, and not before that stream which has the shortest 
route to the sea would capture all the drainag·e and would 
adopt a course, which for the first time would be indepen
dent of structure and orig·inal slope and dependent upon 
the slopes of the g·raded plain. Some of the tributary 
streams, of which there would be few, mig·ht still be depen
dent upon structure (Fig. 31) . 
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Fig. 31. Block diagram showing tre courses of the streams in a final stage of 
stream adj\:.strr.ent in a firl'<t cyc,e of erosion. 

Now the presc11t course of the Mississippi river in early 
maturity of the present cycle of valley development is al
most exactly what would be expected if it were determined 
by two streams flowing i11 opposite directions from the 
crest of tl1c arcl1, the south-flowing stream having· captured 
the north-flowing· one, as outlined above (Fig. 32) . North 

. ~ . ... . . . . ·. 
-.··. ·, .. ·• _ ..... ~ ..... • . ,. . . ·, . . . : .:· .· . ·. · ...... .. · ... : : . . . 

• • i .• ·• : • • • • .- •• ... • • . • • . • • ' • • .. · ... · 

F ig. 32. Block diagram showing roughly the course of the Mississippi river in its 
relations to structure. The r iver is antecedent in the same sense that the Suscrae
hanna river in the Appalachians is antecedent. 

of the axis of the arch, bctvveen Minneapolis and La Crosse, 
the river flows in the g·eneral direction, S 51 °E, which is an 
ang·le of 164 ° with the average direction of dip of the strata. 
The river not only does not flow i11 the direction of the dip 
but it does not flow parallel with the strike. Its averag·c 
direction lacks but 16° of being opposite to the dip and to 
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the slope of the orig·inal surface. The orig·inal surface had 
the theoretical altitude of 1410 feet at Minneapolis, 1870 
feet at vVinona and 2000 feet at La Crosse, and the present 
river flows from Minneapolis, past Winona, to La Crosse. 
South of the axis of the arch and the main divide on the 
orig·inal surface, where the strata have an average dip in 
the direction S 26°W, which also must have been the aver
age direction of slope of the original surface, the river 
follows a curved course from La Crosse to Bellevue in the 
g·eneral direction S l8°E, forming an angle of 44 ° with the 
dip of the strata a11d the slope of the orig·inal surface. On 
neither side of the arch is there any evidence that the minor 
curves of the river really are controlled by minor structu1·al 
features such as anticlines and synclines. 

It sl1ould also be borne in mind that the Mississippi 1·ive1·, 
by taking· a course more nearly directly south at some point 
south of St. Paul, would have flowed around the south~·est 
end of the plung·ing· anticline, avoiding the crest of the 
arch and the high portion of the orig·inal surface entirely. 
Such a course also would have been little if any longer to 
Dubuque than the course which was actually establisl1ed. 

There is a further indicatio11 that the Mississippi river 
has had such a history as outlined above in the fact that 
certain of the larg·er streams north of the axis of the anti
cline, for instance, Whitewater river, join the master 
stream with an acute angle dovvn-stream. This sug·g·ests 
that the Mississippi river was flowing in the opposite 
direction while Whitewater river was being developed, and 
that its direction of flo~r was later reversed. 

This lack of harmony between rock structures and 
orig·inal slopes on the one hand and the present course of 
the Mississippi river on the other, cannot be explained on 
the basis of the ordinary superimposition. Such an inter
pretation could be correct only in case some post-Paleozoic 
formation on which the stream could have established its 
present course, had been deposited over the strata of the dis
trict, after they were deformed, so as to let the stream 
down on the stratigraphic structures and topog·raphies as 

' 
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the covering f or1natio11 \Vas penetrated. No such covering· 
forn1ation is k110\Vll to have existed i11 the Driftless Area; 
and it seems extre1nely unlikely that a deposit so thick did 
exist a11d l1as been so thoroughly removed t hat no remnants 
of it are left. There are a few patches of stream gravel 
on the uplands, \Yhich son1e have considered to be Creta
ceous and otl1ers Tertiary in age, but tl1ese deposits ar e 
local in their distribution and are believed by no 011e to 
have cover ed the entire Driftless Area. Certainly they did 
1\ot cover it to such depths as to mask t l1e present struc
tures. Neither is the glacial drift competent to cause such 
superposition, for there ar e considerable areas on both sides 
of the Mississippi \Vhich are driftless. Furthermore, the 
d1·ift must have had a thickness of more than 600 feet at 
lVIinneapolis to l1ave carried the river over the crest of the 
arch at La Crosse. 

Because the Mississippi river is generally independent of 
st1·ucture, because it flo\vs for 135 miles in a direction ,vhicl1 
is up the slope of tl1e orig·inal surface, because it cuts across 
the axis of a fold \\'hose dips are consider able, because the 
surface of the Driftless Area is in maturity and shows no 
signs of old ag·e, and because the river has not been super
imposed, tl1e Mississippi river is believed to be antecedent 
and to record n1ore tha11 one cycle in the erosional history 
of the surf ace. 

The relations bet"vee11 the course of the Mississippi river 
and the Dodg·eville a11d Lancaster plains 11orth of La Crosse 
are not definitely ascertainable. 011 tl1e south li1nb of the 
anticl ine, ho\vever, the general course of the river con1es 
\-vithin 5 of being parallel i11 direction \-vith the Dodg·eville 
plain and within 6° of parallelism with the Lancaster plain. 
It secn1s likely therefore, that the river established its pres
ent course in old ag·e of the cycle of erosion in \vhich the 
Dodgeville peneplai11 ,vas formed and held that course 
,\·ithout great chang·e during· the dissection of the Doctg·e
villc plain and the for1natio11 of the Lancaster plain and 
\Yhilc the Lancaster plain \-Vas being· t~pliftcd ~ncl cro:lr:d . 

• 
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It is not known that this holds in detail for tl1at part of the 
river north of La Crosse. 

Other Strea,ns 
All the sn1aller tributary strean1s of the Driftless Area 

appear to have been formed in the present cycle of erosion, 
be it the first, second or third cycle \vhicl1 the Area has ex
perienced. It ""Tould seen1 likely, however, that if the 
Mississippi river existed i11 a previous cycle, some of its 
larger tributaries, such as the vVisconsin, La Crosse, Upper 
Iowa, Turkey, Root and Whitewater rivers might have 
established their courses at the same time a11d havr held 
their courses to the present. 

Within the Driftless Area, \Visco1·sin 1·iver tio\vs fton1 
Prairue du Sac to the Mississippi in a g·eneral direction 
S 73 \V, \vhich is at an ang·le of 47 with the g·eneral dip of 
the strata and \Vhat must have been the slope of the orig·inal 
surface. The whole course of the river in this distance is 
on Potsdan1 sandstone, but before it had cut quite so derply 
it 1nust have flow·ed from the soft sandstone, across the re
sistant Prairie du Chien dolomite, instead of remaining· 011 
the soft sandstone as it could have done by developing· a 
course more nearly parallel \vith the strike of the strata. 
As Wisconsin river is not adjusted to the structure the con
clusion seems reasonable that it probably developed a course 
in harn1ony with conditions \vhicl1 existed in old ag·e of a 
previous cycle and held that course during· rejuvenation. 
In the sense in which Willis, Davis, and Hayes and Can1p
be.ll used the term i11 connection ""·ith certain rivers of the 
Appalachians, Wisconsin river is, then, probably antecedent 
and an evidence of n1ore than one cycle of erosion. 

The direction of dip of the strata in the neig:hborhood of 
La Crosse river near the crest of the arch is not kno"'·n 
accurately, and it is not kno\vn ,vhether tl1e river, \Yhich 
flows S 56"W is parallel with or oblique to the axis of the 
anticline. It may, therefo1·e, be antecedent or consequent. 

The courses of the strean1s in lo\va doubtless have been 
influenced by g·Iacial drift ,vhich extends eastward aln1ost 
or quite to their points of junction \vith the Mississippi; 

• 
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a11d the proble1n of their a11tecedency is therefore obscured. 
Upper Iowa river has a course N 46°E from Decorah to its 
mouth, which fails of parallelism with the dip by 142°. In
deed the river flows for 35 miles in a directio11 which must 
have been up an orig·i11al slope of 10 or 15 feet per mile. If 
glaciation had 11othing to do with the establishme11t of this 
course Upper Iowa river is probably antecedent. Turkey 
river below Elkader flows in the g·eneral direction S 66°E. 
As this makes an ang·le of only 2° with the strike of the 
strata, Turkey river may be considered to be adjusted in 
harmony with its development within a single cycle. In 
Minnesota, Root river has a course out of harmony with 
the structure and the slopes of the theoretic original sur
face. It flows in a general direction which is up a strati
graphic dip of 4 feet per mile, althoug·h by tal{ing a more 
southerly course it could have flowed around the end of 
tl1e plu11ging anticli11e. Although Whitewater river 11orth 
of the axis of the arch, as stated on p. 102, flows in a 
direction which is in harmony with structure and orig·inal 
slope, it joins the Mississippi with an acute ang·le down
stream, suggesting· the possibility that its course ,vas estab
lished according to orig·inal slope and maintained after re
versal of the 1naster stream. Thus, while there is little 
sug·g·estion of a11tecedency for the Whitewater river itself, 
its course taken in connection with the course of its main, 
adds strength to the belief that the establishment of the 
present course of the upper Mississippi involved a case of 
piracy of a mag·11itude which could hardly have taken place 
all within the present cycle of erosion. 

In Illinois, Sinsinawa Creek, Galena River, Smallpox 
Creek, Apple River and Plum River are so nearly parallel 
with the dip that their histories probably do not date back 
of the present erosional cycle. 

In trenched Meanders 
If the erosio11al history of the Driftless Area has involved 

n1ore tl1an one cycle of erosion it seems that some of the 
~ireams at least should have developed meanders in old age 
of a cycle and intrenched their meanders in the later cvcl c-> 

• 
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following uplift. The difficulty in distinguishing intrenched 
meanders from curves n1ade in other ways not involving· 
more than one cycle of erosion is broug·ht out in Part I, 
as are also other limitations and possibilities i11 the applica
tio11 of intrenched meanders to interpretations of the ero
sional histories of reg·ions. 

The two major streams of the Driftless Area, the Mis
sissippi and Wisconsin rivers, show no intre11ched mean
ders, in spite of the fact that they seem to have had a 
history which would have developed such features. Both 
streams have flood plains several times the widths of the 
rivers and the details of their present courses are what 
would be expected under these conditions; but their curves 
are not intrenched. Except for their details, the g·eneral 
courses of these rivers are quite remarkably straight. If 
the streams were at g·rade on the Dodg·eville plain and de
veloped mea11ders there they must have straightened their 
courses as they cut down toward the Lancaster plain. 
Either the Lancaster peneplain was 11ot sufficiently flat
tened for the development of conspicuous meanders or 
1neanders were formed in this second cycle and cut off ag·ain 
after uplift of the Lancaster plain. It is not unreasonable 
to suppose that such streams would straig·hten themselves 
after rejuvenation; indeed, it is not clear that a strean1 
could maintain the meanders developed in one cycle much 
past maturity of the f ollo,ving cycle. Therefore, the absence 
of intrenched meanders in these major streams is not 
thoug·ht to arg·ue strong·ly against the idea that the Drift
less Area has suffered more tha11 one cycle of erosion. On 
tl1e other hand the curves of these strean1s have nothing· to 
offer in favor of this idea. 

Conditions are somewhat different in the cases of sn1aller 
streams. Upper Iowa, Yellow, Turkey, and little Maquoketa 
rivers in Iowa are quite crooked and spurs from the valley 
walls project into the curves. But a larg·e part of the 
courses of these streams lie in an area which has been 
g·laciated, and the curves may have been developed on the 
surface of the drift and superin1posed on the bedrock. But 

' 
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011 the east side of the Mississippi river i11 Wisconsi11 and 
Illinois, where the area has never bee11 g·laciated and where 
there is no other known cause for exceptionally crooked 
streams, Trempeleau, Black, Kickapoo, Grant, Platte, Little 
Platte, Pecatonica, Galena, and Apple rivers all have dis
tinctly crooked courses where the area has never bee11 
g·laciated and where there is 110 other know11 cause for ex
ceptionally crooked streams (Fig. 33). Kummel1 studied 
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Fig. 33. A map showing a JX>l'l ion 
of tre <'?urse of Ga lena river neat· 
Benton. V.'isc:insi n. The curves may 
cons ti tule in trenched meanders . 
(After Martin). 
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the Galena, Platte, Grant, and Pecatonica rivers, described 
their meandering· courses and their mature valleys, and 
concluded that they could not have been developed in a 
sing·le cycle, either by superposition or by inequalities in 
resistance of rock. He concluded that they are true in
trenched meanders significant of more tha11 011e cycle of 
erosion. His arg·ument is convincing· but hardly conclusive. 
There are so many ways in which curves mig·ht be developed 
and so difficult is it to distinguish curves made in differ-
L Kun1mel. H. 8., "Some meandering 1·ivers of Wisconsin," Science, N ew Series, 
Vol. I ( 1895), pp. 7 14-716. 
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E;nt ways, that the writer believes that these intrenched 
curving· streams, considered alone without reference to re
lations between mains and tributaries, might have acquired 
these curves without having· experienced more than one 
cycle. On the other hand it is believed that these intrenched 
curves bear as much evidence in favor of the plural cycle 
theory as intrenched meanders ever afford. 

Associated Sets of Crooked and Straight Streanis 
But if the crooked courses of these streams within the 

Driftless Area have been developed in a single cycle their 
tributaries must have had the same histories as the mains 
and should have courses as crooked as the courses of the 
mains. Neither in the case of the above-mentioned streams 
in the Driftless Area of Wisconsin and Illinois nor of those 
in the slightly glaciated portion of Iowa do the mains and 
the tributaries have comparable natures and degrees of 
crookedness. 

The fact that the tributaries are less crooked than their 
n1ains in Iowa is not sig·nificant, for it is possible that tl1e 
main streams developed their course in the drift and that 
the tributaries were developed under different conditions 
after superimposition had been accomplished. 

In the cases of those streams in areas which were not even 
slightly g·laciated, however, and in which the tributaries 
are straig·ht and the mains are notably curved, a sugg·estion 
is offered that the histories of the main streams a11d of the 
tributaries have not all been worked out in a sing·le cycle. 
It would seem likely that the mains developed meanders 
"vvhen they were at grade in maturity or old age of a previ
ous cycle of valley development and that either the tributar
ies had not reached grade and therebore did not meander be
fore the first cycle was interrupted, or the tributaries did 
not exist at the close of the first cycle and have developed 
their straig·ht courses entirely under conditions of l1ig·her 
gradient in the present cycle. 

There is a marked difference in degree of crookedness be
tween tributaries and mains in practically all of the drain
age systems intermediate in size between the largest and 
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the smallest, as illustrated in Fig. 34. This fact is of some 
value as evidence in favor of the idea~that more than one 
cycle was involved in the erosional history of the Driftless 

• 

Fig. 34. A plat of part of the course of Grant river and its trib
uta.ries. The fact that the tributaries are not nearly so crooked as 
the main stream suggests that the curves of the river were developed 
in the last stages of a previous cycle and that the tributaries were 
mainly ot· wholly developed in the present cycle. 

Area. This evidence is chiefly corroborative, however, and 
is not conclusive considered alone. 

Streani Terraces 
The Driftless Area abounds in stream terraces of vari

ous sorts, but none of them is sig·nificant as an evidence of 
more than one cycle of erosion. 

At many points throughout the area there are projections 
or benches along the valley walls, whose tops are more or 
less flat, whose outer faces are steep, and to which the tern1 
terraces mig·ht be applied. These feature.3 are well kno,vn 
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in Jo Daviess County, Illinois1
, in the Sparta district2 and 

along· the Wisconsin river3 in Wisconsin, and i11 many of 
the valleys of Io~'a, notably in the valley of Villag·e Creek. 
These terraces are formed by resistant layers of rock at 
various stratigraphic horizons, as for instance, certain re
sistant sa11dstone layers in the Potsdam formation, the 
Mendota limestone member, the cherty me1nber of the Ga
lena formation, and the calcareous beds in the upper lVIa
quoketa. They are purely structural, occur at different 
levels, cannot be correlated with either the Dodgeville or 
the Lancaster plain, and cannot be used as evidence of more 
than one cycle of erosion in the Driftless Area. 

In several of the 1nain tributaries of the Wisconsin river, 
11otably in the valley of the Kickapoo river and the valley 
of Pine creek, there are distinct and ahnost continuous ter
races which slope g·ently downstrean1. They consist of non
resistant rock, and bevel the layers of the Potsdam sand
stone. The valleys have a double appearance, there being 
a narrow, rock-bound valley within a much wider, older 
one. These terraces are also due indirectly to structure. 
The Wisconsin river flows ,vest and south "i-vith a gradient 
considerably less than the slope of the strata in that direc
tion, so that its bed is on progressively you11g·er strata to
,vards its mouth. Althoug·h it has now penetrated the re
sistant Prairie du Chie11 formation where it joins the Mis
sissippi, there was a ti1ne ,vhen its lo~rer course was in this 
resistant formation and its upper course and its tributaries 
were on the Cambrian sandstone. Under these conditions 
the degradation was so much slo,ver on the Prairie du Chien 
f ormatio11 than ,vas possible upstrean1 011 the sandstone that 
a temporary g·rade ,vas established and maintained on the 
sandstone. There the main and tributary streams developed 
broad, open valleys with flat bottoms. When the resistant 
dolomite at the mouth of the river ~'as finally cut through 
the sandstone beneatl1 it ,vas excavated rapidly and the 
strean1s above the resistant rock ~,ere allowed to intrench 
1. Trowbriclge. A. C. and Shaw, E. W .. Bull. No. 26, Ill. Geo(. Surv., pp. 144-5. 
2. Martin, Lawrence, Bull. Geo/. Soc. Am., Vol. 28, pp. 148-149. 
S. ?.1acClintock. Paul, The Jl' isco11si11 Rit•cr bctu•coi Prairie d1i Sac a11d Prairie du 
Chien, manuscript so !a.r unpublished. 
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thc1nsclves. The ren('.)\Ved activity was felt last in ihe tribu
tary valleys and the terraces have therefore been eroded 
least there, so that they are now 1nost conspicuous i11 val
leys tributary to the n1ain strean1s rather than in the main 
valley itself. Ther e are coarse strean1-laid gravels on son1e 
of these terraces, as for insta11ce in the valley of Pine Creel< 
southwest of Richland Center, and in the valley of Honey 
Creek 11ear Plain. It is clear that these terraces also a re 
not sig·nificant in connection ,vith the erosional history of 
the g·eneral surface of the Driftless Area. 

Flat-topped terraces, consisting of alluvial and lacustrine 
materials are found abundant ly in 11early all the larger 
tributary valleys to the Mississippi and Wisconsi11 rivers. 

· The orig·in of these terraces has been worked out1 and found 
to be due to a partial filling of the Mississippi and Wiscon
sin river valleys by fluvio-glacial n1aterial at the time of 
the Wisconsin ice invasion, the consequent ponding of the 
tributaries, and the re-excavation of the fill in the mains 
and the tributaries after the retreat of the Wisconsin 
glacier. Tl1e orig·in of t hese terraces too has littl e to do 
\vith the g·eneral erosio11al history of the Driftless Area as 
a \Vhole. 

Although there are 1nany terraces in tl1e Driftless Area, 
it is concluded ihat 11one of them bears evidence of n1ore 
than one cycle of erosion in the r eg·ion. 

rrpland Flu l'ial Deposits (high, level gravels) 
One of the best evidences that there have bee11 more than 

one cycle of erosion in the Driftless Area is found in the 
fact that strean1 deposits exist on s01ne of the summit sur
faces of the Area. These deposits have been kno,vn for a 
long tin1e and ha Ye usually been referred to as "l1ig·h-level 
gra,·els.":: As the tern1 in1plies, these deposits occupy the 
highest portion of the topog1·aphy a11d consist a lmost en
tirely of gravel. 
1. T1owlwidlll', A. C'. and Shnw, E. ,v .. Bull. No. 26, Ill. Gcol. Surv., pp. 145-162. 
~. Stn,nic. Mo,.,l's, ,;, ol. l\'i,.., Vol. IV. lbiii-79, p. 88. 
\Yinc-hcll. N. H .. G,·ol. and i\'at'I Ifi,.t. Sun•. ,'1i11n .. Vol. I, 1881, pp. !306-310; 363-356. 
<'ha1nlwrlin. T. C. and SHlisbury, R. D., Sixth .ll111. Rcpt. U. S. G,·ol. Suri·., 1881-
~:;. p. '.!73. 
Snlbbury, R. n .. Bull. Gcul. Sor. A111., Vol. 3, 1892, pp. 183-186: Jour. G,·ol. , Vol. III, 
li-1\lb, pp. 055-667. 
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So far they have been found at Seneca, \Visconsin, un the 
iiat summit of the south quartzite rang·e near Devil's Lake, 
\Visconsin, on the summit plain in the south portion of tl1e 
Sparta quadrangle north of Cashton in Wisconsin, in the 
Tomah quadrang·le, Wisconsin, at Iron Hill near Waukon, 
near Church, and near Elon in Iowa, and in various portions 
of the Driftless Area in Minnesota. In all these places the 
g·ravel is thick enoug·h to form a measurable deposit and at 
Senaca and Waukon the thicl{ness is as g·reat as 35 feet. The 
deposit occupies summit positions in the topography, which 
position represents the Dodg·eville plain in each case. In 
addition to these localities where the g·ravel is in place, there 
are many places in Iowa and Illinois and probably in Wis
consin and Minnesota, where scattered pebbles which r1ave 
been derived from the deposit are found at all levels. How
ever, there is no place known ,vhere the gravel lies in its 
original position at levels below the Dodgeville plain. At 
Devil's Lake they are associated with potholes in the sum
mit surface. It is not believed that these patches of gravel 
are remnants of a formation which once covered the entire 
Drift]ess Area, but that the gravels were deposited on]y 
along stream courses. 

There can be no doubt that these gravels are of fluvial 
origin. The pebbles range in size from a small fractio11 of 
one inch to three or four inches in diameter. The smaller 
ones are rounded and hig·hly polished and seem to have been 
carried far, or at least to have undergone transportation 
for a long time. The larg·e ones are more irreg·ular and 
some of them seem hardly to have been transpo1·ted at all. 
At Seneca, Waukon and Elon, the g·ravel deposits are dis
tributed in crescent shaped areas resen1bling the cu1·ves of 
streams. 

The writer has broken hundreds of the pebbles and has 
yet to find one composed of anything· but silica. Most of 
them are cheJ·t, but some are ,vhite quartz, son1e are almost 
black, and some have tl1e color and appearance of jasper 
a11d chalcedony. They are known to include nothing which 
could not have been derived from the pre-Cambrian and 
Paleozoic formations which origi11ally covered the Driftless 
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Area. At W aul<on, Elon, Seneca, and at some points in 
Minnesota, the g·ravel is fir111ly ceme11ted with iro11, so tl1at 
a conglomerate exceeding·ly resista11t to erosion is formed. 

Some of the pebbles contain fossils which are of Ordo
vician a11d Niagaran age. Some of the pebbles and fossils 
collected from the Sparta quadrangle are shown in Fig. 35. 

The conclusio11 seen1s unavoidable that streams were once 
nearly at grade 011 the Dodg·eville plain; that they deposited 
extensively i11 their beds, and that deposition ceased as the 
dissectio11 of the summit plain was inaugurated by uplift. 
Tl1e coarse texture of the fluvial deposit, their apparently 
local orig·i11, and their association at Devil's Lake with 
potholes all sug·gest that they were 11ot deposited by the 
larg·est and oldest streams of the time, but rather by second
ary streams whose g·radie11ts were still appreciable a11d 
whose sources were not far dista11t, a11d yet by streams 
which have long· since ceased to exist. Presumably the 
larg·er streams deposited also, but the 111aterial probably 
consisted of sand and silt rather tha11 of gravel, and these 
non-resistant deposits have bee11 entirely removed or 
mingled with the upla11d soils so thoroughly as to be i11dis
tinguishable. The g·ravel was probably deposited on those 
portions of the Dodgeville plai11 which were somewhat 
above the lower valley bottoms, and by subsequent erosion 
they have come to stand as the very highest points because 
of their superior resistance. 

Whatever may have been their detailed orig·in a11d dis
tributio11 these fluvial gravels, occurring· at widely separated 
points on the Dodg·eville plain, hu11dreds of feet above pres
ent drainag·e, go far to prove that the surface of the Drift
less Area has not been formed by erosio11 in a single cycle. 
Certai11ly there is no provision in tl1e cuesta single cycle 
theory for the occurrence of tl1ese deposits on the Dodg·e
villc plain. 

Concli~ion, 
As was broug·ht out in Part I, the n1ost satisfactory proof 

of more tha11 one cycle of erosion is to be found in certain 
con1binations of evidences. A combinatio11 amounting· to 
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Fig. 35. P ebbles and fossils from the summit fluvial deposits in the south portion of 
the SJJarta Quadranp:lc. {After Shipton) . 
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proof exists in the Driftless Area. It is impossible that a 
surface could have been developed in a sing·le cycle of ero
sion, whicl1 has ( 1) even-crested su1nmit areas which, after 
analysis, represent a peneplain, (2) an intermediate plain 
which can be interpreted only as a partial peneplain, ( 3) 
antecedent strean1s which could have developed tl1eir pres
ent courses 011ly i11 old age of an erosion cycle, ( 4) in
trenched 1neanders for wl1ich 110 other explanation than that 
they record more than one cycle have been worked out, (5) 
associated sets of crooked and straight streams which are 
valuable corroborative evidence of plural cycles, and ( 6) 
u11doubted fluvial deposits widely distributed on flat sur
faces far above present drainag·e. 

THE NUMBER OF EROSIONAL CYCLES 
The next question which confronts the interpreter of the 

erosional history of tl1e Driftless Area has to do with the 
number of cycles of erosion which have been involved in 
the formation of the surface. The question can be answered 
when it has been determined how many distinct sets of 
evidences of more than one cycle are included among· the 
five evidences outlined above. 

In the first place, there is 110 way to ascertain how many 
cycles, if any, intervened between the time of withdrawal 
of the last Paleozoic sea and the cycle in which the Dodg·e
ville plain was formed. There may have been time for 
several cycles of erosion between these dates. But of any 
such cycles all evidence was obliterated in the making of 
the Dodgeville plain. If it be assumed that the cycle which 
was inaugurated by the final withdrawal of the sea was 
the same cycle as that in old ag·e of which the Dodgeville 
plain resulted, there would be no way to prove the assump
tio11 to be i11correct. 

Considering the evidences of more than one cycle of ero
sion it is clear that the Dodgeville plain and the Lancaster 
plain could not have bee11 formed in the same cycle. From 
foregoing discussions it is clear that the antecedent streams 
and upland :fluvial deposits go with the Dodg·eville plain, 
and tl1e intrenched meanders and associated sets of crooked 
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and straig·ht streams with the Lancaster plain. Even
crested summit areas, antecede11t streams and fluvial de
posits on divides constitute evidence of one ancient cycle, 
and an intermediate plain which is a partial peneplain, in
trenched meanders and associated sets of crooked a11d 
straight streams afford evidence of another one. Below 
the i11termediate plai11 the streams in their deeply excavated 
valleys show that a third cycle is involved. 

It is believed that the surface of the Driftless Area has 
been eroded in at least three cycles, the first kno,vn one 
being· represented to-day by the Dodgeville plain, the second 
one by the Lancaster plain, and the third one by the pres
ent valleys below the Lancaster plain. These cycles are 
called the Dodgeville cycle, the Lancaster cycle and the 
present cycle respectively. 

THE HISTORY OF DIASTROPHISM 
The first recorded diastrophic event involved in the ero

sional history of the Driftless Area caused the warping· of 
the strata to form the anticline with its axis crossing the 
Mississippi river at or 11ear La Crosse, and with its south 
and north dipping· limbs, together with the g·entle and local 
anticlines and synclines on the limbs of the larg·er fold. 
This movement may or may not have accompanied or 
caused the final withdrawal of the Paleozoic seas. It was 
a11 uplift of the surface with warping·. 

After the initial movement and the establishment of the 
land surface, after the streams had reached grade and de
veloped the Dodg·eville plain, an uplift occurred which in
terrupted the Dodgeville cycle and inaug·urated the Lan
caster cycle. Althoug·h the Dodg·eville plain is not perfect
ly parallel with the Lancaster plain nor with the present 
flood plain of the Mississippi river, this uplift was not ac
companied by marked warping· or tilting·. The local irreg·u
larities of the Dodgeville and Lancaster plains ar~ clearly 
due to erosion rather than to diastrophism and are neg·Iect
ed in the following· estimates. The relative directions and 
amounts of slope of the Dodgeville plain, the Lancaster 

' 
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plain, a11d the graded plai11 of the Mississippi river, south 
of La Crosse, are shown in the accompanying· table. 

TABLE SHOWING THE RELATIVE DIRECTIONS AND Al\IOUNTS OF SLOPE OF 
THE DODGEVILLE PLAIN, THE LANCASTER PLAIN, AND 

THE MISSISSIPPI FLOOD PLAIN 

Plain 

Dodg·eville Plain 
Lancaster Plain 
Mississippi Flood Plain 

Average direction of slope 

S 23°E 
S 40°E 
S l8°E 

Average amount of slope 

3.3 feet per mile 
3 feet per n1ile 
4 inches per n1ile 

The difference i11 direction of slope of the Dodgeville and 
Lancaster surfaces is not great, considering the possibilities 
of error in estin1ati11g· averages, and could be due to differ
ences in directio11 of drainag·e during· the respective cycles. 
Consequently, they cannot be said to record warping or 
tilting of the Dodgeville surface during uplift. The amounts 
of slope of the Dodgeville and Lancaster plains are almost 
identical, which seems to prove that there was no notable 
tjlting of the Dodg·eville surface before tl1e formation of 
the Lancaster plai11. The second diastrophic moven1ent 
recorded in the features of the surface was then one of 
nearly uniform uplift. 

The a1nount of this uplift ca11 be ascertained at least 
roug·hly by the averag·e difference in altitude between the 
Dodg·eville plain and the Lancaster plain. On the averag·e 
these two plains are 235 feet apart vertically in the Bara
boo district. 265 feet i11 the Sparta quadrang·le, 148 feet in 
1.he Richland Center quadrang·le, 175 feet in the Lancaster 
and Mineral Point quadrangles, 218 feet in Jo Daviess 
County, Illi11ois, 117 feet in the Waukon quadrang·le, 190 
feet in the Elkader quadrang·le, 125 feet i11 southeastern 
l\liinnesota. As the averag·e of these fig·ures is 184 feet, the 
second recorded diastrophic movement was an uplift of 
about that amount. 

The Lancaster cycle was interrupted by a tfiird uplift 
,vhich was the greatest of all the movements which affected 
the Driftless Area. Streams which had developed graded 
flats on the Lancaster plain during the Lancaster cycle were 
able in the following cycle to cut to the levels of the bottoms 
of the rock valleys below the later fluvio-glacial fills. The 
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averag·e depth of the valleys cut during· this cycle is ap
proximately the amount of the uplift which closed the Lan
caster cycle. The following· table gives details of the depths 
of valleys cut during· this cycle. 

TABLE SHOWING DEPTHS OF VALLEYS WHICH l\fEASURE THE AMOUNT OF 
THE UPLIFT WRICH INTERRUPTED THE LANCASTER CYCLE 

Altitude of Altitude of Depths of Valley 
Valley Lancaster rock bottom of below the Lancaster 

plain (feet} valley (feet) plain and amount 
of uplift (feet) 

La Crosse River 
near Sparta 1100 600 500 

Devils Lake Gap 1200 570 630 
Galena River near 

its mouth 860 490 370 
Upper lo'\>va Rive1· 

near its 1nouth 1150 530 620 
Mississippi Itiver 

at La Crosse 1100 
Mississippi River at 

470 630 

Prairie du Chien 1100 473 627 
Mississippi River 

at Dubuque 880 279 601 

Considering the fact that not all the wells, the records of 
which ,vere used for the altitudes of the bedrock beneath 
the surfaces of the fills, are in the middles of the valleys 
and the probability that not all the streams had reached 
g·rade when the filling· beg·an, the depths of these valleys 
are quite remarkably uniform. This averag·e depth, ap
proximately 600 feet, seems to be a fair estimate of the 
amount of uplift. If the streams were not at grade when 
degradation ceased and agg·radation beg·an the amount of 
uplift may be considered to have been more than this. Of 
the t\vo uplifts which have occurred since the land surface 
of the Driftless Area was established the second one was 
three times as g·reat as the first. 

From the table showing the relations between the two 
upland plains and the bottoms of the present Mississippi 
Valley, ( p. 117), the inference 1nig·ht be drawn that the up
lift which interrupted the La11caster cycle was accompanied 
by tilting, for the Lancaster plain and the present Missis
sippi flood plain are not parallel. However, the nature of 
this uplift is to be obtained by comparison of the Lancaster 
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plain 11ot with the present flood plain, but with the rocl< 
bottom of the valley beneath the present river level. The 
streams rejuvenated by the uplift of the Lancaster plain 
continued to cut downward until the rock bottoms of the 
present valley were reached. The prese11t flood plains of 
the streams were established later, u11der different condi
tions. Although it is impossible to determine the exact 
slope of the surface represented by the buried bock bottoms 
of the valleys, it is shown in the last table that the depths 
of the valleys cut during· the post-Lancaster cycle and con
sequently the amount of uplift which inaugurated that 
cycle are notably uniform. This sug·g·ests that the pene
plain which would have been developed if this cycle had 
gone to a late stage would have been roughly parallel with 
the Lancaster plain. This being· the case the uplift of the 
Lancaster plain is more likely to have been uniform than 
accompanied by tilting·. 

The rather low altitudes of the parallel Dodgeville and 
Lancaster plains in Minnesota sug·gests the possibility that 
the movement which interrupted the La11caster cycle was 
accompanied by warping· in that state. On the other hand, 
a slig·htly decreased slope in old age of each of the two cycles 
or a slight change in the direction of slope of the two plains 
would explain the slig·ht discrepancy equally vvell. 

There seems to be no escape from the conclusion that 
there has been still another period of diastrophism in the 
Driftless Area, this time a subsidence rather than an eleva-
tion of the surface. The evidence of subsidence is found in · 
the fact that the Mississippi river and its main tributaries 
are now at grade at levels on the averag·e 180 feet above 
levels to which they were formerly able to reduce their 
beds. It is not believed that this fact is to be explained on 
the supposition that the present g·rade is merely temporary 
and controlled by some obstruction such as the rock ledg·e 
at Rock Island or the rapids at Keokuk. These obstructions 
are far from sufficient to explain the difference in grade 
levels now and as they were, for the Mississippi river to-
day has a g·radient of less than 6 inches per mile from La 
Crosse to the Gulf, including· the rapids. It is believed, 
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therefore, that the last <liastrophic movement in the history 
of the Driftless Area was a subsidence of about 150 to 200 
feet and that it took place sometime before, during, or just 
after the partial filling· of the valleys by fluvio-glacial 
debris. 

If it be assumed that this subsidence was accompanied 
by tilting·, so that the south portion of the Driftless Area 
subsided more than the north portion, the apparent parallel
ism of the Dodgeville plain, the Lancaster plain, and the 
rock-bottomed valleys, and the more gentle slope of the 
present Mississippi flood plain would be explained. This 
assumption is rendered unnecessary, however, if it be con
sidered that the present Mississippi has a sufficiently great
er volume and lig·hter load than all previously existing 
streams, to allow it to develop and 1naintain a gradient one
tenth as steep as any preceding· gradient. 

The conclusion is reached, therefore, that at least four 
different diastrophic movements affected the Driftless Area, 
namely, (1) uplift with warping· and tilting· which initiated 
the land surface; (2) a nearly uniform uplift of about 180 
feet interrupting· the Dodg·eville cycle; (3) a nearly uni
form uplift of GOO feet or more which started the excavation 
of the deep valleys; and ( 4) a subsidence, perhaps accom
panied by tilting·, which raised the level of g·rade to that of 
the present Mississippi river. 

THE DATES OF EVENTS 
· The wl1ole history presei1ted in this paper is limited in 

• 

time between the N iag·aran epoch on the one side and the 
Wisconsin epoch on the other. The sequence of events has 
already been work:ed out. The accuracy with which the 
dates of these events can be stated depends upon the ac
curacy with which the ag·es of the upland plains can be de
ter1nined. There has been disag·reement concerning· the 
ag·es of these plains and perhaps the final conclusion will 
have to await further work, but strong· evidence now at 
hand leads to the conclusions here presented . 
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The Age of the Dodgeville Plain 
There is no known way to detern1ine the ag·e of the 

Dodg·eville plain by a study confined to the Driftless Area. 
The most promising· method lies i11 the attempt to determine 
the' ag·e of the high level g·ravels which are contemporane
ous with the plain. In 1882 Wi11chell1 discovered silts and 
sands a11d clays of undoubted Chetaceous ag·e in southeast
ern Minnesota, and in the same district he found a g·ravel 
deposit later found to be similar in some respects to the 
hige-level g·ravel of the Driftless Area. Because the g·ravels 
were associated with the Cretaceous deposits Winchell 
tentatively assig·ned a Cretaceous ag·e to them. In 1895, 
after study of the Tertiary gravels of the Gulf Coast and 
of Arkansas and southern Illinois, and after seeing· the 
g·ravel deposits of the Driftless Area at Seneca and Devil's 
Lake, Salisbury2 concluded that the g·ravels were not older 
tha11 Cretaceous nor younger than Lafayette, and was in
clined to believe that they are late Tertiary in ag·e. For 
unstated reasons most recent writers have followed Win
chell and tentatively assigned a Cretaceous age to the high
level gravels and the plai11 on which they lie. Perhaps the 
reason is that marine Cretaceous rocks in western Iowa 
and Minnesota lie on a base of slight relief and bevel the 
same southwest dipping formations as occur in the Drift
less Area. 

After having spent part of a field season in southeastern 
Minnesota, assisted by Professor Leroy Patton, the writer 
is strongly inclined to favor the Tertiary ag·e of the plain, 
for the following reasons: (1) The g·ravels of the Driftless 
Area are dissimilar from the rocks which carry Cretaceous 
fossils in Minnesota and from certain deposits of stratified 
gravels in Minnesota believed to be related to or derived 
from the Cretaceous rocks. Near New Ulm, Brown County, 
there is an exposure of stratified hig·h-level gravels inter
bedded with sand and clay. The surface rock at this place 
is regarded as Cretaceous. The stratified deposit itself may 
be Cretaceous but mig·ht easily have been locally derived 

1. Winchell, N. H., Geol. and Nat'l Hist. Surv. Minn., Vol. I, pp. 809-310; 353-356. 
2. Salisbury. R. D., Jour. Geol., Vol. Ill, pp. 665-667. 
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from the Cretaceous. The latter seems quite probable for 
the reason that the Cretaceous deposits i11 this district con
tain pieces of g·ravel similar to the hig·h-level gravel and 
also chalky particles which appear in the stratified deposits. 
The latter particles, however, could not have stood much 
transportation and are of themselves a strong· argument for 
the local derivatio11 of the hig·h-level gravels. Other material 
derived from the Cretaceous in the earlier stag·es of the dis
section of the Cretaceous surface mig·ht l1ave become ,vide
spread as stream gravels on the old surface of the pene
plain. (2) It should be noted that althoug·h Winchell 1nay 
have been correct in his conjecture that certain g·ravels des
c1·ibed by him were locally derived from Cretaceous de
posits, it does not follow as a corollary that the tirne of 
derivation was Cretaceous and that therefore any surface 
upon which these g·ravels lie is Cretaceous. In Winchell's 
report1 he distinctly states his belief that the gravels which 
he here describes were placed in position "by drift forces." 
Whether he meant that tl1ey were Cretaceous deposits re
worked during the Pleistocene period by a glacier is not 
clear. Certainly they are not g·lacial, but undoubtedly they 
were derived from the Cretaceous deposits revealed by post
Cretaceous streams. Winchell seems to have believed that 
at least some of the gravel deposits in Minnesota were of 
post-Cretaceous ag·e. The writer believes that the hig·h
level g·ravels of the Driftless Area, nowhere associated with 
sands, silts, or clays, are post-Cretaceous, thoug·h perhaps 
derived partly from Cretaceous formations containing 
g·ravel layers or levels. (3) Winche1l's conclusions were 
,vith reg·ard to local and isolated cases only and had no ref
erence to gravel deposits of similar nature found in local
ities not sugg·esting a local derivation. ( 4) The Dodg·eville 
plain constituting a stratigraphic base for the g·ravel has 
11ever been traced and found to underlie Cretaceous rocks 
but on the contrary its altitude in Minnesota is such as to 
cause it to bevel the Cretaceous. (5) The g·ravels extend 
far beyond any known Cretaceous and occur extensively 
where there is not the sligl1test indication of Cretaceous age. 
1-. Winchell, N. H., Geo /. and l\1at'I ll ,~~t. Sun•. illi1111., Vol. I, p. 309. 
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(6) The g·ravels of the Driftless Area are strikingly similar 
to the Tertiary g·ravels of the Gulf region. (7) There are 
numerous patches of similar deposits south of the g·laciated 
area and beneath the drift which seem to connect the g·ravel 
formation of the Driftless Area with the Tertiary deposits 
of the Gulf Coast. (8) The Dodg·eville plain on which the 
g·ravels lie slopes south toward the Tertiary deposits rather 
than west toward the Cretaceous. (9) Salisbury's inte1~
pretation has been in print for a quarter of a ce11tury and 
all new discoveries seem to corroborate his tentative conclu
sions. (10) All patches of g·ravel between the Driftless Area 
and known Tertiary deposits occupy summit areas in the top
og·raphy. (11) If the base of the Tertiary deposits were 
projected north it would coincide roug·hly with the Dodge
ville plain. (12) The base of the Tertiary deposits is in 
itself a peneplain. (13) The Tertiary g·ravels are known 
to lie on a raised peneplain in the southern Appalachians 
3.nd elsewhere. These facts seem to the writer almost con
clusive of the Tertiary ag·e of the Dodg·eville plain. Whether 
the plain is Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene, or Pliocene in age 
cannot be determined, for the precise ag·e of the Tertiary 
gravels on the Gulf Coast is in doubt. It is believed, how
ever, to be late rather than early or middle Tertiary. 

The Age of the Lancaster Plain 
The Lancaster plain is clearly young·er than the Dodg·e

ville plain and is probably therefore late Tertiary or Pleis
tocene i11 ag·e. It has been g·enerally understood that the 
g·reat uplift in the interior of the United States came at the 
close of the Tertiary, in the epoch known by some as the 
Ozarkian. Because the greatest movement which affected 
the Driftless Area uplifted a11d started the dissectio11 of the 
Lancaster plain this plai11 has been most g·enerally referred 
to the late Tertiary. 

The ,vriter is not certain that the Lancaster plain is not 
Tertiary in ag·e, but he wishes to present some evidences 
that it was not completed and uplifted before the first ice 
invasion. The v.rork of the writer during several years, and 
the ,vork of A. J. Willia1ns1 has shovrn that there is old 
1. Willinms, A . J .. Manuscr ipt so far unpublished. 
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drift extending eastward beyond the mapped border of 
Ka11san drift on the west side of the Driftless Area in Iowa, 
almost and in many places quite to the Mississippi river. 
There is also at least one area of this upland drift in Illi
nois1. Whereas the Kansan drift within the mapped area 
lies at all levels of the bedrock topog·raphy from the tops of 
the highest hills to the bottoms of the deepest valleys, this 
drift beyond the Kansan border, with the exception of a 
tongue of supposedly Kansan drift near McGregor, is found 
most abundantly on the Lancaster plain, sparing·ly on the 
slopes above the Lancaster plain, and still more sparingly 
on the Dodgeville plain. Of the several hundred isolated 
remnants of this drift which are now known, not a sing·le 
patch is in place i11 the valleys below the Lancaster plain. 
If this drift were Kansan and deposited after the deep val
leys were cut, it would seem difficult to explain why it would 
all have been removed from the valleys and valley benches 
so that the drift now extends farther east on the narrow 
divides than in the broad, open, terraced valleys. Still more 
difficult would it be to explain, if the deposition of this drift 
took place after the valleys were cut, how a glacier thick 
enough to fill valleys 600 feet and more deep so as to spread 
over the divides could have advanced, deposited this drift 
and retreated without so having· chang·ed the profiles of the 
valleys or so having modified the divides or so having 
marked the rock surfaces as to have left some trace on the 
surface below the Lancaster plain. When it is recalled that 
almost wherever known this oldest Pleistocene drift lies on 
hig·h divides or benches above valleys believed to have been 
cut after the deposition of the drift, as in New Jersey\ 
Montana3, and the San Juan mountains of Colorado\ there 
is 11othing· 11ew nor radical in the supposition that in the 
Driftless Area also, it antedated i11 its deposition the for-
1nation of the deep valleys. This upla11d drift has the ap
pearance of great age but perhaps not of g·reater ag·e than 

1. Trowbl'iclge, A. C. and Shaw, E. W., Bull. Ill. Gcol. Surv .. No. 26, p . 87. 
2. Salisbury, R. D., ,lt1n. Rcpt. State Gc:ologist of Nell) Jersey for 18!JJ, pp. 73-123, 
especiaJly p. 87 . 
3. Alden, VI. C. ancl Stebinr:er, Eugene, Bull. Gcol. Soc. Am., Vol. 2-l, pp. 529-672. 
4. Atwood, W. 'N. and Mather, K. F., Joiir. Geol., Vol. 20, pp. 386-409. 
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the Kansan drift, where it is thi11. Where either drift is 
thin, it has been broug·ht to its limits of weathering. 

There is then some evidence, which seems to the writer 
to be strongly indicative, if 11ot conclusive, that this drift, 
in a district which has been called driftless, is pre-Kansan 
in age, and that it was deposited while the Lancaster plain 
was still intact and before the deep valleys were formed. 
Otherwise, why should there be 110 patches of the drift in 
the valleys? A11d why should the valleys show 11ot the 
slightest indication of having been g·lacially worn? The 
Kansan drift seems clearly e11ough to have been deposited 
after the valleys were formed. 

The above evide11ce seems to justify the interpretation, at 
least as a worki11g· hypothesis, that the Lancaster plai11 was 
intact at the time of the pre-Kansan ice invasion, but that 
it was uplifted and partly dissected before the Kansa11 
epoch. Leverett1 objects to this interpretation and cites 
the presence of pre-Kansa11 drift in the bottoms of deep 
rock-bound valleys in Wisconsin and southeastern Iowa. So 
far as the writer has been able to investig·ate the evide11ce, 
he finds it inco11clusive. The writer's interpretation is 
strengthened by E. W. Shaw2, whose recent work in the 
Ozark district seems to show that the main uplift and the 
1nain development of the Mississippi valley there took place 
during· the early Pleistocene, ratl1er than at the close of the 
Tertiary as was previously supposed. 

Accepti11g the above interpretations of the ag·es of the 
Dodgeville and Lancaster plains, at least as probabilities, 
the probable dates of diastrophic eve11ts and erosio11 cycles 
are easily determined a11d are stated in the following sum-
mary of events. 

SUMMARY OF EVENTS 
The first step in the history of the surface of the Drift

less Area was the final emerg·ence of the surface from the 
sea and the formation of an anticli11e with its axis running· 
throug·h La Crosse and its south limb formi11g a great 

1. Personal con1munications and oral discussions in the field. 
2. Pei sonal communications to the writer. 
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monoclinorium which extends far beyond the boundaries of 
the Driftless Area to the south and southwest. This move
ment left the surface hig·h above the level of grade, with a 
stream divide on the axis of the fold. This event took place 
after the Niag·aran epoch of the Silurian period and prob
ably after the Pennsylvanian period, but before the Creta
ceous. The date may be set roug·hly at the close of the 
Paleozoic era. 

Following· its initiation, the surface was eroded in one or 
more cycles and was broug·ht to the condition of a plain 
with a relief of less tha11 200 feet, the Dodg·eville plain. The 
cycle was not complete, but a stag·e at least as late as early 
old ag·e was reached. The divide at La Crosse was probably 
obliterated before the close of this cycle. The stage in the 
history of the region was probably broug·ht to an end at 
some time during· or at the close of the Tertiary period. 

Probably in late Tertiary time the gravel-strewn Dodge
ville plain was uplifted almost uniformly to the amount of 
approximately 180 feet. 

The uplift mentioned in the last paragraph inaug·urated 
a new cycle of erosion knoW11 as the Lancaster cycle, which 
continued probably until the advance of the pre-Kansan 
glacier in the earliest part of Pleistocene period, by which 
time a second peneplain, the Lancaster plain, had been 
formed. Neither was this cycle of erosion con1plete. How
ever, the surface at this ti1ne was much more nearly flat 
than the present surface. The surface doubtless lacked 
something· of having· g·one so far in its stage of reduction 
as was the case during· the Dodg·eville cycle. 

The Lancaster erosion cycle was interrupted most likely 
at some time soon after the retreat of the pre-Kansan 
g·lacier i11 the early Pleistocene, by a diastrophic uplift with
out tilting· or warping, amounting· to 600 feet or more. This 
movement raised the La11caster plain to levels high above 
g·rade and inaugurated a third cycle of erosion. 

The details of the post-Nebraskan, pre-Wisconsin history 
of the Driftless Area are not known, but the history seems 
to have been one of erosion interrupted locally and tern-

t 
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porarily by the deposition of at least two bodies of glacial 
drift on the borders of the area. Deep valleys appear to 
have been cut before tl1e adva11ce of the Kansan g·lacier and 
the deposition of a thin body of Kansan drift on the west 
border. The valleys of Pecatonica and Apple1 rivers had 
been cut to depths below their present bottoms by the time 
of the Illinoian ( ?) ice invasion from the east. 

Some time before or during or immediately after the 
Wisconsin g·lacial epoch, when the valley trains were de
posited in the Mississippi and Wisco11si11 valleys, there ap
pears to have occurred a subsidence of the surface amount
ing· to about 180 feet a11d perhaps accompanied by a tilting· 
of all older g·raded surfaces slightly to the south. The sub
sidence rendered it impossible for the Mississippi and its 
tributaries to cut back to their orig·inal levels. If tilting· 
occurred the g·entler slope of the present flood plai11 as com
pared with all previous g·radients is explained. 

After the withdrawal of the Wisconsin g·lacier the Mis
sissippi river and its tributaries beg·an to excavate their 
valleys by the removal of the fluvio-glacial debris but they 
reached grade 30 or 40 feet below the orig·inal top of the 
deposit and 180 feet 011 the average above its bottom. Hav
i11g· reached g·rade, the streams have all developed valley 
flats in the soft n1aterial deposited by waters during· tl1e 
Wisconsin epoch. 

1. Trowbr:dgc. A. C. and Shaw, E. V,., Bull. 111. Gcol. Surv. No. 26, pp. 95-99. 
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